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—News In Brief

Remember when?

Kennedy says he's not running
for the president's seat in 1988
BOSTON (AP) — Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's disavowarof a
race for the White House in 1988 showed "political class" and
portended a hot contest among the new genera don of Democratic
presidential contenders, politicians said.
"I know that this decision means that I may never be president,
but the pursuit of the presidency is not my life. Public service is,"
Kennedy said in an unusual, paid political announcement televised Thursday evening in his home state of Massachusetts.
His announcement led House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. to
predict "a wide-open scramble" for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
Kennedy spokesman Eddie Martin said the senator was at the
family's home in Hyannis Port and would not comment until a
news conference in Boston -today.
It was the second time in three years that Kennedy, 53, has
withdrawn from a presidential race. In 1982, he called a news
conference in Washington to say that, although he wanted to be
president, his "overriding obligation" was to his three children.
This time, Kennedy chose the unusual format of a videotaped
political announcement to say he felt his place was in the Senate,
where he would run for re-election in three years.
"I have decided that the best way-to advance the values that
ayou and I sha
— peace on earth, economic growth at home and
as
for all Americium — is to be a United States senator
and not a candidate for president of the United States," he said.
Sen. Christopher J. Dodd, D-Conn., a close friend, said Kennedy told him his decision not to run was based on family concerns and worries that his candidacy would limit his effectiveness as a senator.
"Number one, It's the family," Dodd said. "Any time a Kennedy runs, there's a high level of passion. There's a certain
amount of fear involved."
Kennedy was elected to-the U.S. Senate in 1962 for the seat once
held by his brother, John F. Kennedy. As senior senator from
Massachusetts, Edward Kennedy lost the Democratic presidential nomination in 1980, but re-emerged as a strong contender
after sitting out the 1984 race.
Kennedy, who had said earlier this year that his desire to be
president was "the least well-kept secret of public life," said he
felt he could be most effective by making his intentions clear as
soon as possible.

Elsewhere...
H. the A...negated Prent',

NANTES, France — Three gunmen holding four hostages ended their 29-hour courtroom siege today and sped off in a car,
witnesses said. The pro-Palestinian gunman who took over the
courtroom Thursday and freed two defendants in a robbery trial
appeared headed for the center of town, and they were followed
by a car with fourpolice wearing bullet-proof vests, officers said
LONDON —t Anglican envoy Terry Waite, hoping for a
Christmas gesture of good will, returns to Beirut to resume his
bargaining with Moslem extremists for the release of American
hostages.
WASHINGTON — Nicaraguan rebels are operating in northern
Costa Rica have engaged in cocaine smuggling, using some of.the
profits to finance their war against Nicaragua's leftist government, according to U.S. investigators and American volunteers
who work with the rebels.
TOKYO — A Japanese Air Lines jumbo jet that crashed Aug. 12
killing 520 people aboard hit three mountain ridges as the crew
fought desperately to keep the plane aloft, the Transport Ministry
said.
WASHINGTON — The first session of the 99th Congress ended
as it started — acrimoniously boiling in arguments over spending
priorities and unable to agree on how to cope with federal budget
deficits.
WASHINGTON — With the chiefs of the Pentagon and the Central Intelligence Agency arrayed against him, Secretary of State
George P. Shultz says he would resign before agreeing to have his
loyalty checked through a polygraph test.
WASHINGTON — Sharply higher costs of beef and gasoline,
which already have shown up at the wholesale level, sent
November consumer prices up at the fastest pace since last spring, analysts are predicting.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, with the help of
some statistical rejiggering, may yet confound the expertsand
see its economic forecast for this year comae close to being
correct.
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Area residents recall their
most favorite Christmas

Jackie Weatherford, pictured above at last night's Murray City
Council meeting, presented the council with an annual report
from the Murray Tourism Commission. As 1986 vice chairman of
the commission, Weatherford outlined some of this past year's
activities, which were highlighted by the location of the National
Boy Scout Museum here.

BSA museum highlight
of report to city council
"The year 1985 was successful
as the (Murray) Tourism Commission again operated within
budget and revenues. It carried
out the committment of $15,000
to the National Museum. Boy
Scouts of America and with its
advertising and promotions, improved the exposure of Murray
to visitors and tourists over a
wide area," Jackie Weatherford
informed the Murray City Council Thursday evening.
The Murray Tourism Commission's annual report to the city council was highlighted by the
location of the National Boy
Scout Museum here. while

Weatherford, 1986 .vice chairman of the Tourism Commission, outlined some of the other
accomplishments of the commission for the council.
"We feel like the Boy Scout
Museum is the one thing we've
been looking for to draw people
to Murray," said Weatherford.
Weatherford outlined some of
the activities and events sponsored by the commission, including the continuation of the
monthly calendar of events,.a
revised "Visitor's Guide," a
"Meet Murray" brochure and
(Cont'd on page 5)

School to get $150,000
more under new tax law
The Murray City School
System should realize an additional $150,000 each fiscal year
under a new utility tax law,
which received unanimous approval by the Murray school
board in a special called
'meeting Thursday. Calloway
Circuit Judge James Lassiter. in
a court ruling Sept. 13. 1985,
ordered the firm of Richardson,
Howe, Wilson and Cunningham
to audit $2.5 million in utility tax
receipts and determine how the
money would be divided between the two school districts
pursuant to MRS 160.613.
The school board, after

emerging from a near hour-long
executive session with board attorney Don Oyerbey,approved a
three-part motion accepting the
auditing firm's report to divide
utility tax receipts dating from
May 1. 1982 to Dec. 12, 1985 pending a mutual agreement by the
city and county school board's
on how the $2,559.483.42 in utility
tax monies should be divided.
Under the motion, tax money
for natural gas and electricity in
the north dorm complex at Murray State University will be
divided as follows: ifor elec-

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Christmas brings back many
memories to most people.
Sometimes, it is one particular
Christmas that stands out from
all the others. Several residents
at the West View Nursing Home
were asked it there was one particular Christmas -that they
remembered the most.
Clifton Mason: "I remember
mighty well the worst
Christmas. One Christmas, we
had nothing. Daddy didn't have
any work and when he did he
was an alcoholic." Several other
children .in the .neighborhood
had fireworks that they were
setting off. Mason and the two
other children in the family
wanted to watch but the other
children told them to go back
home."We told Daddy if we just
had a nickel to buy a pack of
firecrackers, we could just see
the other kids setting theirs off.
but 11,didn't have a nickel. That
was my worst Christmas ever.
The rest of them have been fairly nice."
Iva Barton: The Christmas
she remembers most is "the day
I was married. We were married in my mother and dad's
home. My.grandma stood there
and cried. My dad cried. I'd
never seen him cry before.
Mother had the Christmas dinner. We didn't eat much. I was
the oldest and they thought I was
going to leave forever. My husband had bought a new car but it
was rather open. My grandmother thought I would freeze to
death so she heated bricks to put
at my feet. It was a happy
time."
Erin Reed: She could not pick
one particular Christmas but
said that on the holiday "we
always had a bunch that would
come on Christmas Eve night
and my husband would send up a
balloon. We just had a good
time. The whole neighborhood
would come.
Marlon Coulton: "I think the
happiest Christmas was the
year after we bought a big
house.. on Long Island and I had
my whole family together for
the first time" since her son and
daughter live, far away. " My
grandson was about three when
he came and when he first saw
the Christmas tree he put his
hands up and was so awestruck
and thrilled. I have never forgotten that picture.
Venezula Higgins: She also
could not pick one particular
Christmas that she remembered
the most. She remembered the
ones spent with "my family."
Ola Underwood: "We were
living in Granite City. Ill. My
husband worked for the steel
mills and he got laid off." Her
four-year-old daughter found a
((ont'd on page .5)

((ont'd on page .5)
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Collins to back appointed superintendent
,

Clearing and cold tonight
with lows around 10. Light
west wind.
Mostly sunny Saturday
with highs in the upper 20s.
West winds at 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair to partly cloudy skies
and more seasonable
temperatures Sunday
through Tuesday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5
Barkley Lake ...
354.4

effective one. I don't see any need to
change that."
The bill prefiled for the 1986 General
Assembly calls for each of the state's seven
congressional districts to have an elected
representative on the board.
The other six members would remain appointees of the governor and the entire
board would hire the superintendent.
Currently, all 13 board members are appointed and the superintendent is a constitutional officer, elected statewide.
The changes would require a constitutional amenament. so passage of the bill
would place the issue on the Novethber 1086
ballot Collins said she "most likely" would
stump the state for approval of the
amendment.
The prefiled bill is a composite of three

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Martha
Layne Collins said she would push for a bill
aimed at appointing Kentucky's schools
superintendent, but not the bill's provision
for electing a majority of the state Board of
Education.
"I want to see an appointed state
superintendent of public instruction," Collins said in an interview with The
Associated Press. "I said that in the (1984
legislative) session. I'm saying it now -and
that's what I think will be in the best interest of Kentucky."
As for a section of the bill that proposes
electing seven of the state board's 13
members. Collins said: "I'm not sure that's
the way to go.'
"I happen to think that the state Board of
-Education that we have right now is a very

bills that were drafted after the 1984
General Assembly A legislative task force
meeting in the interim decided a single
compromise bill would be preferable to
multiple versions.
Collins essentially favors the kind of bill
that was defeated by the legislature in 1984
— a proposed constitutional amendment
that wok limited to appointment of,. the
superintlindent of public instruction
The inclusion in the current measure of _
the elected-board provision was a concession to the Kentucky Education Association
and others who had said that's what it
would take for their support of'an appointed
superintendent.
"I don't know about all those details,"
• Collins said. "All I know is, I have to look at
what I think is best for education
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royko says

by mike royko

•

Turn it off
The American Broadcasting
Co. and its Public Broadcasting Service deserve kudos for
their unprecedented plan to
fight adult illiteracy. The joint
effort will include an ABC
News documentary next September on the problems of the
estimated 23 million functionally illiterate Americans, and
PBS will broadcast a documentary on strategies to combat illiteracy.
However, Education Secre-

tary William J. Bennett took
the opportunity at the Washington news conference announcing the drive to remind
us that watching more than
10-12 hours of television a
week hurts students' academic performance, and that the
best readers usually watch TV
less than six hours a week.
That's what's known as a
word to the wise — parents,
that is.

letter to the editor
To the Editor:
Business of all sizes have suffered unjustly from the application of the civil provision of the
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations ( RICO )
statute. In addition to facing treble damages and attorney's fees,
these businesses — and those individuals who own and operate
them — are subject to being
labelled "racketeers."
The RICO statute was intended
by Congress as a weapon against
organized crime's inroads into
legitimate business. Instead, the
targets all too often appear to be
concerns with no ties to organized crime or racketeering. The
statute is incresingly invoked in
any kind of business or civil
dispute.
Settlements
and
judgements based on RICO
allegations may effect the
availability
of
insurance
coverage and could contribute to
the difficulty that businesses of
all sizes are having in securing
adequate liability insurance.
Now, however, legislation has

been introduced in the U.S. House
of Representatives by Congressman Frederick Boucher
I D.-Va.) which would return the
RICO statute to its original intent. This bill ( H.R. 2943) would.
require a prior criminal conviction before a defendant could be
sued under civil RICO.
The accounting profession,
through testimony delivered by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants before
both Senate and House Judiciary
Committees, has vigorously supported such a change in the
statute as proposed by Congressman Boucher. The Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants joins the A1CPA in
urging
business
people
everywhere to contact their
Senators and Representatives to
urge passage of H.R. 2943.
Bernard W..Gratzer
Executive Director
310 West Liberty
Louisville, Kentucky
40202-3074

looking back
Ten years ago
A new program, designed to
pay special recognition to major
donors anci to meet their expressed esires for utilization of
their gifts, has been launched by
Murray State University as The
President's Club, according to
Dr. Constantine W. Curris.
president.
Crews from Calloway County
Road Department, Murray
Street Department, Murray
Electric System and Murray
Water & Sewer System joined
forces yesterday in a crash program to cut a new road into the
new Sager Glove Plant building
on North Fourth Street.
Lisa Smith. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Smith, and a
senior at Farmington High
School, was crowned as Farmington Basketbal Queen.
Randy Lowe, vice president of
Jenny lijdge Bowhunters. is pictured with a deer he got while
hunting with a bow in Land Between the Lakes.
Twenty years ago
Murray State College has been
granted $108,000 by National
Science Foundation to conduct
two summer institutes for
science teachers, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president.
Sgt. James Witherspoon of
Murray Police Department was
named as president of United
Lodge of Fraternal Order of
Police at a meeting held at
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Coleman
and children, Gregg and
Richard. are missionaries for
Churches of Christ in New
Zealand. Mrs. Coleman, the
former Rose Marie Dyer, is the
daughter of Mrs. Mamie Dyer of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nanney of
Farmington will observe their
67th wedding anniversary on
Dec. 26.
The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
Its Christmas party at the home

of Miss Jeanne Diuguid on
Sharpe Street.
Thirty years ago
Russell Nelson, 68, Dexter,
died yesterday from injuries
sustained in a car accident on
Dexter-Palestine road.
The Murray-Calloway County
United Fund Drive has gone
over the top with a total of
$21,007.05, according to Holmes
Ellis, general chairman for the
drive.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Thomas
Outland will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 27.
George Hart, president of the
Bank of Murray, announces the
appointment of Rob Ray to position of teller and bookkeeper.
Mrs. D.C. Clanton, Mrs. W.E.
Dick and Mrs. Claude Anderson
presented a program on "We
Would See Jesus" at a meeting
of Woman's Society of Christian
Service of Hazel Methodist
Church held at the church.
Miss Joanna Jett and Robert
Lewis Darnall were married
Nov. 26 at Ridgedale Church of
Christ, Chattanooga, Tenn.
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The West Coast and bum logic
I have friends on the West
Coast who like to keep me informed of the latest outbursts of
strange behavior by the natives.
And I've noticed a subtle
trend. In the past, almost all of
the eccentricity could be found
in California.
But lately, it's been creeping
northward along the coast, into
Oregon and even Washington.
This is surprising, because
these have always been levelheaded states where people
haven't acted any crazier than
the rest of us.
I'm not saying that Oregon or
Washington are approaching
Califronia in either the variety
or volume of zaniness. Nobody
could. If the rest of the country
flung open the doors of its
asylums and began snacking on
LSD, California would be unchallenged as the nation's
greatest collective whacko.
But there is evidence that
whatever it is that makes
Californians act the way they do
Is drifting toward its neighbors.
A couple of examples:
First, let us consider an interesting issue that has risen in
the city of Portland: sidewalk
rights.
In the Old Town section of
Portland, there's a restaurant
called Dan and Louis Oyster
Bar. It's been in business for
almost 80 years.
Because this part of town has
long been part of the local Skid
Row. the restaurant has been

bothered by people who sit at the
curb, lie on the sidewalk or lean
against the restaurant wall.
Some of them sip non-vintage
wines. Othrs puff on funny little
cigarettes.
Depending on where you live
and your level of insensitivity,
these people have traditionally
been known as bums, winos,
derelicts, vagrants or hoboes.
But in recent years, sOcial
workers and other kind souls —
especially in California — have
taken to calling them "street
people' or simply "the
homeless."
There have been organizations formed to demand greater
rights for street people. In some
parts of California, it's become
gospel that street people should
have guarantees of food,
clothing, medical care, housing,
pensions, and their choice of
red, white or rose wines.
And, of course, they should
have the right to sit or lie down
on the sidewalks of their choice.
On the other hand, we have the
problem of a house-person, such
as Lou Wachsmuth, 38, who is
one of the owners of the old
oyster restaurant that his grandfather started.
He says the street people were
cluttering up the sidewalk in
front of his place so that
customers didn't want to step
over or on them, and he was losing business.
His solution was to install
something called a "drip-line"

along the wall of his building.
ping down the plastic pipe.
It's a piece of plastic pipe with
Blackie, by the way, emlittle holes in it. Water runs
phasizes that he's not a bum."A
through and some of it drips
bum won't work. A hobo will."
down the side of the building.
Does Blackie, who is 47 and
Then it trickles on the sidewalk
has been a hobo since age 14, do
to the curb and into the gutter.
any work?
This wets the wall, the
"No. But if I was given the opsidewalk and the curb, making
portunity, I would."
them uncomfortable places to
I don't know how the issue will
sit, sprawl or lean.
be resolved. But I have to say
The street people, finding that by Chicago .standards.
themselves wet, would drift to
Louie's approach was benign.
some other place to lounge
I know a few tavern keepers
about.
who would simply take a
"It worked fine," said Louie. frothing Doberman for a fast
"I didn't have anybody
walk among the street people.
urinating in front of the place or
Meanwhile, in Olympia, the
panhandling from the
capital of Washington, there has
customers."
been considerable debate over
But as fast as it takes for a
the decision by the state's Liknee to jerk, Louie was under at- quor Control Board to enforce a
tack by do-gooders. One who rule that prohibits swearing and
works for a small newspaper talking dirty-in taverns.
that is dedicated to saving
This board was upset because
whales, rushed to the oyster some comedians told dirty jokes
house and sprayed it with the
in a few bars.
message: "What you do to the
e board has been thinkleast of my brothers, you do to ing abut ordering.some joints
me."
to put signs up over the door
"All I did was make my
warnink patrons that if they
sidewalk wet," said Louie. "is enter, hey might hear dirty
that an atrocity?"
langu e.
There has been talk in the
It's been my experience that
press about city officials anyrrne you go into a bar, you
challenging Louie's right to wet run the risk of hearing dirty
the sidewalk.
la
age.
And the nation's top hobo,
O. I don't know what to say
West Coast Blackie, who was a out the thinking of the
elected to that position by a
'ashington Liquor
Control
gathering of his fellow hoboes 'hoard. except that the (deleted)
and lives in Portland part of the
members must be out of their
year, says he has considered ripi deleted ) minds.

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — A year
ago, the Dines Letter, an investment advisory publicatiih, sA a
target -of 1645,31 points for the
Dow Jones industrial average,
while the Holt Investment Advisory saw it falling to 1000
points.
They weren't at the extreme
either. Joseph Glanville, for example, said the market would be
close to "financial Armageddon," while several earnest
researchers tried to convince
people that 2000 points was
within reach.
Roughly speeking, the
forecasters were spread from
front to rear or top to bottom by
at least 1000 points as they
sought the answer to that perennial question: Are stocks overpriced or underpriced or correctly priced?
Nobody knows, of course, but
the absence of knowledge seems
to be a spur to the attempt, and a
further spur is the powerful
thrust the market has taken
over the past few weeks. Again,
the spread is as wide or tall.
Here are three samples
thosen from analysts with wide
followings:
— Investment Horizons, a
newsletter founded by Gerald
Perritt, a former professor of
mathematics, that screens some
of the lesser-known stocks to
discover those that might temporarily have been overlooked
by the market.
The most widely used stock
valuation method, according to
Horizons, is to measure priceearnings ratios, the number that
comes from dividing stock
prices by the previous 12 months' earnings.
According to the P-E approach,a reasonable estimate of
stock value is the "normal" P-E
multiplied by an estimate of the
next year's earnings per share,
since investments are based on
future rather than past
earnings.
Since 1949, the P-E ratio of the
Standard & Poor's 50Q-stock index has varied from a low of 5.9
to a high of 22.4, and has averaged 13.1 times the previous year's
earnings.
Using correlational analysis
to include the impact of inflation
— which seems to create lower
stock expectations — Horizons
concludes that the stock market
prices aren't yet too high, in

by john cunniff
spite of the recent advances.
— Wright Investors Service,
manager of more than $2 billion
in portfolios and considered to
have one of the best long-term
records, is cautious, saying
"there are some daunting, if not
decisive, reasons for maintaining a cautious posture toward
equities in the new- year."

Among its arguments: Bond
yields today offer stiff competition with equities for investors'
funds. And only once-before in
the 20th century has the S&P
composite index risen for more
than four consecutive years — in
1924-1928.
— Dessauer's Journal, an investment letter out of Orleans,

Mass., that last year forecast a
20 percent to 25 percent rise in
stock prices, putting it very
close to the mark.
•
"As long as the United States
is lagging behind the world
trend tin stock prices you can
hold on to U.S. stock positions
with confidence," says John
Dessauer.

THE WOVE to'IMPEACH SANTA
CHAPTER TEN
By Robert J. Boyle
-—

Juniperperper was up before dawn
-s
on the second day of Santa's impeachment trial. He leaned over to
Jinkersnipes' bed and shook him.
"Hey, lazy bones. get up," he
laughed."We have a lot of work to do
today,"
Rubbing the sleep from his eyes,
Jinkersnipes replied. "Why so
early?"
"Evel Whone had Herr Humbugg
on the stand yesterday and I bet a
million that he will put Hal 1). Lemon
on the stand today," Juniperperper
S- fr
said.
"Who is he?" Jinkersnipes asked.
"Well he was just -a tart when he
came. to the North Pale and wanted
to be an elf for Santa," Juniperperper explained. "Well Santa gave him
a gift and told Hal I). Lemon to come
back in a few years."
"That's what Santa always does."
Jinkersnipes explained.
"l'es. I know." .1uniperperper replied. "But Hal
Lemon became
angry. He called Santa an old fattie
and threw three Christmas halls at
him."
She smiled and winked
"My, my and my." Jinkersnipes
said. "What did Santa do'!"
"He. of course. gave Hal I).
"Then you think he. w
te.stify
Lemon a bad mark." Juniperperper against Santa
linkursnifies
replied." And that Christmas Hal
asked.
Lemon got coal in his stocking."
"I'm sure. he %\ 111.7 Juniperperper pe.rpi.rpia•
1..lro,r. I
"He deserved it," Jinkersnipes replied. "But let's order breakfast you W ant eel 1.,
7
- 1,,
I
said. "But I bet he was a better be- and then study a While. bcfore. \et. e:rls at
haved boy the next year."
head feet- the. 1N."
'That is .u,. ft
Ha "You would think so. wouldn't
After breakfast they
the' I..iee
you." Juniperperper replied. "Rut Revive% for an hour and then teL a
.7 7 r.it
rric.
N. \\
he wasn't. He really t urneel Seellr. He taxi to the t'N.
h.,.!
0.1%,
1,1,1,r.ncel
I.,
misbehaved all year :11111 e've'n his
Anil. Juni perperper cc as light
eit•;, ;old
.111.1
parents couldn't do a thing w it h him. Thu first ye it!less called b.\ F.e
t..
They punished hint but it (lid no Whom. ee as Hal D. Lemon
pi.rpry
goo'. As he grew iilder he continued
Eve! 1Vinitie asked him. -Aral
11.
A -11,.ckt,i
to be, just as 111V:111. He' thrn %AVM tie say you w ere dented the- oppiirt unit
'.c cc
work for Eve) Whiine anti has hail it to have yaiur
l'h1.1!)4111a:e. Wel )211 -11\N did
-Tele:I. 11 Iin for Santa all t hese years."
"But what can he testify
"That is correct." lial l)
mon
H is ,
asked Jinkerstupc7._
replied_
11„,Ii I,,ciii
-I think he w ill try to prov e that "Did Santa cite acainst
II is trai liiitwin
and
Santa has a monopoly sin Christ - E%el Whom. aske.d.
tos had
mas."Juniperperper saii I. "Because
"l'es he did." Hal I) 1.cm.n
tee c''1 c,'pie-t
e:tr:s
a few years :ego Hal I). Lemon !died.
sinihni2 said. - No
wanted to handle Christmas gift givTurning tie the' ifirrill)(.1")). i)f the. mon. koc.11,0,
N, EvelIt'hone said. "Ladies and
ing for boys and girl'
lit the -r, larns,d ;,. th,ni1-uiihe-i,' eel
Gentler/leo. this pro% es t hat Santa
''Hi' did'?" linkersinpes asked.
the- I - N and
ceattle"Yes, but he hail it all backwards.'• u ants 0 111onopol on Chri.t ma. men.
I ek vit. I
you e.‘ ii hear of
Juniperperper explained. "Hal I). Here wt. have. a poor, sima.n. elf whie
any t hinc "sii
4;i%
tie hail
By Ken Wolf
Lemon wanted to gi‘e toys and gins ve ant s to provide toys at Christmas
This comment oti love, taken to bail boys anil girls and the good to children and Santa, m it h the help 1/11.1))) and girls is leeiyiend the. meaning
from
the
works of the boys and girls w (.11141 get potato feed- of the. Committee of the. Niorth, eef (1111-tnia, N41‘ii y1111kiiiecc ‘,Vh
Sant a and Ow Committee of the
Englishman Oscar Wilde. is ap- ings or coal."
refused tie allow him to lee t his thc
North ruled against Hal I).
propriate for the holiday season
-My, my, what a sillv idea," very satne tiong that Santa lbws."
.11itilitcrperi•T could set. it in the.
••I object." Juniperperlicr said
— or any season:
Jinkersnipes replied. "Wha4, hapeyes of.the delegates that they
infiirm,,
'Evel Whim, is gie ing fake
pened?"
Keep love in your heart. A
agreed with hint.
"Well the Qimmittee of the Nowt h turn:7
_life _without it a 111te_ _a,_
"
i'4141•iY-11111.14
sunless Fardeit- when - the
-11••:_
ann-saw
iftw ikwung rroticii'at. •
cess, The- Tooth Fairy, Jack Ernst Dag Whood •airl. •
flowers sire dead. The conhim
•
Mother
-I
her„Nature
and
just
ha.c
eqiestions
a
few
arid
tier
Fat
sciousness of toting and beShe. smiled and winked.
Santa. ruled against Hal D. Lemon's tins witness•:
ing loved brings a warmth
''""!.
Suddenly Juniperperper felt lo
Juniperperpt..r c‘plained. "He will have to tell the full story
t-4,,,t ta w
and richness to life that
"This made him very angry. He. still
Turning to Ral D. Lemon. Juro
nothing else can bring.
(To Be Continued)
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ON SALE SUN., DEC. 22
THRU TUE., DEC. 24
Open Daily 9:9: Sunday 1 2-9
Reguiat Pnces Mqy Vary Al Some Stores
Due To Locor Competition

SUN.
MON.,
TUES.,
ONLY!

1 2.77 KSalemarlPrice
LessFtoectory
— 5E00
Net Cost
Atter Rebate
7.77 Your
s slopukItson

Rebate OKnolea

Price
After
Rebate
AC'DC*, ART MiFM-stereo slimline boom box. Features
include 2, 3 speakers, built-in condenser mikes, automatic stop
at end of tape,6-pushbutton operation, direct "on air"
recording. Stereo sound plus easy portability.
•Ballenes ore exiva

Price
After
Rebate
1-piece deluxe extension phone for use on wall or desktop
Includes modular wall connector. Available in choice of "high
energy" colors. This terrific phone will make an exciting gift for
the people on your list! TP1021.1

•
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LAST MINUTE GIFTS
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.97

Sale Price. Lightweight poriableplack'white TV
otters good picture quality as well as a rich sound. Uses
only 40-watts of power on AC operation. Quality
room-to-room model for personal viewing. KMBI2SOG

Sale Price Pkg. Nut variety; 3 cans in festive gift package
Nice to keep, handy to serve your guests during holiday season
or present as a special gift. 36-oz. net wt

Nortico

27.97
Sole Price. Women's rechargeable shaver;
cord, cordless. Features
straight and rounded
trimmers, shaver foil,
more Includes cleaning
brush, razor headguard,
cosmetic bag

Nore/

&molar trPles on all stores

8.88

3.6

Sale Price Ea. Steam/dry iron, 2-slice toaster, hand mixer, Of
automatic can opener/knife sharpener. Iron uses tap water:
opener features removable cutting unit for easy cleaning.

4.97

1.97

Sale Price Ea. Sun Gold
Malibu Barbie, Skipper,
P.J., or Ken. Each doll
has 1-piece swimsuit, 3pairs of sunglasses. Gals'
tote bags open to
beach mats. Ken has
towel For oges 3 up

'Net vet
Mt* -nay ooacy

Sale Price Box. 1-1b.* chocolate covered cherries; dark or milk chocolate

Sale Price Ea. Popular LP albums or cassette tapes by many
of your favorite artists or groups. Enjoy these terrific recordings of
rock, country, easy listening, golden oldies, more

1.77

2.97

Sale Price Roll.
Color print film.
110/24 or 135/24
•

Sale Price Pkg.
Twin-pack color
disc film. 30-exp

14.67
Total

Sale Price Ea. 2-pack Instant or Trimprint color print film. 20 exp.

El)c

“lirr Our,

Sold In Sporting
Goods Dept

66oSave 33% 97cSave 42% 3•97

Toshiba VCR VM 41S
7 Day

progromn- ohle

10 •

touch recn

,,ced terror.

on

Our 9.Pkg. of 1,
9-V; or 2,C"or "Cr'
heavy-duty batteries.

Our 1.68. 4-pock
'AA" heavy-duty
batteries.

Reg.
6.97

All Dartboards
25". Off

9.97

Our 16.83 Ea. Wire
wheel spoke covers;
Sizes 13 , 14 , 15
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Senators from Kentucky, Tennessee asking for hearings
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
U.S. senators from Tennessee
and Kentucky have called for a
Senate hearing on air safety in
the aftermath of a fiery airplane
crash last week that killed 248
soldiers and eight crew
members.
"You can never ask enough
questions about this kind of
situation," said Me Kopp, a
spokesman for Sen. Albert Gore
Jr., D-Tenn.
Kopp said Thursday from
Washington that Gore and three
other senators have asked for a
hearing on air safety and air
chartering practices of the
Defense Department.
Meanwhile, Sen. John Glenn,
D-Ohio, announced Thursday
that a Senate investigations
committee will hold a sweeping
air safety hearing on
"dangerous corner-cutting" by
U.S. air carriers.
In a letter dated Monday,
Gore and Sen. James Sasser, D.
Tenn.,joined Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Ky., and Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., in asking Sen. Nancy Kassebaum to schedule a
hearing "in the very near
future" for the Committee on
Commerce, Science and
Transportation, which she
chairs.
The letter suggested the hearing should pose questions about

the airworthiness of the DC-8
model, "one of the oldest type,,
of aircraft still in heavy u
commercial aviation."
The senators also asked
whether the federal government
was "cutting safety corners by
utilizing charter services that
might meet only borderline safety requirements."
The new emphasis on air safety was prompted by the Dec. 12
crash of a chartered four-engine
DC-8 jet moments after takeoff
from Gander, Newfoundland.
Arrow Air, the flight's
charter, had been cited for
numerous safety violations by
the Federal Aviation Administration in 1984. FAA officials said.
The aircraft and its eightmember crew were returning
248 members of the Army's 101st
Airborne Division to their home
base at Fort Campbell. Ky.,
which straddles the TennesseeKentucky border. The troops
had been part of the division's
contingent serving in a multinational Sinai peacekeeping force
in Egypt.
Two days after the crash,
Sasser and Gore asked the U.S.
General Accounting Office to investigate the Defense Department's use of chartered aircraft.
Kopp said the senators decided to call for a hearing as well,
since GAO investigations often

take many months, while a
Senate hearing could be scheduled as early as January, when
Corigress returns to Washington.
Although an air safety hearieg
was already held earlier this
year by Kassebaum's committee, Kopp said the questions
need to be posed again because
of last week's disaster.
Gore and Ford serve on
Kassebaum's committee. Ford
also serves on the aviation subcommittee, which would con-

duct the hearings
"We have the resuures of the
aviation sithcommittee right
there, and it makes sense to tap
them," Kopp said.
Glenn said his probe by the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations will explore all elements of air safety,
including maintenance, inspection, equipment and air traffic
control and will culminate in a
series of public hearings early in
1986.

"I have been told that there
may have been corner-cutting in
at least one instance that certainly shouldn't have happened," Glenn said. "I've called for
this investigation because
within the last two days I have
received information which
strongly suggests that in at least
one case, dangerous cornercutting may be occurring with
respect to maintenance and
other areas that bear directly on
safety."

Glenn gave no details of the
safety threats, except to say
they involve a private air carrier, and not the FAA.
Accidents involving U.S. carriers have taken the lives of 528
people this year. Including the
256 killed in last week's crash.
This year. Glenn said, has proved the second most deadly in
U.S. aviation history, exceeded
only by 1977 in which 655 persons
died in crashes involving U.S.
carriers.
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Mother of soldier killed
in Gander crash gives
Weinberger 'an ear full"
ARLINGTON, Wash. (AP) —
The mother of a soldier from
Washington state who died in a
Dec. 12 plane crash in Newfoundland says she appreciated
President Reagan's presence at
a memorial for 248 dead
soldiers, but that she gave
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger "an earful" about
the accident.
The family of Sgt. Lawrence
Wood of Arlington attended
Monday's memorial service at
Fort Campbell, Ky., honoring
the men and women from the
101st Airborne Division who died
on their way home for the
Christmas holidays.
But Wood's mother, Katherine
Wood, said she's still angry
enough over the accident to consider a lawsuit.
Mrs. Wood said she let
Weinberger know just how

angry she was that military personnel were flown on an Arrow
Air chartered DC-8, which
crashed shortly after takeoff
from Gander, Newfoundland,
where it had stopped for
refueling.
The soldiers were returning
home from six months' duty
with peacekeeping forces in the
Sinai desert.
"I really told Weinberger an
earful," Mrs. Wood said at her
home Thursday.
"I told him it was a rotten
shame our military people had
to be flown in junk. I said seeing
the president was real nice. It
was a nice gesture, but it does
not appease me one bit. My son
lost his life stupidly.
"I don't know if it did any good
for me to say all that to
Weinberger, but it sure made
me feel a helluva lot better."

._
4416
4. V.
Stuck in traffic

The tugboat Evey-T and the Hornet sit in Mississippi River
ice along with barges in the background
near the GTA elevator in Winona, Minn., recently. Hundred
s of barges are locked in river ice in Minnesota and Iowa as unseasonably cold weather causes problem
s for the river traffic.
•P Laaerplurtu

Hospital approves joint facilities purchase

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
1986 building program. Poston
members as a budget commitThe board approved the conStaff Writer
said.
tee to assist in preparing the
sulting status of Dr John David
The Murray-Calloway County
hospital budget. Those apChandler, a radiologist in
The long range planning comHospital Board voted to
pointed-were Vicky Holton, Jim
Benton.
mittee is in the process of "getauthorize the administration
Garrison and Steve Sanders.
ting
down
to
serious
and executive
business of
committee to
The board also approved the
A recommendation to change
setting objectives for the
purchase Peripheral Systems
the retirement program was ap1986 medical Staff officers. They
district and the city school
hospital," Poston reported. He
Research, Inc. i PSR in a joint
proved. Poston said this was are: Dr. Robert Williams. chief
district to receive $1,178,251.93
venture with Jenny Stuart added that it will take until
"government jargon" that has of staff: Dr. Clegg Austin, presi(46.035 percent), based on
February to complete the plan,
Hospital in Hopkinsville.
dent; Dr. J.R. Quertermmous.
to be approved. Poston said that
consumption.
then a full report will be made to
This computer service is
president-elect; Dr. Robert
the board is planning to examine
(('ont'd from page 1/
The third part of the motion
the board.
employed by the two hospitals
Hughes. secretary-treasurer:
the retirement program in the
tricity ) 82.99 percent to the city
Board chairman, George
directed the auditing firm to
for the hospital service. The purDr. Lewis Drake, member-atnear future to see what imand 17.005 percent to the county;
Weaks appointed three
compute the interest on the total
chase is to assure continuity of
provements are needed.
large.
(for natural gas ) 34.72 percent to
cash receipts received during
service and maintain the
the city and 65.27 percent to the
the three-and-a-half year period.
reasonable costs the two
Weatherford also informed
county. Telephone taxes for the
The difference in the method
hospitals presently enjoy. Stuart
the
council that revenues from
entire MSU campus were dividof distribution will see
Poston, hospital administrator
Transient Room Tax have ined according to the location of
$428,323.29 in expected
said.
,
revenue
creased $1.582 over the past
telephones on the campus,
to the county school system go to
Poston announced to the
I('ont'd from page 1)
three years.
whether they are in the city or
the city school system, accorhospital board last night that the
"This small increase has
the commission's ongoing
the county school district. The
ding to Sheila Shaw, finance ofNew ICU CCU unit should be
made in necessary for the board
advertising program directed
city school district received
ficer for the city school system.'
pretty well complete "by the end
to maintain advertising and
toward tourists.
63.25 percent while the county
Shaw stated that the increase
of next week." Poston said that
brochure costs and other ,ex"Literature has been placed,
school district received 36.75
in revenue would amount to
an open house would hopefully
penses
at a constant level to reand
also
sent
percent.
to
Welcom
about $122,378 per year for the
e
be held Jan. 5, 1986 with the unit
main within its revenues,"
Centers in a number of states,
Under the former method of
three-and-a-half year period
opening sometime that week.
Weatherford read from the
from Minnesota to Florida and
distribution, based on average
that was studied.
Poston said that the opening
report. "This has been done
west to Colorado and Arizona,"
daily attendance figures from
Future distribution of the utiliwould depend on when the state
despite an increase in ad and
it was revealed in the tourism
each school district, the county
ty taxes will be based on concould inspect the new addition
printing costs, a strong increase
report.
school district would have
sumption, not on average daily
because clearance has to be
in the number of inquiries
received $1,809,554.78 (70.7 perpercentage figures. Shaw
given before the new unit can
answered and requests for
cent) and the-city school district
explained.
begin operation.
,literature."
would have received $749,928.64
The auditor's report will be
The board approved a request
In other. action during last
(29.3 percent) divided from the
presented to the county school
for carpet in the new ICU CCU
h a Barton
night's
meeting. farewell
total cash receipts from May 1,
board next, and if approved,
waiting room. Poston said that
statemen
ts
were
made
1982 through Dec. 12, 1985
by outgorepresentatives of both school
the architects had not called for
ing council members Ed
($2,559,443.42).
board's will meet with Judge
carpet there, but several people
The Kentucky Motor Vehicle
Chrisman and Lloyd Arnold. ArThe new method of distribuLassiter to formally resolve how
had felt that it would be a
Commission this week has cited
nold. as he rose from his chair to
tion will see $1,381,231.49 (53.965
the utility tax money will be
desired addition.
face the council, strongly urged
percent) go to the county school
divided.
Plans and specifications are 47 car dealers for allegedly
the future council to pursue the
continuing as scheduled on the allowing their dealer license
plates to be used by unauthorizpossibility of a city owned
ed persons.
recreation center.
(Cont'd from page 1
Dealer plates are limited by
The council unanimously apwalking doll in a store "We
state law to "a bona fide
proved a recommendation by
debated as to whether we should
Mayor Holmes Ellis to appoint
salesman Or employee" of the
get it for her. It was very expenPat Covington to the Murraydealer or to a "bona fide
sive. %se ctecided we'd go ahead
Calloway County Transit
customer" for one trip or
and have Christmas and do the
Authority, fulfilling the unex- demonstration.
best we could." She and her huspired term of W.C. Outland
Those dealers receiving citaband got the doll. Underwood's
tions are required to appear at
oldest daughter and her husband
hearings in January and
also "bought me a set of lamps."
February to show why they
"I believe that was the nicest
should not be penalized. The
Christmas we ever had.
maximum penalties are a $500
fine, revocation of the dealer
license, or both.
The. Social Security AdThose dealers in Murray cited
ministration, from the Mayfield
were:
Larry Bogard. d.b.a.
Branch Office, listed Ii three
Larry Bogard Used Cars:
only
month contact station schedule
James H. McKinney. d.b.a. J.M.
this week, with the contact staUsed Cars; Judy Latimer, d.b.a.
Please present this orupsin helorr
tion to be located in the Robert
Please present this toupon
J&W Auto Sales: Billy Dan
ordenng
t oupion per
ordcrffig )11.• otiv..11
0. Miller Courthouse Annex Sr
Crouse,
ullom er per visit please
d.b.a.
Crouse
Billy
11.
ustomer per visit. please
the District Court Room
Customer must pas ails sales las
uslomer hunt pas ans •ales
Auto Brokers; Jack Cain, d.b.a.
The Contact Station Schedule
•
due 't Hier got gl during regular
,jor I Hier good during regular
•• s
Cain's AMC-Jeep Inc.; Dwain
lunch dinner hours at particepating
lunch dinner hours at partit spatuuu it
for January. February and
breals1.4•1 how,at part. •
Taylor and Dan Taylor. d.b.a.
Harder's restaurants
Hardee.% reatatiranls
Moder • res1,140.1,11,
March will be every Tuesday
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.:
Offer good thrul)ec. 31. 1985.
Offer good thru Dec. 314905. Offer good thru Dec. 3.1.. 19854(Mar auud-atraa
fW1.O11014.,1.:L.
. 1..Lit85- Harold
rw., sandalichet allowed per r4ter
Iwn
Ah.wed
(noon) In January. the dates
Shoemaker Motor Sales: I.
will be Jan. 7, Jan. 14, Jan. 21
%U
%wee
s
/km
&
_Wells_Vunionl—lr_ and _Reny Jo.
%Ida&
PUrdom, d.b.a. Purdom Motors
Mine goodpeafitgp
Mtn,goodpeople913
wegood protardu
dates will be Feb. 4. Feb 11,
for good food
Inc.; *Charles Shuffett and
la good food
targoolrotik-93
forgood food
Feb. 18 and Feb. 25. In March.
j James R. Lassiter, d.b.a. Murthe dates will be March 4, March
ray Nissan Chrysler Dodge Inc
‘'enesula Bluing
11, March 18 and March 25.
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MURRAY TODAY

REGION I DECA officers are, from left, Kim Choate, treasurer; Regina
Dacy, secretary; Teresa Storey, Calloway High, president; Clifton
Caldwell, vice president; and Tracy McLeod, reporter-historian.

Mrray Ledger 8z Times

Jo) Burkeen. ctlitor

Teresa Storey,
DECA president

Teresa Storey presides at re ionarTheeting
Teresa Storey. a
senior at Calloway
County High School, attended the Kentucky
Distributive Education
Clubs of America office r Training
Workshop held at Continental Inn. Lexington,
for regional and state
officers.
Miss Storey is the
Region I president and
also is president of the
Murray DECA Club.
At the workshop.

presented. Any person blazer, light blue oxford
receiving first, second shirt, a yellow tie and a
or third place will be in- tan skirt.
Lee Cantrell, DECA
vited to the State Conference to be held in state advisor, was given
Louisville later in the a pen set from the
Region I DECA officers
spring.
This year's regional in appreciation of his
officer outfit will consist services for Kentucky
of the blue DECA DECA.

Teresa helped plan the
Region I Career
Development Conference to be held Feb. 3
at Murray State
University.
The Regional Conference will consist of
an opening session and
contests. For relaxation
there will be a dance
and the game room.
In the closing session,
the new regional officers will be announced
and awards will be

Designer signs contract
'MOSCOW ( AP
Designer Pierre Cardin
is bringing haute
couture to Moscovites,
signing a contract with
the Soviet Union to
make clothes especially
geared to the lifestyle of
a nation of workers.

/2-

Food baskets prepared

It is his dream "to
dress up all the 280
million people" of the
Soviet Union, Cardin
said at a news conference after a signing
ceremony with thee
Soviet deputy minister
of light industry.

HOLDING ONE OF the large teddy bears donated along with many other toys is Euple Ward,executive
director of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry,Inc. She and Carolyn
Outland, right, community service worker for Need Line, sort through the many packages of toys and
other items donated by city and county churches, organizations, businesses and individuals to help
prepare the food baskets to be delivered to families for the Christmas holiday. Boxes with food including turkeys and hams for Christmas dinner along with toys for children listed according to ages will
be delivered by Christmas Eve by Need Line workers and the many volunteers who assist. Need Line is
an organization designed to help with immediate emergency needs.
Staff photo
Bohden

Two babies, dismissals
named by the hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Dec. 19, have been
released as follows:

20%off
1-i Kt.

Gold Jewelry

Dec. 19th-Dec. 24th

Newborn admissions
And Remember...

Murdock baby girl,
parents, Lori and
Thomas, 1909B Greenbrier, Murray;
Holt baby boy,
parents, Jackie and
Jimmy, Rt. 4, Box 264A,
Benton.

Giorgio makes the
perfect stocking stuffer.
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Mrs. Jame; Lassiter presented by Mrs.
was hostess for a Harry Sparks who
meeting of Chapter M of reviewed the book,
P.E.O. Sisterhood held Transylvania: Tutor to
on Tuesday, Dec. 3, at the West by Dr. John D.
her home on Wells Wright Jr.
A native of
Boulevard.
The program was Massachusetts, a
graduate of Dartmouth
college and Columbia
University. andy an officer of the U.S. NAvy,
Dr. Wright is now chairman of the Department
of History and Political
Science at Transylvania
University.
Mrs. Edward M. Nunnelee, president, presided. Mary Leslie Lindsey
was recognized as a new
initiate.
The hostesses, Mrs.
Lassiter and Mrs. Larne Clark, served
refreshments.
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Mrs. Harry Sparks speaks
at Chapter M PEO event
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BOBBY IVES JR. celebrated his first birthday
on Friday, Nov. 29. He had his brithday party on
Saturday, Nov. 30. at McDonald's. He is the son
of Ms. Lisa Ives of Farmington and Bobby Ives
Sr. of Washington. His grandparents are Mr.and
Mrs. L.C. Winchester Sr.,of Farmington and Mr.
and Mrs. Myron Ives of Benton. Also present for
the party were Penny Smith, Billy Smith, David
Dewayne Smith, Patrick Smith and
Tonya Pratt, all cousins. and Lori Parrish.
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Celebrates birthday
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Dismissals
Mrs. Estella Ross, Rt.
2, Box 320A, Murray;
Mrs. Melissa Shaffer
and baby boy, 303 North
Fifth St., Mayfield;
Mrs. Evelyn Aymar,
Rt. 2, Box 503, Erin,
Tenn.; Richard

....

Santa
Claus
The
Movieht
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.
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Also remember our new phone
number - 759-9755
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Grabarzzyk, Rt. 5, Box
623, Murray; Terry
Miller, Box 27', Hazel;
Mrs. Lois Lee, Rt. 2,
Box 3, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sue Ellen
Taylor and baby girl,
Rt. 2, Box 62C,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Bobby Gene Sadler,
Rt. 1. Box 101A, Farmington; Phillip Bush,248
Riviera Courts,
Murray;
Mrs. Debra Richardson, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Mrs. Hallene Keith, Rt.
9, Box 574, Benton;
Roy Norsworthy, 1500
London Dr., Murray;
Elmer Rudolph, Rt. 1,
Box 562, Hardin; Mrs.
Mary Estelle Turner
(expired) Rt. 1, Almo.

a

May it hold
many happy
moments for 'ott

Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.
Tt-advi.de p.m.
Fri. & Sot. 11ø.m.-11 p.m.

MOODY'S
MOWER
SERVICE Jingles &
Priscilla Moody
733-5668
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Retired teachers hear Halley, Knight
Calloway County
Retired Teachers
Association met Monday. Dec. 2, for a luncheon at the Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
Wayne Halley and
Mrs. Allene Knight of

the First Baptist Church
presented a musical
program. Mr. Halley
sang a medley of
Christmas carols, accompanied by Mrs.
Knight who also played
a mdley of carols on the
piano.

The guests were introduced by Mrs. Helen
Bennett. The invocation
was giv.en by Arlie
Scott.
Refreshments were
served by the hostesses
— Mrs. Opal Howard,
Mrs. Ruth Caldwell,

Mrs. Thelma Warford
and Mrs. Martha Sue
Ryan. Some of the
decorations were supplied by Mrs. Earlene
Woods, daughter of Mrs.
Warford.
Present were 87
members and guests.
4

Women of year named by magazine
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Residents
visit school
RESIDENTS OF Fern
Terrace Lodge, top
photo, visited Calloway
County Middle School
and were served a meal
with the students.
Classes of Stan Waller
and Peter O'Rourke
have been visiting Fern
Terrace, but this time
they invited them for
lunch at the schools. The
Visitors toured the
school, ate lunch and
then assembled in the
library where Roy
Cothran, principal of
CCMS, side photo,
answered questions
about the school.

DATEBOOK
fordyn E. Dublin born

Open house on Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dublin, 1702 Ridgewood
Dr., Murray,are the parents of a son,lordyn Edward, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces, measuring 20% inches, born on Tuesday, Dec. 10, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Nancy Edwards. The father is
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Homer Edwards and Mr. and Mrs. Hal Dublin, all of
Sedalia; A great-grandmother is Mrs. Maggie
Glass of Mayfield.

Open house will be at the parsonage of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church on Sunday, Dec. 22,from
to 5 p.m. The pastor, the Rev. Eddie Young and
his wife, Pat, will entertain for members and
friends of the church. The public is invited to
attend.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include
Mavis Young of Almo and Vera Gillahan of
Murray.

'America' TV Show
is being scratched
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— The 4-month-old daily
news-and-feature show
"America," starring
Sarah Purcell and
McLean Stevenson, has
been scratched despite
strong ratings in several
major cities, Paramount Television said.
The hourlong show
made its debut in
September as a companion piece to local news
shows.

Mel Harris, president
of Paramount Television, said Thursday he
had hoped to keep the
show alive because of
strong ratings in such

NEW YORK (AP) —
Comedian Lily Tomlin,
who makes "ordinary
women into stars," and
Patty-Davis, who has re-'
tamed her own identity
"despite the pressures
of being a president's
daughter," are among
12 women named 1985
Women of the Year by
Ms. magazine.
The other 10 women
chosen by Ms. editors

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— William Shatner and
Leonard Nimoy will be
at the helm as "Star
Trek IV" boldly goes
where three previous
films have gone, as the
sequel begins shooting
in February. Paramount Pictures says.
The fourth feature
film in the "Star Trek"
series was supposed to
begin production in
November, but was
delayed when CBS picked up Shatner's "T.J.
Hooker" after ABC
canceled the TV show.
Paramount said. Filming begins Feb. 18.
Shatner will play
Calif. James T. Kirk in
the film, based on the
popular sci-fi TV series
that still lives on in
reruns. Nimoy will also
Business Deductions
This year may be the
last year to get
investment tax credit
Buy now in 1985

Bird count Saturday
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To all
our friends,
churches,
schools and organizations,
we thank you for your
patronage during the holiday season and throughout 1
the year.

1/2 Price
On
Christmas
Balloons
•
C
'
s f;

"Merry Christmas" and
Happy New Year to all of you!

*Closed Christmas Day I
through Jan. 3rd

177

You can still order
your holiday fruit baskets

‘:* )•qb -\40P;:

Flippen's
Hillbilly Barn

...MEMORIES
753-8214

Bel-Air Center
753-9555

408 N. .12th

Sun_

MS 9-6,
1-5 Id Xnwirs1

5. 12th St. Murray 753-2617
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Santa's Elves
take time out
to stay fit...
Why Don't You?

Alls will get degree

cities as Miami,
Phoenix, Ariz.;
Joe Mark Ails, son of Dr. and Mrs. Willard Ails
Washington. D.C.; of Murray, will receive his degree of Bachelor of
Dayton, Ohio, and Science in fall commencement ceremonies
Albany, N.Y. But when tonight (Friday) at the University of North
Alabama at Florenee. Gov. George C. Wallace
gIBS affiliates withdrew
will
address the seniors in ceremonies beginning
from participation,
at 7 p.m. at Flowers Hall on North Pine Street,
other stations followed.
Florence.

club
R.`

nautilto
AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

Christmas in Kenlake
State Resort Park

is extending to you
a One-Year Membership
for
(Regular S250)i
e c
clkt
6
.
0
1

(Offer Expires Jan. 1st)

Buffet Prices

Ct..

9
14-1

Adult $7.95
Children $4.95
No Charge for children 2 and under.
Roast Young Tom Turkey, Kentucky Cornbread Dressing, Cranberry Sauce, Baked Kentucky Country Ham,
Roast Round Of Beef Au Jus carved on the line, Kentucky Roast Loin of Pork with mustard sauce, assorted
appetizers, vegetables, salads & desserts.

the gift
of health

for Christmas
or start off
your New Year

AN.

with a

—Glatide

a

NEW YOU!
'Personalized service
for men & women
of all ages
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KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
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'lle awardslemony
will be Jan. 26.

ington, and President of
Motown Productions
Suzanne de Passe.
This year's winners,
announced Thursday,
will be on the cover of
the January issue and
honored at a Jan. 7
champagne breakfast in
New York.
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•
t
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y
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star in the film as well
as direct it, as he did in
the third "Star Trek"
film. Paramount said.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

The National Audubon Society Christmas Bird
Count will be held Saturday, Dec. 21, starting at
6:15 a.m. at Woodlands Nature Center. Before
the bird census begins, each one will be assigned
to a field group with an experienced guide, and
car pooling will be arranged. The groups will
count birds until 4:30 p.m. Each one should bring
a sack lunch. The Audubon Society requires all
Cluitmas Bird Count prticipants to pay a $3 fee.
The money will be used to underwrite the expense of publishing Christmas County results in
American Birds an Audubon Society Journal.
LBL's 1985 Christmas Bird Count figures will be
included with results from more than 1,000 midwinter counts taken by volunteers from North
America, Central America, South America and
Hawaii. The $3 fee will entitle all LBL bird count
participants to have their names published in the
special Christmas Bird Count issue. For more information call 1-924-5602, extension 238.

Wed., Dec. 25th
11 a.m.-7 p.m.

native American "who
spoke her mind at a
White House
ceremony"; Sandra
Gilbert and Susan
Gubar, co-authors of the
"Norton Anthology of
Literature by Women";
Portland, Ore., Police
Chief Penny Harr-

TV film being made

John Huston
and daughter
win awards
NEW YORK (AP) —
Director John Huston
and his actress
daughter, Anjelica, both
won New York Film
Critics Circle awards
for "Prizzi's Honor," a
black comedy mixing
love and organized
crime that won four
honors in all.
"Prizzi's Honor" was
cited as best film, and
Huston. 79. won for best
director, Bruce
Williamson, Playboy
magazine's film critic
and chairman of the circle, announced. Miss
Huston won for best supporting actress, and her
live-in companion. Jack
Nicholson, took best actor honors.
"Out of Africa"
received two awards:
best cinematography.
by David Watkin. and
best supporting actor,
Klaus Maria
Brandauer.
Norma Aleandro was
named best actress for
the Argentinian film
"The Official Story."
Best screenplay was
"Purple Rose of Cairo,"
by Woody Allen, best
foreign film was "Ran."
by Akira Kurosawa,and

for "creating new standards of excellence in
their work and their
lives" are: AIDS
researcher Mathilde
Krim; Los Angeles
Councilwoman Joy
Picus. Lynette Woodward, the first female
member of the Harlem
Globetrotters; gerontologist Elaine Brody;
Chicago urban renewal
activist Gale Cincotta:
Mae Chee Castillo. a

1
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

See specialists
for jaw pain
Et)Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT - - In 1977, I got a
lick from a tailor machine in the cotton mill. My jaw felt like a knife going
up and down I went to a nerve doctor,
who put me in the hospital and deadened the nerve Now the feeling has
come back, and so has the ache. My
jaw is swollen up and I have headaches. I have spent over $5,000 on my
Jaw. and the doctors all say that they
can't do anything. Has.the government
given orders to doctors to do nothing
for old people'
DEAR READER - Federal policies seem more and more to disregard
patient care in favor of cost-effective-

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1983

ness. Although the government has
not, to my knowledge, ordered doctors
to ignore old people's ailments. I can
understand your frustration at not being able to obtain help. Before giving
up hope, make an appointment in the
maxillofacial clinic of a university
hospital. Specialists in facial injuiries
may be able to help you
DEAR DR. GOVT - I have a noise
in my left carotid artery Two years
ago I had a sonogram, which the cardiovascular surgeon said showed a little irregularity in the artery. I just had
it rechecked and ndthing's changed.
What do you suggest?
DEAR READER - A noise in the
carotid arteries, the two major blood
vessels in the neck, usually indicates a
partial obstruction (from an artereosclerotic plaque)or from kinking of the
artery. You apparently have an artereosclerotic narrowing in your carotid
that is producing an irregularity in the
arterial lining. Clots can form in this
roughened plaque, subsequently break
off and be carried to the brain,causing
a stroke. So I'm concerned about your
disorder.
Although there are risks in having a
carotid angiogram, this type of X-ray
test will tell the doctors if your
-bruit," or noise, is something requiring treatment. Ask your physician if

such a test would be advisable in your
case.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I had surgery
twice for kidneystones. After extensive testing, my'endocrinologist prescribed a diuretic to be taken on a daily basis for an indefinite period. I'm 28
and would like to become pregnant in
the very near future. What are the possible side-effects of diuretics on the
fetus?
DEAR READER - There are
many diuretics and each has its own
side-effects and complications. Many
physicians believe that any drug taken
early,in pregnancy may affect the fetus. Ask your gynecologist if the medicine you are taking could affect pregnancy. You might also question your
endocrinologist about the use of a special diet to prevent kidneystones. With
your two doctors working in concert
for your well-being, you should be able
to get through an uneventful pregnancy without the threat of kidneystones.
If you have questions about MENOPAI'SE. you can get answers in Dr.
Gott's new Health Report on the subject. Send 75 cents plus a long self-addressed,stamped envelope to P.O. Box
2597, Cincinnati. OH 45201. Be sure to
ask for the Health Report on
Menopause.
1985,

Ellis Center
volunteers
are honored

NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Spaghetti recipe released

•

5 tablespoons grated
Parmesan cheese
Start cooking spaghetti. In the meantiMe,
gently heat oil and butter in a pan and add the
pancetta. Saute until
pancetta turns a dark
pink or light red but is
Us 4, t'll
tlii1114‘STO‘F
V....rioted Pr..Food Editor

SUPPER FOR ONE
Spaghetti, Salad, Fruit
and Coffee
Spaghetti Alla
Carbonara
4 ounces spaghetti
2 teaspoons olive oil
1 tablespoon butter
2 ounces pancetta or
bacon, cut in cubes
1 egg
Salt to taste
Lots of pepper

still soft. Beat egg, salt,
pepper and 2 tablespoons of the cheese in a
howl. When spaghetti is
al dente, drain and add
to egg mixture; toss
quickly and well, top
with the pancetta (and if
you wish, some of its

pan liquid), and toss
again. Serve right away
sprinkled with remaining Parmesan cheese.
Makes 1 serving.
Adapted from "The
Authentic Pasta Book"
by Fred Plotkin (Simon
and Schuster).

ELLIS SENIOR CITIZENS held their
Christmas tea and honored three
volunteers for their service throughout the
year. Honored, side photo, were Allen
Rose, volunteer van driver, left, Raye
Peters, nutrition volunteer, right, and
George Gallager, volunteer van driver, not
present for the picture. Several ladies at
the Ellis Center made lap robes for the
residents of West View Nursing Home. Pictured with the robes are, from left,
Elizabeth Haneline, Alma Cooper, Lalla
Boyd, Ethel Walker, Tribly Cunningham,
Erma Lovett, Lena Bucy and Treva
Washer.

Sutherland discusses role
COPENHAGEN, Denmark ( AP ) - Although
Donald Sutherland has
played the likes of
Casanova and
"Eiawkeye" Pierce, he
says his latest role. as
French painter Paul
Gaugin "is the first time
in my life I played a
character I will miss."
Sutherland, who wore
a green beret, silk pants
and enormous wooden
shoes to a news con-

ference Thursday to
discuss the film -by
Danish director Henning Carlsen, called the
production "a lovely, intelligent filmmaking
experience."

than 50 films to his
credit, among them "MA -S-H," "Klute,"
"Casanova." and
"1900."

King gets an award

The new film, as yet
MADRID, Spain (AP)
untitled, depicts the two
years Gaugin spent in - King Juan Carlos of
Paris between his Spain has been awarded
famous trips to the the Olympic Order
South Pacific. Medal for his support of
Sutherland has more sports and for his being
the only chief of state
who has participated in
Olympic Games.
Carlos, who took part
in sailing races in the

WANTED
By the Calloway County
Genealogical Society

..1.411 iO,'I,. I. Laurie finitude%

1972 Olympics4
,"
.. was
given the medal by Juan
Antonio Samaranch,
president of the International Olympic Committee, at a Zarzuela
Palace ceremony on
Thursday. The king is
still an active sailing enthusiast and skier.

OWINGS

Family Records

a
7' ,inics

Murray
Salvage Inc.
Hwy. 641 South

of families in Calloway and
surrounding counties to be
compiled into a second
volume of family records.
Records must by typed,
double spaced on an 81 /2x11
paper with one inch margin.
Please send to Doris Nance,
1715 Farmer Ave., Murray,
Ky. or Beauton Hart, Rt. 1,
Box 125, Hazel, KY 42049.

753-1596

/

Fasten your seat belts and be
Tabers Body Shop Inc.
and Wrecker Service

BOBBY WOLFF

"A bad workman quarrels with the
man who calls him that"
—Ambrose Bierce.

Today's South took active measures to keep East off lead. Unfortunately his missing an extra effort is
what did him in.
South refused the first heart and
won the next with dummy's ace.
Trumps were drawn in three rounds
and a club was led to dummy's ace.
Dummy's third heart was ruffed
and a club was led, dummy ducking
when West produced the jack.
NORTH
12-20-A
•K 9 8
•A 6 2
•8 3
4 A K 10 9 6
WEST
EAST
•5 4 2
•7 3
IP 9 54
✓ K Q J 108
•A Q 10
•J 9 7 54
4J 3
•Q 52
SOUTH
•A Q J 10 6
•7 3
•K 6 2

+874
prepared for a dazzling new
Christmas. Hope it's the hest:

Santa will be here...

THE ACES"

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: West.
The bidding:
West
1
Pass
Pass

North
2+
3+
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
2+
4*

Opening lead: Heart king

1 301 Chestnut

A MICROWAVE

"No you don't," exclaimed East.
He overtook the club 'jack to push
through a diamond, and the defenders took four tricks and a plus score.
South's play made it obvious that
he was trying, with good reason, to
keep East off lead. But he did overlook his best chance. Instead of winning the second heart, he should
have refused this trick also.(East's
play of his four on the first heart denied a doubleton.)
Later, after drawing two rounds
of trump with his queen and jack,
South crows to dummy in clubs
and discards his third club on dummy's heart ace. A third club is
ruffed to establish the suit, and instead of down one, South can claim
his game and rubber.
BID WITH THE ACES
12-20-W

South holds
•5 4 2
IIPKQJ 10 8
•A Q 10
4J 3
North
1•
1+

South
1 V

ANSWER: Three diamonds. Make a
strong bid in search of the best contract for playing in game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 1985. United Feature Syndicate

AltrIMAY TODAY

'tis the reason
they'll be jolly...
From all of us at

Showtime
Dixieland Center

We want to thank you
and wish you a very
Merry Christmas!

in our Main Office Lobby!
December 18-24, 14 p.m.
Bring the children for a visit 4th Santa, and
enjoy refreshments in our Hdtliday Room!

"
I - Bank of Murray
TA I "THE FRIENDLY BANK"

i

Tappan Microwave
W/Defrost Cycle
Special Low Price

$135

STEELENALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.
753-5341

We will be open Christmas Eve
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Movies rented then
won't be due back till Friday.

Showtime's
Christmas
Special!!
Rent any three movies at our regular
price of $2.50 each and by saying "Ho
Ho Ho" receive your fourth movie rental -FREE.
_If Santa should leave y_ou a VCR in
your Stocking just bring us a letter
from Santa and receive ONE free
movie rental from SHOWTIME.

THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES

Singer gives aid donation
ATLANTA (AP) —
Anti-apartheid activist
and rock singer Steven
Van Zandt handed over
checks totaling $50,000
from his "Sun City"
royalties to Coretta
Scott King to aid South
African political
prisoners.
Van Zandt, the former
guitarist for Bruce Springsteen's E Street
Band who is nicknamed
"Little Steven," put
together the "Sun City"
anti-apartheid record
and video. It features

rock, jazz and soul artists singing in protest of
performers who have
appeared in Sun City, an
opulent resort in South
Africa.
The donation
presented Thursday to
Mrs. King, widow of the
Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr., will go to the
Africa Fund, a nonprofit organization that
will Use the money to
help political prisoners
and their families, exiles and educational
programs.

Parton happy over decision
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Country music star
Dolly Parton said she
was "happy and
delighted" that a jury
ruled in her favor in a $1
million copyright infringement suit over her
hit song "9 to 5."
The U.S. District
Court jury deliberated
about 35 minutes Dec-18
before issuing the
verdict.
Neil and Jan Goldberg

claimed Miss Parton,
39, stole the chorus from
their song "Money
World" in writing "9 to
5," the title song for the
1981 motion picture starring Miss Parton, Jane
Fonda and Lily Tomlin.
Miss Parton testified
she had never heard the
plaintiff's song and that
she didn't know a
"musical motif from
molasses."

Lord wants to bring show
HONOLULU (AP) — "Perry Mason" show.
Jack "Book 'em, Dan- 'ut I don't want to do
no" Lord says he will br- episodic television
ing back the enormously again. The work is too
successful "Hawaii hard."
Five-0" television
"Hawaii Five-0" ran
series in a "Hawaii from 1968 to 1980 to
Five -0 Revisited" become the longestspecial.
running police show in
"I want to reunite the television and remains
gang," Lord said in syndication
Wednesday, adding that worldwide.
he was inspired by the
Lord said shooting is
ratings of a similar expected to begin in
resurrection of the Hawaii in February.

Gar - Coleman hospitalized

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1985

Coining events announced
Friday, Dec.20
Square and round
dancing with music by
Ken Tenn Country
Sound Band will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
- — —
Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will meet at 8 p.m.
at Jaycee Building, off
Lone Oak Road and
across from Hannan
Plaza, Paducah.
— —— —
Both varsity girls and
boys basketball teams
of Murray High School
will be hosts to Calloway
County High School
teams for games starting at 6:30 p.m.
—— ——
Photography exhibit
of "Things As They
Were: Kentucky,
1935-1943" will close today at Pogue Special
Collections Library,
•Murray State
University.4
— —— —
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
— —— —
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.O.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
Grace Baptist Church
will have its churchwide
social at 6:30 p.m. at
Fellowship House of
church.
——— —
Harvester's Class of
Memorial Baptist
Church will have a
social at 6 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Comet at 1
and 3 p.m.; Skywalk at 2
p.m.; Christmas
Medley at 7 and 8 p.m.;
all at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.

LOS ANGELES (API showed signs of rejec— Shooting for ABC's tion, said spokesman
"Diff'rent Strokes" will Larry Goldman. He was
be postponed in January scheduled for surgery
due to actor Gary Col- today to insert tubes for
eman's return to the an ambulatory dialysis
hospital for treatment of unit. The actor was in no
kidney problems, his danger and his "spirits
publicist_ said.
are high," he said.
Coleman, 17, entered
SaturTliTy, I1Tec. 21
UCLA Medical Center
Mr. and Mrs. Relmon
Coleman received the
on Thursday for minor kidney, his second Wilson will be honored
surgery after his transplant, in at a buffet reception
transplanted kidney November 1984.
from 3 to 9 p.m. in Corn-

Saturday, Dec. 21
munity Room of North
Branch of Peoples
Bank. This is in celebration of 50th wedding
anniversary.
— — ——
Mr. and Mrs. Euel B.
Morton will be honored
on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
— —— —
Murray Shrine Club
will have its dinner and
dance at 6:30 p.m. at
Kenlake Lodge at
Kenlake State Park.
——— —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include National Audubon
Society Christmas Bird
Count at 5:15 a.m.; The
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m.,
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Christmas Medley at 7
and 8 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
————
Christmas dinner by
Murray Single Connection will be at 6:30 p.m.
at Jenna Carter's home.
For information call
753-9414, 436-2174 or
759-4940.
— ———
Lady Racers will play
Kentucky State at 5:15
p.m. followed by Racers
and Southern Illinois
University at 7:30 p.m.
at Racer Arena, Murray
State University. Admission is $5.
— — ——
Administrative offices at Murray State
University will be closed from today until Jan.
2.
— ———
Dance featuring
music by Night Shift
will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Saturday, Dec. 21
Memorial Baptist
Jubilee Ringers will
perform at 2 p.m. on
courtsquare in
downtown Murray.
— — — —
First Christian
Church Chancel Choir
Carolers will perform at
6 p.m
at shopping
centers.
— — — —
Murray Post Office
will have a display of
Philatelic stamps in
post office lobby from
noon to 2 p.m.
— — — —
Couples bridge with
Florenee Hensley and
Mary C. Lamb as
hostesses is scheduled
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
— — — —
Sunday, Dec.22
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Christmas party by
Murray Moose Lodge
will be today with lodge
to open at noon.
— — ——
Music Ministry of
Memorial Baptist
Church will present
parts of "Messiah" at 7
p.m. at church.
—— — —
Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
John Line Backhoe
Service would like
to take time out to
wish everyone a
Merry Christmas and
say thanks for their
business in 1985.
Looking forward to
serving you in 1986.
We appreciate all of
you very much. From
all of us to all of
you. Thanks again
Have a Merry
Christmas.
Mr, & Mrs. John,
Lane and Jerry
(employee)

Sunday, Dec.22

Sunday, Dec. 22

Monday, Dec.23

Lamb will be honored on
50th anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4
p.m. at Coldwater
Church of Christ.
——— —
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Gould will renew marriages vows on 40th anniversary at 4 p.m. at
Christian Community
Church. A reception will
follow.
—— — —
Quint T. Guier will be
honored on 103rd birthday from 2 to 4 p.m. in
University Branch of
Bank of Murray. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts

We Beheld His Glory"
at 6 p.m. at church
— —— —
Monday,Dec.23
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
— — — —
Sheila Duncan Group
of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at
noon.
— — — —
Murray Women of the
Moose will have Aerobic
Exercise at 7 p.m. at
lodge.
— — — —
AA and Al-Anon will

have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-006),
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.

Open house will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at parsonage of Sinking Spring Baptist Church with
the Rev. and Mrs. Eddie
Young as hosts.
— ———
Youth of Salem Baptist Baptist Church will.
present "Lo! A Star" at
7 p.m at church.
— — — —
Grace Baptist Church
Choir will present "And

Get your X-mas tan between the hours of
8 a.m.-4 p.m. for only lot per minute
during the month of December at

The Tropics
753-8477

901 Coldwater Road

NEW LOCATION

Christmas Specials
STSLSR
Complete Remote
Control

Murray
Our
Location_a_
71Ir
Tom
Taylor Rd.

Midway

Reg. $1,995

$1795

Sale

Murray Satellite Sales
Hwy. 41 South (1 3/4 Miles) 753-92
63

WE ACCEPT

SUPERAMERICA
11111iiii
vis4
40
CREDIT CARDS

Great Gas, Good Goods,
Every Night'N Day

Credit Cards May
Be Used For All
Purchases
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Special Good Friday, December 20 Through Sunday, December 22
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Windshield
Solvent

lilill

Prairie Farms
Ice Cream

89 *** "_01 $1 99/12
4

Gal.

***************4•40'

Gal.

*
*
.k
*
:
--.
2% Milk
*
*
* *,
.,
0

*

*
*
*

)

_i

*
Lay's Potato
Chips

Gal.
A
*
***********
*
*

*
**********1*******************

*
******************************
*

*

Field
\

SuperAmericai
10W40 Oil

=

Bacon

Health Express of
Murray-Calloway Comity Hospital will be on
courtsquare in
downtown Murray froig
9 to 1130 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m.
— — — —
Parents Anonymous
Chapter will meet frorn
6 to 8 p.m. For information call 762-6862
r
762-6851

*VI

HOLIDAY
SAVINGS
it.
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Pepsi
8 Pk. Returnable

*
*
)
9
9
2
9
*
$
*
1
29
:****
*****
*****
*
*****
it
*****
***,*
*****
*****
*****
***.*
**,**
****.
.****
*****
*****
*****
*****
*****
4.***
*****
*****
*****
*****
*****
.
*
*
*.*
*
*
.
Large Eggs

* 12 Oz.

.,.
.-,.-,-----,-.:.- Pepsi

**
*

............

..41

*
*
*
*

***
.
**
*

**

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

if" f.>'
,,k
,,

1

,

SAVE

%

20c

12 Pack

, .

$
2
79

*

**

*
i
*
.

- All Candy
Bars

*

*
*
*
:*
*
*

**
****

*
4
,1
. 4/99
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ilidt

*
**

IVA

AEI
IOW
SUPERAMERICA®
DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL. INC.

* Coldwater Road, Murray, KY
*
Steve Compton, Manager "
*
*
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed On
This Page

Local area churches list services, music
Mt. Horeb
Various churches in
Installation service
the city and county have
announced services for for Elder Lester
Sunday. Dec. 22, as Peoples as pastor will
follows:
be at 3 p.m. at ,Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist

WATERBEDS
PAOLI( 4•:
,

ATION CAL.

HURRAH LOCATION CALL
.14 sTI•uT HILLS SHOPPING CENTIE

444-9003 759-4522
400dcrafte/3.
USA INC. •
•
•

Church. The guest
speaker will be Elder
J.D. Foreman of Mt.
Zion Freewill Baptist
Church. The public is invited to attend.
---Salem Baptist
The Youth of Salem
Baptist Church will present a special program.
"Lo! A Star," at 7 p.m.
services at church.

Larry Brant. youth
director, is the director
with Tonya Simmons as
accompnist.
Participating will be
Nancy Armstrong.
David Armstrong,Shanna Simmons. Heather
Hosford and Susan
Hosford.
The pastor. the Rev.
Charlie Simmons, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.

Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
---Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young. pastor, will
speak about "The Bible.
Message for
Christmas" with scripture from Galatians 4:4
at 11 a.m. service at
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.

Max McGinnis will
direct the music with
Laura Paschall as
organist and Sharon
Furches as pianist.
Dub Hurt will serve as
deacon of the week.
At 7 p.m. service the
Church Choir will present a special Christmas
program with McGinnis
as director.
(Cont'd on page 11)

DONUT SHACK
ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
Murray

753-4110

•

k.

• Hl::Frl

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

11111:=M1

GOLDEN
CORRAL

JEHOVAH S WITNESS
Aal:hluto.rr
10 30 a m

LT • _-4,,ta

'•-•1

1.10wE BE

I DEPENDENT

Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
719 S. 12th
753-3822

Haar I

•:•,,

L•

,, •
F

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

ADVENTISTS
SE‘E ".TH I .+:1 411•:%TIST
01
:4:1 Alt, S, r..,.1
.4.1 4 IS a rn
in
\IV ‘V rt t'"-HFP ;\

1

LUTHERAN

VII ..r •M;

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete,.
753-3540
East Main Street

CHURCH OF CHRIST

401 Olive - 753-5312

^
g.
51E1

t t1L,
T

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Murray Electric System

Poll.

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.

0 tg , Li
1/1 4', ,

Morning Fiirstilp
51 47.1.

‘'.

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168

p r•

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

\

—1

METHODIST

kr, PIZZA HUT
,5

Pan Pizza For Lunch ..
12th & Chestnut. 7594646

1

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
- •
s Pore Keel

tt:-

753-2706

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmac),

.t

tAt a ir.
:1 tit a rr.
N 30 pm
7 30 p
1170! ii

TtiE
- Ftill
CHI-FIST Alm, Firtettls

\

rr.

514

HAZEL \
Sunday S,
V.orshtp
I\
t

Ser.tre it it rr: &
FNITH !LIYIST141.14'
(1-11"RtH
f'utdwatrr ttiI

'
III
11 1.0

\:.'1

r SOUTHERN STATES
j
CO-OPERATIVE
RVICE
CALLO

- • IIn

MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

\

L

\
flphiNA Open All Year

5tghl

BAPTIST
•

[•

1 :01:1

Vegetables

7 flit go'.
\11
,
0,751

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Sonday Evening
7 110 pm
TI11% ITV :TIT:1,n 4".
:-!•• 51111
.•;
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ifp Fresh Fruits
A

•
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111,g nu
a rut
7 /1 at

11

408 N.
4th

I't mit, NI ,Ion
1.•
m
:
. 1- • ••1111;1:
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7536779

Compliments of

I
t,•'1' NICIO 111'11 5.1-Al II 13.1
Scnoul
10, Ott m
•-• .;.
11 0147 3:1 p
7 30

•
A

753-0182

:

14151::
111,

"

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

WAY SE
Industrial Road

11I: p

a 05

\ '1 1

Murrog ..kor,.;
1.:•.rntrie A::
,
'":1
_
_
t

Barn

Chevron

"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
7I3-2593
1417 Main

•

JCPenney
-

•

\

f..forda Losses' Pre•ocription Prices
thropi Foam.. l'harmackt
noble ti
tftchind Rig Juhn'o 753-1175

o

Murray
Theatres

0 11.7.510 CH Lila.
10 1,
0 a in
a in
pm

Eta,

Bel-Air Shopping Center

" 30 a til
9 45 a m
0) 50
0 00 p m
• • I MI Hit AN

a

Try Our Personal

4111

Let Us Entertain You

1 \

D

rn

THE SAVING PLACE"-

W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Mater

p

LAKE LAN', APoSTI./1.1C CHITICH
Sunday Serval,
10'00 a m

5125. 12th

753-4563

00 p m
I

South 12th Street
Southside Center

753-8971

CABLE
VLS1=N

I/Ago

snack

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
-

753-1489•1105 Pogue
: Blocks East
of South 12th

ormr, .':

:-1.1111 HAPTIST

• Mp

m

UNIROYAL

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
E RYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
PHARMACIST
ROY MCKENDREE
OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 2380

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE -

uT 101-IN S F.PISOM'.1
}MIN
hanst
n 110 a III
Christian Education
9 15 a r
His
hartst
to 30 a rr,

Try Our New Potato Bar
Now Serving Steak Prime Rib Seafood
12th Street
759 9555

:;
••

m

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

PS

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

CHRIST
14,LATTER 1)."01 SAINTS

CHURCH OF 1ESI'S

F:
Mo,tr.g
E,Mtn Murat

BEL- AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY
753-5005

Lynn Grove, Ky.

Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

6 45 p rr

•••1

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

Compliments of

gen,

IL Mors 9 30(yet to 4 p.m.
& 6 30 p.rn to 10 pm
wed IL Fr. I p m to 4 p.m

Hours Tees

4

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-4415

-----------------------

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
1.V N N GROVE ROAD

753-5742

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eestsider Court Square - Downtown Murray
1-5•• Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
.
Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices
•

"

Collimpumpers

WELLS ELECTRIC 402 N. 1261,

Murray

713.41141

0

Storey's
Food Giant

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

•

Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

CENTRAL CENTER 759-9995
COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

Bel Air Shopping Center

rirAlmt.94

Well & Floor Covering

TERRY'S PAINT
4 11-1T & DECORATING CENTER

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
437-4871
Hardin, Ky.

I

[!•:
..ottslde Shopping Center

Buck's Body Shop

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.

753-3321

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945
900 Sycamore
753-5142

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA •MURRAY• 753•7733

------------------------ L ------

Kintwekw m. Chau
Marshall Franchisee

FORD, INC.
701 MAIN
753-5273
1111L11`

ltlRSlIR

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp:
Phone 753 5012
_
!"ANDY THORNTON HEATING I. AIR CONDITIONING, INC.'
',EPVICE TM.602 Chestnut

,t1 KNOWLEDGE
7534191

•

111111.0111 STOCKADE'

PARKER

Jack
, "WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycemere et 12th
Call in Orders 753-1101

Dodge
_Plypoufh

Horne Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Salim
Featuring Doily Lunch Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

Bibles, Books. Cards. Music
Gifts, Children's Bpoks, etc

Hwy. 94 East
753 1834

0-

le

God Is Love

641 Super Shell
Op•s6:30 e.m.-Clese 11:00 p.m.
•

Seeilsy Open 8:00 e.m.-Close 10:00 p.m.
Seeth 12th -Phone 753-9131

A

•• •
•

49 4-

•
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Cabinet reveals
report on receipts
FRANKFORT, Ky. tax, 7.7 percent from the
(AP) - Receipts for individual income tax
Kentucky's General and 6.6 percent from
Fund were $250.6 property taxes, the
million in November,5.3 report said.
percent more than in
Receipts were down
November 1984, the 28.8 percent from the
Revenue Cabinet said,
regular corporation inHowever, the Road come tax, which the
Fund's receipts of $36.5 cabinet attributed to a
million were 11.6 per- greater amount of
cent less than in the refunds than were
same month of 1984, the Issued in November
cabinet said Thursday 1984.
in its monthly report.
For the first five monReceipts for the
ths of the fiscal year,
General Fund "are expected to maintain a General Fund receipts
steady upward trend for were $1,099,157,481,
fiscal 1985-86 that is con- which was $49,318,252
sistent with a slowly ex- more than in the companding state and na- parable period of fiscal
1985.
tional economy," the
report said. •• Year-to-date receipts
Receipts were up 6.8 for the Road Fund were
percent from the $202,274,961. which was
regular sales tax, 14.6 $5,417,781 more than it
percent from the took in from July
regular coal severance through November 1984.
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Heart recipient Ashcraft happy with new organ
CINCINNATI I AP)Charles Ashcraft has
told his wife he's happy
with the heart
transplant operation he
underwent and that he's
glad he doesn't have
"that rotten heart
anymore."

THE REV. CARL KELLEHER will speak at
the 10:50 a.m. service on Sunday, Dec. 22, at
First Assembly of God Church on Highway 94
East. Rev. Kelleher is minister of a church in
Lewistown, Ill., where he and' his wife, Gail.
reside. He is the son of Mi. and Mrs. Bill Mansker, Murray,and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Holt ft., Dexter. The public is invited to
hear Rev. Kelleher speak on Sunday.

Churches listing...(Cont'd from page 10)
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. but Training
Union will not be conducted- because of the
open house from 2 to 4
p.m. at the parsonage
on Sunday. Rev. and
Mrs. Young invite the
public to attend the open
house.
---Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George
Culp, pastor, will speak
about 'Twas the Prayer
Before Christmas" with
scripture from Luke
1:5-17 at 11 a.m. service
at Coldwater Baptist
Church.
Bobby Manning will
direct the music with
Marge West as pianist
and Jennier Culp as
organist.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1985

Milton Gresham will
direct the Sanctuary
Choir as members sing
"Rise, Come and See
the King" with Brenda
Hart and Margaret
W - ilkinsas
accompanists.
Mary Jane McGuire
will sing a solo, "Thus
Was He Born" and the
Jubilee Ringers will
play "Festivity on
Westminister Chimes.".
Starkie Colson will
serve as deacon of the
week.
The Memorial Baptist
Ensemble will present
"The Messiah" at 7 p.m.

about that, and in turn, I
do."
She said he told her:
"I feel so fortunate that
I don't have that rotten
heart anymore."
Doctors said Ashcraft
probably would not have
lived another six monAshcraft, 41, of Cold ths unless he received a
Spring, Ky., sat propped new heart. His condition
up in bed at University was so bad he was forcof Cincinnati Hospital. ed to leave his work at a
drank orange juice, ate General Motors
gelatin and ice chips, assembly plant in
and talked with his wife suburban Norwood. He
spent the last month in
Thursday.
St. Luke's Hospital in
"He feels he's-improv- Fort Thomas, Ky.
ing at a better rate than
"We all have reason
he was after his bypass to be really happy with
surgeries," Holly him right now," said Dr.
Ashcraft told a news David Melvin. a Univerconference Thursday sity of Cincinnati carevening. "He feels good diac surgeon. Melvin

was one of the surgeons
who performed the
transplant Tuesday.
Melvin described
Ashcraft's condition
Thursday as serious but
stable and saidAshcraft
appears to be making
progress.
Mrs. Ashcraft said
she and her husband are
confident there will be
no- complications and
that they have no fears.
"We're really positive
thinkers," she said.
"This wouldn't have
happened without all the
prayers. It's because of
God that things are as
they are, that wonderful
things have happened,"
she said.
Doctors were waiting
for Ashcraft's new heart

to beat faster so they
can remove a temporary pacemaker.
Melvin said Ashcraft
might walk within a few
days and could begin
eating solid foods when
he wants. Doctors expected Ashcraft to be
discharged from the
hospital in about 31,2
weeks if he continues to
improve.
Mrs. Ashcraft said
they will live a more active life than they have
in the recent years.
"Vile haven't had any
long-range plans for a
while. We've sort of gotten out of the habit," she
said. "But we'll do
whatever he wants to
do."

Woman with new heart doing well into second day
MINNEAPOLIS ( AP )
- The first woman to
receive an artificial
heart is able to respond
to doctors and is continuing to improve as she
enters the second day
since the implant of the
new. smaller Jarvik-7
pump, officials say.
Mary Lund,40, a nursing home secretary, has

a better than 50-50
chance of surviving, Dr.
Fredarick Gobel, a cardiologist who has :been
serving as spokesman
for the implant team.
told reporters
Thursday.
"She is responding to
questions," Gobel said.
"Her lungs seem clear,
and bleeding is not a

problem at this time. ...
She's beginning to respond to such queries as
'squeeze my hand.' and
'Move your legs."'
A breathing tube
prevents her from being
able to talk, he said.
Minneapolis Heart Institute surgeons and
Abbott-Northwestern
Hospital officials are
. prepared to transplant a
human heart into Mrs.
Lund when the time
comes, he said. That
could be weeks away,
officials said.
A four-physician team
implanted a new.
smaller version of the
Jarvik-7 artificial heart
in a six-hour operation

Also assisting will be
Russell's Chapel
Tammy Mahan, Amy
and Palestine
Nesbitt, Frances Erwin,
The Rev. Marvin L.
Ruth Hill, Kathy Wyre, Napier, pastor,
will
Shannon Wrye, Kenny speak about "From
Th
Erwin, Ronnie Jackson, MAnger
To The Cross"
Poll shows confidence in religion
Roger Kimbro and with scriptur
e from
Daryl Rogers.
Matthew 2:,1-11 and
PRINCETON, N.J.
It is the seventh time
---27:27-50 at 9:45 a.m. serAP)- As has been the in a row that
teligion
University Church
vice at Russell's Chapel case for years, has come
out on top as
Robin Wadley.
United Methodist Americans have more the
institution people
minister, will speak at
Church and at 11 a.m. confidence in organized trust
most, ever since
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and
service at Palestine UM
religion than in any Gallup
began measur6 p.m. services at
Church.
other major institution ing
confidence in
University Church of
Church School will be in society, a recent various
institutions 12
Christ.
at 10:45 a.m. at Gallup poll finds.
years ago
Directing the song
Russell's Chapel and at
service will be Ernie
10 a.m. at Palestine with
Bailey with anHarold Sheppard as
nouncements by Sherrill
superintendent. EvenGargus.
ing worship will be at 6
Grace Baptist
Also assisting will be
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Bob Dunn, Jimmy ford, p.m. at Palestine.
---pastor, will speak at Ron Nelson, Harold
Lake-Land
10:50 a.m. service at Grogan, George
The pastor., the 'Rev.
Grace Baptist Church. . Gallagher, Hoyt Like,
Westside Baptist
The Church Choir will E.C. Sallin, Cecil Like, James H. Cain, will preThe Rev. Glynn M.
sing "Have You Any W.H.. Brooks, Tommye sent the third in a series
Orr. new minister of
Room for Jesus" with Tayl„J-Keith Hays. of lessons on the quesWestside Baptist
is
Leland Peeler as music Barry Johnson, Dwain tion, "Who Was
Church, Will speak at
director, Dwane Jones Tayor, Gene Rickman, Jesus Christ?" at 10
10:50 a.m. service at
a.m. at Lake-Land
as organist and Anita Bobby Bazzell, Bobby
church.
Apostolic Church.
Smith as pianist.
Grogan, Steve
The Church Choir will
In the 6 p.m. Bible
•
At 6 p.m. the Choir Cochrum, Freed Curd
sing -Angels We Have
Studies, Dan Walker
will present a Christmas and Kennie Colson.
Heard On High" with
will begin a new series
cantata, "And We
Tommy Scott as direcof lessons from the
Beheld His Glory."
Seventh and Poplar
tor, Susie Scott as
Gospel of John. Worship
---John Dale will speak service will follow at 7
pianist and Patsy Neale
First Methodist
about "The Old School" p.m.
as organist.
The Rev. A. Nowell with
scripture from
Darrell Gibson will
Bingham, minister,-will Jeremiah
6:16 at 8:30
sing a solo. Singing a
First Baptist
speak about "the Uni- and
10:40 a.m. services
duet will be Patricia
Dr. Greg Eamood,
queness of Jesus" with and about
"We Are pastor. will speak at,.
Bailey and Tommy
scripture from Colos- Many,
But Are We 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Scott.
sians 1:15-20 at 10:50 Much?"
at 6 p.m. ser- services at First Baptist
At 6 p.m. the
a.m. service at First vice
at Seventh and Church. 'His morning
Children's Christmas
United Methodist Poplar Church
of Christ. topic will be
musical, "Two Nights
Church.
Directing the song - Proclamation: A
Before Christmas." will
"Gesu Bambino" will service will
be Jerry Savior Is Born" with
be presented with Ranbe the selection by the Bolls
with an- scripture from Luke
dy Herndon as director,
Chancel Choir with Paul nounceme
nts by James 2:1-20.
Liz Conklin as music
Shahan as director and Lee Harmon,
Danny
The Adult Chpir,
director, and Susie Scott
Bea Farrell as organist. Cleaver and Johnny
directed by Wayne
as pianist.
-Bohannon.
Halley, will sing "The
Featured will be Scott
Hazel Baptist
Also assisting will be Jesus Gift" with Joan
Conklin. Amy Jones,
The Church Choir of
Julie Smotherman, Hazel Baptist Church Jon Rose, Kenny Bowker and Allene
Justin Owens, Paul will present the cantat, Hoover, Euin Dick, Bob Knightas
1001 Whitnell
Baugher and Tommy "Love Beyond Hargrove,. Lorin Wat- accompanists.
The Men's Choir will
Scott, along with the en- Measure," at the 11 son, Richard Duke,
tire choir.
a.m. service at the Steve Dublin, Jack sing "The First Nowell"
---Ward, Jerry Hum- at the evening service.
church.
First Presbyterian
Gene Orr Miller will phreys: Jamie Potts. Also the Girls Ensemble
Max Walker, Jerry will sing two selections.
The Rev. Toby Schell- direct
the choir.
Fulton,
ingerhout, minister, will
Larry Pea,
Sunday School will be
The Rev. James T.
Wayne Wilson and B. at 9:30 a.m. and Church
speak about ,"The Garland,
pastor, will
Steve Simmons.
Gospel of Christmas: speak
Training at 6 p.m.
at 6:30 p.m.
Peace on Earth" with
service.
scripture from Luke
---2:14.
South Pleasant
The Fourth Advent
TheJiev. Bob Dotson,
Candle will be lighted by pastor, will speak
about
Augusta Manna and "Are You Giving
Any
family.
Christmas Presence
The Church Choir will This Year" at 10:45
All You Can Eat
a.m.
be directed by Daniel service and
about
Boneless fish or catfish steaks.
Craig, who will also sing "Christmas,
The Light
a solo. Susan that Makes Us Human"
Served with choice of potato,
Chamberlain will be at 5 p.m. service
at
white beans, cole slaw, hush
guest musician.
South Pleasant Grove
---puppies and all the trimmings!
United Methodist
Goshen Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Don
Dr. Truman Whitfield
Faulkner, pastor. will will direct the choir with
speak at 11 a.m. service James Mahan as evenat Goshen United ing song leader. Accom*Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
Methodist Church. The panists will be Joan
pastor also will give the Cooper and Tommy
759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd
children's devotion. He Gaines.
will be assisted by Randy Wilson.
Charles Proffitt will
direct the music.
30 MON -FRI
PANELING SAT7 30-5
Carolyn Venable will
7 30 A M -3 00 P M
sing a solo.
---100 Patterns
Memorial Baptist
$3.75 up
The Rev. Stephen V.
Armst
rong
Seaford, pastor, will
orietrto
speak at 10:50 a.m. ser50 Vin\,1
vice at Memorial Bapp
Style
tist Church

DUE
TO THE
CHANGE
IN
ADMINISTRATION AS OF DEC. 31ST,
NO PROPERTY TAXES WILL BE
COLLECTED IN THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE
UNTIL THE AUDIT HAS BEEN
COMPLETED. THIS WILL BE FOR 1 OR
2 WEEKS.
DAVID BALENTINE

that ended early Thursday morning. She was
listed in critical, but
stable condition Thursday night in an intensive
care unit at AbbbottNorthwestern, which is
privately owned.

HELLO
May the sights and
sounds of the season be yours today

Rick's Vinyl
Roof &
Motor Sales
Rt. 8 Murray
753-9872

Calloway Co. Sheriff

The Gift Thi La
L,-zs
All Year L st.••
Mi!ierr. y LedgeOrTifii
Ave. P.O. Box 1040

Call
Circulation
C:=3
At
753-1916

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

'425

•

tr.)

TUCK'S
2

Rugs
Bust.tess Deductions

Dv.rn.F. T(ty I
(hf,vrol,t
S

12111 SI

Inc

PLYWOOD•PAINT
BUILD840 MATERIALS
. KITCHEN CABINETS BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

--r•Jogr'

Hwy. 45 1 MI. So.
Martin, TN

901/587-3000

Mgorrny 7 1,1 2h17

(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)
•••
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TVA program to be reviewed

4

FO 's FOR TOTS PROMOTION A SUCCESS — This year's "Toy's for Tots" campaign run by Murray
'a hleyi.ion brought in $550 worth of toys and donations for local children. The promotion offered a free
'look up to any cable subscriber that donated a new toy worth $5 to the toy drive. Pictured above at left,
'hief Jame. Hornbuckle of the Murray Fire Department accepts a check for $280 from Cablevision's
eneral Manager %lc Muller. The two are surrounded by toys donated for the fire department's party
children.

CHATTANOOGA.
Tenn. (AP) — The
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, criticized
for not warning the Tennessee Valley Authority
of its nuclear problems
earlier, has set up a
special task force to
review TVA's $12 billion
nuclear program.
Headed by NRC licensing director Harold
Denton, the
Chattanooga-based task
force will study the proposed restart of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
and Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant, an NRC
official said.
Both plants were shut
down earlier this year
because of safety concerns. TVA hopes to
resume operation arSequoyah, near Chattanooga, in January and
Browns Ferry, near
Athens, Ala., later in
1986.
"We're trying to ensure TVA's problems
are corrected," NRC
spokesman Ken Clark
said Wednesday in
Atlanta. "To my
knowledge, this is the

first time a regional of- regulates 39 proposed
fice has devoted the and operating nuclear
resources of an entire reactors throughout the
branch to inspection ac- Southeast, including
nine TVA facilities.
tivities for one utility.
The NRC's Atlanta of"We've had special
fice,
which oversees
our
groups from
Washington office nuclear power in a
assigned to particular 10-state region, is the
nuclear problems, but subject of both an interthis is also the first time nal probe and a congreswe've had an executive sional subcommittee ingroup at this level vestigation for its allegassigned to one utility," ed lax enforcement of
safety standards at
he said.
The task force in- TVA.
But Clark said the
cludes Ben Hayes,
director of the NRC's of- NRC has already spent
fice of investigations; more time on TVA than
Dr. J. Nelson Grace, any other utility in its
director of the NRC's region.
"We've also levied
Atlanta office; James
Taylor, director of the more fines (more than
office of enforcement $1 million) on TVA than
and inspection. and
Hugh Thompson, director of licensing.
Thompson,as the task
force's chief of staff,
will work full time on
TVA issues, Clark said.
In Atlanta, the NRC
also has added a
separate branch to its
division of reactor projects to handle only TVA
INSTITUTE. W.Va.
facilities, Clark said. (AP) — The EnThe Atlanta office vironmental Protection
.••
Agency criticized Union
Carbide Corp. and local
officials, saying they did
not follow proper procedures when dealing
with a poison gas leak at
Carbide's Institute plant
in August.
Six workers and 129
residents were
hospitalized Aug. 11
after a pair of.pesticide
ingredients — aldicarb
oxime and methylene
chloride — leaked from
a jury-rigged storage
vessel that had boiled
unnoticed for 11 days.
Union Carbide was
criticized in a 23-page
report for allowing 12
minutes to elapse before
notifying Kanawha
County emergency officials. The incident
caused Gov. Arch
Moore to say in August
that Carbide had
"fumbled the ball."
Kanawha County officials compounded the
problem by failing to
follow standard
emergency procedures
— including the setting
up of an emergency
treatment center within
site of the plant and failing to equip response
crews with the proper
materials.
"These findings lead
to EPA's conclusion
that emergency
response procedures
followed by Union Carbide and county officials
during the August 11
release need to be improved and fully implemented should future
events occur," according to the report
released Thursday.
Union Carbide installed $5 million in safety
equipment at Institute
after a methyl isocyanate leak in Bhopal,

Agency criticizes
Union Carbide Corp.
failure to uses proper
procedures in leak

Everything ORDERED SOLD io /he BARE. WALLS

PAUL BROOKER

any utility," Clark said.
"In Addition, we're now
adding this new
management group and
Inspection branch to
help deal with TVA."
TVA provides electricity to 7.8 million people in seven states but
has been without
nuclear -generated
power since August,
when Sequoyah was
shut down. Browns
Ferry has been idle
since March.
TVA has also delayed
startup at Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant, near
Spring City, Tenn., until
employee concerns
about the plant's safety
are investigated and
corrected.

India, killed more than
2,000 people last
Decembe.r,„ The Institute plant also makes
MIC and uses it with
aldicarb oxime and
methylene chloride in
pesticide production.
Rudy Shomo, Institute's plant manager,
said the company
already has updated its
emergency response
system and that it goes
beyond EPA's
suggestions.
Kanawha County
Commission President
Doug Stump said local
officials, too, have met
theEP
A
recommendations.
The EPA also suggested that Carbide
upgrade its SAFER
system, a computersimulation device that
allows workers to use
the structure of a gas
and weather conditions
to predict where a gas
cloud would go. Carbide
used its SAFER system
on the morning of the
accident but had computer programs for only
three gases — none of
which was aldicarb oxime or methylene
chloride.
Shomo said the company does not want to
depend solely on the
SAFER system.
"The problem is that
system is still in its infancy and is not totally
accurate," Shomo said.
"It is not that
sophisticated. You need
to use your judgment
with it."
Ron Shipley, a state
Department of Natural
Resources official who
helped prepare the EPA
report, said the critique
pointed out areas where
improvement are needed but failed to mention
changes already made.

Consumer demand
results in changes
in car safety, quality

MANI'CASES

•

4
Y

WASHINGTON (AP)
— The author of the
"Car Book", an annual
rating of 106
automobiles, says consumer demand has
generated "dramatic
Improvements" in the
overall quality and safety of domestic and
Japanese cars.
"The result is the
automobile manufacturers are responding
with safety improvement and lower
maintenance costs,"
says Jack Gillis, a consumer advocate who
once wrote the book for
the government and
started publishing it
privately when the
Reagan adtniniStration
abandoned it.
The book rates each
car on cras?1 protection,
fuel economy, preventive Maintenance,
mair and __Insuran_c_e
costs, but ,puts paid(
licular emphasis on .the
crash tests. .„
In the 1986 lineup, U.S.
manufacturers have 14
of the 20 "best bets"
cited by Gillis, and the

Chrysler Corp. has all
six of the top rated cars
in the "compact"
category.
"It's clear that
Chrysler has made
some dramatic improvements in the '86
models," Gillis said. He
said the Chrysler "Kcars" in particular are
showing improvements
In the area of crash
protection.
Gillis suggested that
all of the manufacturers
are placing more emphasis on safety and
quality control because
of consumer demand.

Hog market
Federal Stake Market News Senior
December IL 1151
kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying station.
Receipts let 441 nit ISM Barron.
& Gilts *toady So .11 higher Sows
steady to 1.041 lower
US 1 I 110141 Lbs.
1147.71 44.21
Some 45.11
01/1.7541.75
410.116.41.111
1141.1147.211

5
.
011 Over OM lb. tags
US 11.8 NH* Lime
1St us 'LI ••
Beare 111.55111.1111
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Workers in preschool education
programs in the MurrayCalloway County area met
recently with special education
officials at Murray State University to make plans for the
establishment of the Preschool
Interagency Planning Council.
The program, initiated with an
Early Childhood State Planning
Grant, is designed to allow
schools and service agencies to
work together to improve and

develop services to preschool
children and their families.
"Specifically we are concerned
with ensuring that these
preschool training programs also
benefit the handicapped children
in our area," said project coordinator Jo Ann Davis-Hixon.
"Whereas before the only
preparatory programs for handicapped children were offered at
Murray State, we hope to expand
our efforts in the Murray-

Calloway County service area to
other agencies as well.
Those attending the first
meeting of the council included
Dr. Viola Miller, chairman of the
Department of Special Education
at Murray State; Melba Casey,
director of the West Kentucky
Educational Cooperative; Judy
Adams,diagnostic director of the
West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative; Judy Whitten,
director of the Headstart pro-

gram at the Early chillit10,,i
Center on campus aud \lard ,
Hornback, clinical supervisor in
the department IA sp,•cli,
education.
The group will rne.-t again F .
day, Jan. 24. from to 1, F
Room 212 of the Sp..4 la; Edo...
tion Building on
a
discuss needs assessnient
formulation of a trairt.r.:, • .,1.••
dar. All interested per.-.•;.
vited to attend

Trial of Mills to continue despite illness
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP —
The misconduct and theft trial of
Kentucky Treasurer Frances
Jones Mills will continue even
though her attorney says she is
too sick to attend, Franklin Circuit Judge William Graham
decided Thursday.
In the testimony Thursday
afternoon, Arm Hatterick, who
served as a campaign manager
for Mills for one month, said she
warned several people, including Mills, that merit
employees could not work in the
campaign and that campaign
work could not be done on state
time.
•
Graham said he based his ruling on a discussion with
Frankfort cardiologist Dr. Andrew Bustin, who examined
Mills on Wednesday.
"I hope the record reflects my
belief, from having conferred
with Dr. Bustin, that she is not in
such physical condition that

would prohibit the trial from going forward," Graham said.
."Although the court is concerned about her physical condition.
it is the opinion of the court that
she is able to be here if she
wants to."
Julius Rather, Mills' attorney,
Said he did not know whether
Mills would be in court Friday.
"If she's not here at 9(a.m. I the
judge has said we're going to go
ahead, unless there's some
change in what the doctor tells
him."
Mills, 64, is charged with 10
felony counts of theft by deception and 15 misdemeanors for
allegedly ordering state workers
to perform campaign or personal tasks while on state time.
The violations allegedly occurred in 1983 while she was
secretary of state running for
treasurer.
Six co-defendants, all of whom
are current or former workers

in her office, are accused of performing the work on state time
or ordering other workers to
perform the tasks.
All have pleaded innocent. .
On Wednesday, trial was
delayed after Mills called
Rather and said she was too sick
to attend and complained of
fainting, paralysis in the face
and chest pains.
On Thursday morning, Rather
gave Graham a letter from Dr.
Bustin stating that Mills needed
a test on her heart before the
trial could continue.
Rather, who objected to
Graham's ruling, said Mills
wants to attend the trial. He said
lie is concerned about his
client's health. Mills had
surgery for breast cancer this
year.
Rather said not having the
assistance of his client during
testimony would make his job
more difficult.

"We're on
ed." Rather
We didn't war
we'll have to r•i
of the hill
Hatterick.
Mills' campaign 'T! •
die of February to t: •
March in 19*:', '.•-' •
warned sey t:tdangers ot
employees in tli.
"It was standar
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campaign,
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FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1985
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Some legal fees may be out of line.
You're not thinking straight about a
distant matter. Social life could lead
you to overspend.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
fir
Strain still exists with a close tie. In
business, you need a level head. A
career proposition may be unrealistic
or overly costly.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Be sure not to take someone for
granted. Extravagant statements
must be watched now, as well as
escapist tendencies.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
011€
Friends and business do not mix
today. You're worrying too much
about what others think and not
paying attention to what needs to be
done.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
You could get carried away with
the big line. Check yourself before
you make undesirable commitments.
Bragging must go by the boards.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Trying to get a trip in at a time
when things need to be done at home
base is a tricky proposition. Avoid a
self-indulgent evening.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Though everyone is nice and polite,
you still can't reach an agreement
about a financial matter. Make sure
that others are really serious.

Pit

4

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Either you or a partner is tempted
to extravagant spending today. Home
life is merry, but there's a chance
things will be put off.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
You seem to have forgotten basic
rules concerning diet and good
health. Try not to overindulge or you
may be sorry later.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The pursuit of pleasure today could
turn into a wild goose chase with
nothing to show for it except
increased expenditure.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's one of those days when the
party could go on and on. Remember
to fulfill commitments to both friends
and family members.
PISCES
Nols•
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sow
It's best not to say too much today
especially about business interests.
Afternoon may bring a minor incident
that embarrasses you.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
idealistic and practical. You can
succeed in any endeavor that
matches your ideals. At tires, you
-need periods by yourself to keep
temperament in check or to restore
energies. Thoiigh multi-talented, you
should learn to specialize. You have
good hunches that you should learn
to trust. At times you can be too
skeptical about your own intuition.
Birthday of: Lady Bird Johnson, first
lady; Peggy Ashcroft, actress.

Huffy
Desert Rose 20" Girl's Bicycle

Single speed with coaster brakes
YOUR CHOICE
Huffy 20"

Boy's Mini BMX
A great first bike
Airless tires, mag wheels
Blue, red, yellow
black/camouflage

88

Racing BMX
,ingle speed with
coaster brakes

5988

Huffy 20" Racing 50 BMX
:Huffy Men's
10 Speed
Podded racing

Padded rL_Ij
Blaciff'or---•

HURRY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!

SIM

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Spelling
contest
4 Mail
8 Circuit
11 Military unit
12 Eye
amorously
13 Veneration
14 As far as
15 Dawn
goddess
17 Longs for
19 Female sheep
21 Gave food to
23 Drinking
vessel
24 Supercilious
person
26 Theater sign .
abbr.
28 Sharp
31 At present
33 Poem
35 Beam
36 Therefore
38 Pondered
41 Concerning
42 Table scrap

44
45
47
49

Bark
Brim
Withered
Range of
knowledge
51 Burrowing
animal
54 Consumed
56 Female deer
58 Afternoon
social
59 Scholar
62 Anglo-Saxon
money
64 Equally
65 Baker's
product
66 Scottish caps
68 Japanese
beer
70 Everyone
71 Great Lake
72 Belonging to
that man
DOWN
1 Chocolate
color
2 Printer's
measure
3 Organ of

Sparkomatic Car Stereo Set
Answer to
Previous Puzzle
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DUET
GAR
ELAN
ENCIRGET IC
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STREAM
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PETAL
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PAL I
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TED

sight
4 Asserts
5 King of
Bashan
6 Crafty
7 Abound
8 Bigger
9 Beard of
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Preschool planning council to be established

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say,
read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1985
ARIES
IL SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)PIE (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You are inspired to new heights
This is no time to insist on your
careerwise, though complications
way with close ties. You'll have to be
may arise in connection with travel.
alert to the subtle signals that others
Don't argue about finances.
•
give out.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
You're happily engaged with priThough the afternoon is relaxing,
vate projects, though your peace will
you could let yourself get upset about
be disturbed if you argue with a mate.
a work-related matter. Don't let anger
Keep a low profile tonight.
get to you around bedtime
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Don't overstay your welcome at a
Home-based activities are your
social engagement. Friction could
best bet for happiness today. You'll
develop between your date and a
have to do more than your share to
friend. Watch late-night agitation.
keep a date content tonight.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Some career affairs will be put in
It's better to visit others than to
order today. Mixed vibrations affect
have company over. In some way the
your social picture. Diplomacy is
home is likely to be upset Avoid
needed with a date.
raising controversial subjects.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
>Oar
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
This is not the time to mix business
Morning is best for dealing with
and pleasure. Also refrain from
career matters. Later, you'll run into a
discussing career issues with family.
stalemate that could end up angering
Otherwise, you'll make progress.
you.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sep122)
YOU BORN TODAY can make quite
Home life is OK until visitors an impact on your community.
arrive. Then, there may be a problem Though blessed with a social conbetween clashing egos. Arguments sciousness, you do not always warm
about intellectual matters are possi- up to others quickly. You'll have
to
ble.
overcome a tendency to be needLIBRA
lessly suspicibus. You are multi(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
talented, especially along creative
Your hemming and hawing could lines. Any occupation in connection
set the stage for an argument about with books or education is your forte.
money. Still, you have every right to You're gifted at expressing yourself
,
hedge until your mind is made up.
though not always tactful.

•

FRIDAY. twur:mtwit 20, 19x:,
-

grain
10 Footlike part
11 The sweetsop
16 Resulting
from
18 Diving bird
20 Vast age
22 Sagged
25 Cut short
27 Unusual
29 Corn plant
part
30 Brood of
pheasants
32 Distorted
34 Lamprey
36 Distress
signal
37 Miner's find
39 Shade tree
40 Obscure
43 Tour
48 Vessel
48 Sched abbr.
50 Loop
52 Divulges
clandestinely
53 Comfort
55 Heraldry
grafted
5LTeutonic
deity
59 Health resort
BO Bo ill
81 Sailor
83 Pallor
87 Roman 1001
89 Three-toed
onth

AM/FM cassette, locking fast forward
push button eject and auto stop
Two door mount speakers #C45

4488

Sparkomatic Cassette Stereo

88

High power 45 watt, LED readout see'.
and scan. auto reverse and more *c •
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High Beam Spot Light

Booster Cables

300.000 candle
power 10 ft
ord plugs into
cigarette lighter

go...,gt.
,
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corper cat ,es
Heo.,
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1288

60 Month Battery
525 cold cranking amps or
group 24. 24F, 74. Price
with exchange
with
Diehard

Compare

488

AFTER REBATE

Eveready
Energizer
Batteries

With 4 bits

4x4 High Rider
&-\-- ,
r orgeot)le 12 volt bo'ter
ncluded
2 forward
speeds and
reverse

Power
Screwdriver
Attachment

G/LF,c

88

Raider 3 Wheeler
Recharge
include°
2 torworl
speeds

South 12th Street, Southside Center
753-8971

For People Who Don't Have Time To Waste M0hP\,
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Wintry Ledger & Times
Tough road opponents follow Saturday home game

Racers in position to equal last year's 7-2 start
Special to the Ledger & Times
Riding solid efforts on defense by the team and
sparkling individual efforts by senior forward
Chuck Glass, the Murray State Racer basketball
team has pushed its record to 6-2 as it prepares
for the holiday season.
First-year coach Steve Newton has put his
team in a position to match the outstanding start
the Racers had last season. With a win over
Southern Illinois-Carbondale this Saturday in
Racer Arena (7:30 p.m. tipoff ), MSU will equal
the 7-2 mark last year's version held after nine
games.
"To be in a position to equal last season's start
Is a credit to our young team," noted Newton.
"The numbers might be the same, but the competition we've faced this season is much tougher
than last year's, which is an indication we're
moving in the right direction."
Saturday's showdown pits the Racers against.
a regional rival which is in a rebuilding year, and
Newton compares the.two teams favorably.
"We've both got new staffs and are
rebuilding," he said. "Southern Illinois is doing a
good job with some w-ips over excellent teams,
and they played Western Kentucky very well on
the road, which is a credit to Rich Herrin and the
job he's doing there."
After the Saturday encounter with the Salukis,
the Racers pack their bags once again for a trip
to Memphis State on Dec. 23, the final game

before the Christmas holiday. Newton is instructing his players to include an extra item in their
luggage ... a slingshot.
"It's going to be a David and Goliath situation
in Memphis," he observed wryly. "The Tigers
obviously are one of the top teams in the nation,
are large and experienced at guard, and have an
eraser in 7-0 center William Bradford. We're going to have to pack our slingshot and hope for the
best."
It doesn't get any easier for the Racers after
their brief Christmas break, as they again
travel, this time to new Orleans to face the
Privateers of the University of New Orleans. a
team Newton helped establish as an associate
coach to Ron Greene in the early 1970's.
"They're a very strong team with a long
bench," he said. "They've obviously benefited
from the transfers from Tulane who gained
eligibility immediately, and they had a strong
returning class which was supplemented by
some talented redshirts which sat out last year.
Benny Dees is a veteran coach, and we face a
stern challenge in the Crescent City. UNO is one
of the most underrated independent teams in the
country."
Since the 99-65 debacle at Alabama a week ago.
the Racers renewed their commitment to
defense, and it's paid off in spades. MSU held
Evansville to a mere 34 points in the 52-34 win,
the first time the Aces have been held so low

since a 23-19 win over Kentucky Wesleyan in
1963.
"We reached eight of our team goals against
Evansville, which made it the best game we've
played as a team," Newton said. "We forced 23
turnovers against the Aces, which allowed us to
create things defensively that are an asset on the
offensive end. We're starting to read and make
adjustments on the floor that-are critical to our
defensive effort."
Continuing to lead the charge for the Racers is
Glass, who keeps living up to his billing in
both
scoring (16.5) and rebounding (8.0), he contributes in every way a player can.
His effort against Bowling Green State (a 70-63
overtime win) is a prime example. In a critical
run during the second half, Glass sacrificed
his
body on four different occasions to draw
the
charging foul and give MSU timely possessions,
hitting four of five free throw tries which
resulted from his creating the foul.
"You can't say enough about Chuck Glass,"
said Newton. "He had a career night against
Bowling Green as far as his overall play was concerned. He took five charges in the game,four of
which came in the last 15 minutes of play, when
we needed them most. His 11 rebounds were a
third of our team total, and he again took the
game-scoring honors with his 20 points. He continues to do a remarkable job for us on both ends
of the floor."

Calloway wins middle school rivalry hoop games
Chuck Glass

Professional baseball's
free agent negotiating
'strange to union chief
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK 4AP ) — Don Fehr. chief of the
baseball players union, calls the free-agent
negotiating position of the 26 major league clubs
"strange, to say the least."
Not a single free agent has signed with any
club except his own during the current offseason "Players seem to be worth thousands to
their former clubs, but not a nickel to others,"
Fehr said Thursday
And there is the matter of catcher Steve
Yeager_ While a free agent. Yeager had no offers
except from his old club. the Los Angeles
Dodgers. After signing with the Dodgers, he was
traded to Seattle The Mariners could have signed Yeager as a free agent and not lost a player in
the deal, but readily surrendered relief pitcher
Ed Vande Berg to get Yeager after he had
signed.
"I find that troublesome." Fehr said.
That was also his reaction to management's
unilateral termination of the joint drug agreement which it had previously negotiated with the
union.
"We had considered that (agreement) a
positive, constructive step," he said. "The
premise is simple. If you're going to have appropriate. long-term, constructive goals, the
odds are better if you do it jointly. We believe it
was effective and the doctors who served on the
joint review council were also of that opinion."
Once 4he agreement was terminated. Fehr
said it became apparent to the union that it
would have to work on the problem independently. To that end, the executive board endorsed an
educational campaign which will include
publication of a coloring book'titled. "It's OK To
Say No To Drugs." The project is modeled after
an earlier book targeted at preventing child
abuse.
In addition. Fehr said, the players will participate in a pilot program directed at educating
elementary school children on the danger of
drugs. The world champion Kansas City Royals
will be the first team involved, visiting students
in the Shawnee Mission. Kan., school district.
"A message must be sent to children, the people who will be facing the problem in the next few
years, that drugs are had and to stay away from
them," Fehr said.
He said the effort would not be disturbed by
any future cases of drug abuse that might surface among players. -A hundred percent purity
is not something you're likely to find in
anything," Fehr said. "We can get our message
across, even if there are occasional problems in
the future."
Fehr said the union would continue to oppose
the mandatory testing programs included in
many new long'-term contracts, claiming they
violate constitutional protections. "We regard
them as unenforcable and we are prepared to
litigate the issue," he said.
The matter has been added as an amendment
to the pending National Labor Relations Board
complaint which the union filed in September
when Commissioner Peter Ueberroth appealed
directly to the players to accept testing.
Fehr said the union still preferred a
cooperative anti-drug campaign in conjunction
with management.
"If the objective is to solve the problem,
creating confrontation is not likely to do that,"
he said. "A far better approach would be a joint
program. They aren't interested. We will do
what we can do on our own."

Calloway Middle School won both ends of the
girls-boys basketball matchups in the crosstown rivalry played at Murray Middle School
Thursday night.
Stan Waller's Lakers won 25-24 on a pair of
free Throws by Robert Jones with 12 seconds left
in the game while the Lady Lakers took-control
early and held on for a 46-36 decision in the girls
game.

basket out of our inside people who were 1-for-15
for the night."
Defense-wise. both Fisher and Waller praised
their team's efforts especially since the game
wasn't decided until the final seconds.
Jones hit a jumper from the side at 1:07 that
pulled the Lakers within one point, 24-23, but it
was a rebound .on the next Murray shot that
gave the Calloway squad a chance to win. Andy
Rickman hauled down his 14th rebound for the
Lakers with :23 showing on the clock s.nd a
CCMS timeout allowed the visitors a chance to
set up the winning play.

Jones and Murray's Willis Cheaney were the
high-scoring players for both schools Thursday
as Cheaney scored 14 points to 13 by Jones.
Jones hit both ends of a one-plus-bonus situation
after being fouled late in the contest to provide
the winning margin.

Fisher noted that he thought his'team would
be a slight underdog going into the game,and he
added,"A one-point difference is about as slight
as you can get."
Waller, whose Lakers improved to 3-1, said
his team thrives on close games this year. "This
team seems to want to live in suspense every
game. Three of our four games have been either
overtime or won or lost by one point."
Thursday's game, to give an indication of the

Murray had two shots in the waning seconds,
but couldn't get the ball to fall in the hole.
"The thing that's most important seems to be
the thing we do the worst," observed MMS
coach Rick Fisher, about his team's inability to
score. "Our biggest problem has been scoring
this year and against Calloway we only got one

SPOTLIGHT — Sweden's Mats Wilander (above) and West Germany's
Boris Becker (right) will be two of their respective country's spotlight tennis
players in the Davis Cup championships played today through Sunday.
AP laserphotos.

Wilander, Becker highlighted in Davis Cup showdown
MUNICH, West Germany(AP) — Led by Mats
Wilander and Stefan Edberg,Sweden faced West
Germany today to defend the Davis Cup tennis title it took from the United States last year.
Wilander, the French Open champion, was
drawn to play Michael Westphal in the opening
singles on the super-fast surface in Munich's
Olympic Hall, while the second singles pits
Wimbledon champion Boris Becker of West Germany against Edberg, the reigning Australian •
Open champion.
The doubles are scheduled for Saturday, while
the reverse singles on Sunday will send Becker
against Wilander and Edberg against Westphal
Wilhelm Bungart, West Germany's nonplaying team captain, said his country's hopes of
clinching its first Davis Cup title hinge on
whether Westphal and Becker can upset
,Wilander, the world's third-ranked player.
"On this very fast surface, we think we have a
better chance of upsetting Wilander than beating

Edberg." Bungart said.
He said he was concerned about Becker's state
of mind.
"Everyone in West Germany expects Becker
to brink us our first Davis Cup title and this may
be too much pressure for such a young player."
But Becker, 18, said he was happy with the
draw and raring to go.
"I feel fine and I looking forward to the final,"
he said.
Becker has a 2-1 career edge against Edberg,
who won the junior boys titles in all four Grand
Slam tournaments in 1984 before falling to the
West German teen-ager in the Junior Masters
last January in England.
Edberg beat teammate Wilander in the
Australian Open final earlier this month,
displacing Becker in the No. 5 spot in the
Hewlett-Packard-ATP computer rankings.
Swedish Coach Hans Olsson chose Edberg in-
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defensive intensity, was favoring Calloway at
halftime, 9-5.
•The Calloway girls kept their record clean at
4-0 behind a 20-point. 16-rebound effort by Dawn
Sledd.
Cynthia Garland, who previously was averaging two points per game, canned 12 for the Lady
Lakers and Angie Miller added 10.
Kristy Starks, who didn't score for CCMS,
nabbed five important steals, had two assists
and no turnovers in running the Lady Laker
show.
Calloway gained the upper hand early and
held off the Lady Tigers by limiting Murray star
Ann Greenfield to only five points. Amy Parks
scored 15, seven in the fourth period, and
Stephanie Vanover scored 12 for Murray.
The last 1:36 of the game was played in semidarkness, Thursday, as half of the lights over
the Murray end of the court were accidentally
turned off in the final minutes and rather than
wait for the lights to re-charge, both coaches
agreed to finish the game under the dim
conditions.

Murray High's
Tiger frosh
---Ireshrnan—bask*tba I I
57-38,--'team finished its preholiday schedule with a
to N.Marshall 57-38
loss at North Mar-

Shall Thursday ntghtly•
- The Tigers,'1-34 were
led in scoring by James
..Payne who had 19
points
•

4

h e next 'MRS
freshman game will be
Jan.6 when the Tigers
host Fulton County.

stead of Joakim Nystrom, who beat Becker at
the U.S. Open, because Edberg's powerful serveand-volley game is better suited for the fast
carpet surface here.
Westphal, 20, has a 12-3 Davis Cup record and
scored a key upset victory over Tomas Smid
when West Germany beat Czechoslovakia in October to reach the final for the first time in 15
years.
Bungart conceded that the Swedes were good
on all surfaces and that his team's prospects
looked dim on paper.
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Recent trade may be last for Reds 'til spring

Optimist Tri Star Winners
A group of 47 youth competed in the annual Tri Star
basketball contest,
sponsored annually by the Murray Optimist Club, on
Saturday, Dec:141 at
Calloway Middle School. Twelve youth wore honored with
trophies for winning their respective age groups in various basketball
skill drills. The winners
Include (front row,from left) Amy Alexander, Brad Cleaver,
Vanessa Bucy,
Richard Boyle, Marti McCiard, Adam Grogan,(back row,
from left) Christy
Lambert, Seth Arant, Darra Mitchell, Allen Rayburn, Susan
Lax, and Josh
Johnson.

By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press
CINCINNATI (AP) —
The trade that brought
Montreal Expos pitcher
Bill Gullickson to the
Cincinnati Reds is likely
to be the Reds' last deal
until spring training,
Reds General Manager
Bill Bergesch says.
To obtain Gullickson.
the Reds had to give up
another right-handed
starter. Jay Tibbs, in
the six-player trade,
which was announced
Thursday.
"To get quality,
you've got to give up
quality," Reds player.
manager Pete Rose told
reporters.
"You never say
you're not going to
make another deal
because you never know
what will happen tomor-

row," Bergesch said.
"But Pete and I think
this will conclude our
trades until spring
training."
The Reds obtained
Gullickson and reserve
catcher Sal Butera from
Montreal in exchange
for right-handed pitchers Tibbs, Andy
McGaffigan and John
Stuper and backup catcher Dann Bilardello.
The deal created two
more openings on Cincinnati's 40-man winter
roster, which now has
three open spots.
Bergesch said one of
those positions will be
filled when the Reds resign veteran free-agent
first baseman Tony
Perez, and the other two
slots will be kept to protect young prospects.
Montreal General

Giants play for playoffs, Pittsburgh for pride
By TOM CAN AVAN
AP Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.(AP) — The
Pittsburgh Steelers and
New York Giants have
far different goals
heading into Saturday's
final National Football
League game of the
regular season.
The Giants. 9-6, will
be trying for a place in
the playoffs while the
Steelers, 7-8, will be
playing for pride and to
avoid a losing record.
The Giants can clinch
a wild-card - playoff
berth — and the home.

fieldadvantage for the
wild-card game — with
a defeat of the Steelers
in a nationally televised
game at Giants
Stadium. It would be
their third wild-card in
five seasons. '
"We can see the carrot dangling in front of
us," Giants guard Chris
Godfrey said. "We win,
we're in the playoffs.
We win, we have the
home-field advantage.
We win, we're home for
Christmas ra,ther than
in Fresno."
The Giants spent last
Christmas in Fresno,

Stenerud announces
retirement from NFL
EDEN PRAIRIE,
Minn. (AP) — Retirement "will not mean the
end of my life by any
means," says Jan
Stenerud of the Minnesota Vikings, the most
prolific kicker in National Football League
history.
Stenerud, whose 373
field goals are the most
ever, said Thursday he
would be leaving pro
football at the end of
this, his 19th year.
"When I think back,
it's not so much the
kicks that I've made or
missed, but being able
to compete in the best
professional sports
league that I remember,
the people who I've met
and the friendships,"
Stenerud said. "That
has made a lot more impression than 370-some
field goals."
As the NFL's oldest
active player, the
43-year-old Stenerud
said "when you get
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older, you're not going
to be as good as you are
at 25 and that's a fact.
The odds of coming
back and having great
years just isn't there."
Stenerud succeeded
on 20 of 23 field goal attempts for an 87 percent
success ratio in 1984.
This year, he has hit 15
of 26 for a 58 percent
success ratio.
•—

Calif., preparing for a
second-round playoff
game against the San
,Francisco 49ers, the
team that has the inside
track on getting the second wild-card berth in
the National Football
Conference.
The Giants are tied
with San Francisco and
the Washington Redskins, all at 9-6, heading
into the final week of the
regular season, and
New York holds all the
advantages in the
tiebreakers. New York
could lose this weekend
and still make the
playoffs if either San
Francisco or
Washington loses.
The Redskins visit St.
Louis on Saturday to
face the Cardinals, 5-10,
and on Sunday the 49ers
will play host to the
Dallas Cowboys, 10-5
and champions of the
NFC East.
Giants center Bart
Oates said he doesn't expect any help from the
Cardinals or Cowboys.
"I'm going to go out
and play the best I can
play because we're in it
if we win,and we're probably going to be out of
it if we lose," Oates

said."I just don't see St.
Louis beating
Washington, and Dallas
has San Francisco in
San Francisco and
that's a tough task for
Dallas. It's going to
come down to us beating
Pittsburgh to be in the
playoffs."
Pittsburgh is looking
to avoid its first losing
season since 1971. The
Steelers could finish in a
tie with Cleveland and
Cincinnati for first place
in the American Football Conference Central,
but have no chance of
making the playoffs
because Cleveland and
Cincinnati have the ailvantage in all
tiebreakers.
"Fundamentally, it's
a very important game
for us because it has the
real basics at stake for
us, which is pride,"
Steelers Coach Chuck
Noll said. "Being .500
does not count; winning
is what counts."
Noll said he planned
to start second-year pro
Scott Campbell at
quarterback. Last
week, Campbell rallied
the Steelers from a 21-0
deficit to a 30-24 victory
over Buffalo.

The long final
weekend of the regular
season opens tonight
with Denver, still "hoping for an AFC wildcard spot, visiting
Seattle.
On Sunday, the Miami
Dolphins look to sew up
the AFC East title when
Buffalo visits Miami's
Orange Bowl. New
England can clinch a
playoff spot by beating
visiting Cincinnati while
the New York Jets can
grab the other AFC
berth with a victory
over the touring
Cleveland Browns.
The Browns, meanwhile, need a victory
over the Jets or losses
by either Pittsburgh or
Cincinnati to claim the
AFC Central crown.
In other Sunday action, NFC Central
champion Chicago visits
Detroit, Atlanta is at
New Orleans, Green
Bay is at Tampa Bay,
Philadelphia is at Minnesota, Salk Diego is at
Kansas City and
Houston is at
Indianapolis.
The Los Angeles
Rams host the Los
Angeles Raiders Monday night

Manager Murray Cook
said,"We feel we've acquired three quality pitchers, along with a catcher who will give us
good offense and
defense."
Gullickson, a six-year
veteran with Montreal,
joins the Cincinnati
starting staff of righthanders Mario Soto and
John Denny and lefthander Tom Browning,
who finished with a 20-9
record in 1985. The Reds
obtained Denny from
the Philadelphia
Phillies in a trade last
week.
The Reds finished second to the pitching-rich
Los Angeles Dodgers in
1985 and are trying to
strengthen their starting staff to challenge
the Dodgers in 1986.
Rose said he has not
decided whether to go
with a four-man or a
five-man starting staff,
which could include

right-hander Ron Robinson, next season. He
said the front four pitchers will complement
the Reds' bullpen duo of
right-hander Ted Power
and left-hander John
Franco.
Rose, who played with
Denny and Gullickson
after leaving the Reds
following the 1978
season, rated them both
as hard workers.
"I know Bill's been
trying to get out of there
for a couple of years
because he knows
they're not going
anywhere," Rose said of
the Expos."Whether we
win it or not, you can see
we're on the way up.
and those buys like to
come to a club like
that."
Gullickson, 26, had a
14-12 record and a 3.52
earned run average for
the Expos in 1985 and
has averaged 14 victories over the last four
seasons. Butera, 33, batted .200 in 67 games for
Montreal in 1985 and has
previously seen majorleague service with Minnesota and Detroit.
Tibbs, 23, had a 10-16
record with the Reds in

1985 and was 1-2 with
Cincinnati's Denver
farm team this year.
McGaffigan, 29, who
was 3-3 with the Reds
and 11-5 at Denver in
1985, had been obtained
from Montreal in July
1984, when the Reds sent
first baseman Dan
Driessen to the Expos.
Stuper. 28, was 8-5 for
Cincinnati last season
after coming from St.
Louis in a September
1984 deal that sent outfielder Paul
Householder to the
Cardinals.
Bilardello, 26, was a
starter for the Reds in
parts of the 1983 and
1984 seasons, but was a
weak hitter and later
alternated between the
Reds and the team's
minor-league system.
He batted .167 with the
Reds and .242 at Denver
in 1985.
The Reds beefed up
their catching corps last
season by obtaining
veteran catcher Bo Diaz
from Philadelphia. Rose
said the Reds have been
pleased with the job
Dave Van Gorder has
done as a backup
catcher.

HOLIDAY
SPECIAL
(Good through Jan. 1st)

Dual Exhaust Conversions

$95

(Vans & Trucks)

and up

°Our new Allen Computer Diagnostic Machine will
help keep your car running smooth. Bring your car in
today'
OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Gerrald Boyd's Auto Repair
& Service Center Inc.
514 S. 12th St. (Next to D&W)

753-1750
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OUTDOOR LIFE

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods

'Hotline' set up for goose hunters

Home Owned-Home Operated
ii
753-1342
4•,••
Hwy. 641 S. Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 1-6

4

"We Reserve the Right to Limit
Quantities
*Some Items May Not Be Exactly
As Pictured
GOOD THROUGH FRI., DEC. 27TH

110, HO! Here are
GREAT GIFT IDEAS!

Terry Orr is pictured above with a 130 pound,
eight point deer he got in Calloway County.

Beginning Dec. 20,
waterfowlers will be
able to call a goose hunting "hotline" to obtain
up-to-date harvest information from reporting
stations in the Western
Zone during the 1985-86
waterfowl season in
Kentucky.
Prior to the opening of
goose season in the
Western Zone on Dec.
23. and until the first
harvest reports are
received by the Kentucky Department of
Fish & Wildlife
Resources, the recorded
message on the
"hotline" will give
estimates of goose

populations at various
wildlife management
areas throughout
western Kentucky.
The telephone number
of the goose hunting
"hotline" is 1 502
564-6185. Hunters can
call the "hotline" -24
hours a day to receive
harvest figures via a
two-minute recorded
message. The call is not
toll-free, and will cost
callers whatever the
rate is from where they
are telephoning to
Frankfort, Kentucky.
The Western Zone has
the same quota as last
season — 4,400 geese for
the Ballard Reporting

—
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Buy a Berkley Lighting
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LBL open for second
half of deer howhunt
l'he second half of the
Land Between The
- Lakes 11.1-31.t regular
bowhunt-for deer reopen:
ed on Saturday, Dec. 14.
and will end on Tuesday.
Dec. 3r During this
year's regular bowhunt.
one white-tailed or one
fallow deer of either sex
may be taken.
-Since we have thus
far fallen short of this
year's total deer harvest
objective. bowhunters
should have better than
average hunting success
during this December
hunt, • said Dennis
Sharp supervisor of
1.131.'s Fish and Wildlife
Unit.
Some areas that are
normally closed to hunting will be open to
bowhunters as posted.
Information about these
areas will be available at
the North and South
elcome Stations, and
fte ;cider Pond Visitor

Center.
All hunting equipment
must conform to state
regulations. Crossbows
are not allowed. Hunters
are not required to check
in, but they must check
out if they are successful
in taking a deer. They
must also have a valid
LBL Hunter Use Permit
and the proper state
licenses for the respective state portion of LBL
where they will be bunting. Hunter Use Permits
are available at LBL's
welcome stations, the
Golden Pond Visitor
Center,
the
administrative office, and
from some surrounding
merchants. Permits are
$10 for hunters between
the ages of 16 and 64, and
$5 for hunters under 16
and those 65 and older.
For more information
contact the Wildlife
Management Unit at
5021 924-5602

WINNERS IN A RECENT Bass 'N Gal Fishing
Tournament held on Kentucky Lake were, from
left, Suzanne Cathey, first and Big Bass;
Jeanette Storey, second; and Glynda Blac, third.

VANESSA STONE got this button buck on Nov.
14 in the Youth Hunt in McCracken County. She
was accompanied by her dad. Eddie.

Spinning or casting) Reg. $52.95
$3995
Sale
• BUY A BERKLEY LIGHTING ROD AND GET ONE FREE
(plus $2.95 handling)

The boundary between the eastern and
western zone is US 60
south from the Ohio
River at Henderson to
Marion, the south on
US-641 to Grand Rivers,
and south the the
Tennessee-Kentucky
border in Fulton along
the Purchase Parkway,
The Western Zone
goose season will begin
Dec. 23 and run through
Januray 31, 1986 or until
the quotas are reached,
whichever comes first.
The 40-day time frame
for the upcoming goose
season in the Western
Zone is 16 days longer
than what was scheduled last year.

As a result of the recent Supreme Court
decree that detail Indiana and Ohio's boundaries with Kentucky,
the three states have
reached. an interim
agreement on fishing
and hunting activities
on the Ohio River.
The agreement, which
was struck between the
Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, the Ohio
Department of Natural
Resources anef'-tiW-Indiana Department of
Natural Resources,
takes effect immediately and will continue until
more formal
agreements can be
made.
This interim agreement states that Kentucky and Indiana and
Kentucky and Ohio will
recognize the licenses
and appropriate
stamps(of the other
state on the main stem
of the Ohio river, excluding embayments
and tributaries.
The agreement also
states that each license

holder shall abide by the
regulations for the state
by which he or she is
licensed, except that
licensees of either state
may hunt or fish in the
main stem of the Ohio
River whenever a
season is open in either
state.
This means that Indiana sportsmen may
hunt on the Ohio River
with an Indiana license
and duck stamp during
the Kentucky duck
season which opens
Nov. 28. but the hunter
must abide by his own
state's regulations, such
as the use of the point
system to determine his
limit of ducks. Hunters
with Kentucky licenses
must use the conventional bag limit system
in effect in that state.
Likewise, Kentucky
sportsmen may hunt
during Indiana's Ohio
River Zone season after
the Kentucky seasons
close. This agreement
does not change any requirements between Indiana and Ohio for hunting or fishing.

Complete Line of Fishing

and Sporting Equipment
Lowrance
X-15 B Graph
Recorder

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals

Retail $1098.00
Our Reg. $559.95

Sale

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

$48895

•Fine step surface clarity control
•High-Impoct ABS housing
•1600 watts •F Power (200 RMS)
•192 Kit: operating frequency

Rt 1 Hardin (502s474-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171

Boyer s
Tree Service
753-0338

A

Retail $260.00
Our Reg. $169.95

Sale $ 1 2995 Save $40
•Adjustable suppression
•250 watts power (31.3 RMS)
•Operating frequency 192 KHZ

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery
Seasoned Firewood.

Lowrance 2330
Depth Finder
Retail $412.00
Our Reg. $239.95

Sale $

the Henderson-Union
zone and in those portions of Lyon, Crit•
tenden and Livingston
counties in the western
zone.
The Eastern Zone
goose season opened
November 28 and will
run through Jan. 20,
1986. A total of 54 days
are open to hunting;
there's no harvest quota
In the Eastern Zone.

Kenlake Marina

—

Lowrance 2060
Depth Finder

Zone and its associated
counties and 1,400 geese
for the HendersonUnion Reporting Zone
and its associated counties. The Western Zone.
where 90 percent of all
goose hunting in Kentucky occurs, is made
up of part or all of seven
counties along the lower
Ohio and Mississippi
rivers.
The number of geese
harvested in both reporting areas will be closely monitored, and
hunters will be required
to register their blinds
and make periodic
harvest reports. If 4,400
geese are taken in the
Ballard Reporting'Zone
before Jan. 31. the
season will close in the
Ballard Zone and in
those portions of
Ballard. McCracken.
Graves. Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton and
Marshall counties in the
western zone. Similarly,
should 1,400 geese be
taken prior to the end of
the season in the
Henderson -Union
Reporting Zone, goose
hunting must cease in

Three states reach
interim agreement

Terry Orr is pictured above with a 148 pound,
4'
eight point deer he got with a bow.

GOOSE FLOATERS

Miierray Ledger & Times

'Fully Insured

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment

41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Truck, Tractor Tires

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South

753-9131

8795

Save $52

•250 Watts power
•Adjustable suppression
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We Install Ailtomotive Glass 10
and Have a Complete 10OP
Automotive Machine Shopf
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753.4563 512S. 12th
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Mom Doesn't Like
What She Sees of
Daughter's 'Look'

Daily
DEAR ABBY: It seems I'm fighting a losing battle. My daughter is
12 1/2, and I won't let her wear eye
makeup or those ugly high-top
sneakers with shoelaces untied. She
also wants to wear those hanging
earrings that look like rosary beads.
We fight every morning before she
goes to school. All the girls in her
room look exactly the same. I refuse
to let my daughter look like that.
Who's nuts, me or the other mothers who let their daughters look like
18-year-old hookers?
LAURA,
THE "ROTTEN" MOM
DEAR LAURA:Nobody's nuts.
Although it's your perception
that all the girls in your daughter's room look like 18-year-old
hookers, it's just another fad
that will fade when another
"look" comes in. Remember the
mini-skirt craze of the '60s followed by the granny dress that
came down to the ankles? Patience, Mother, "and th
(
is too
shall pass."
* ••

DEAR ABBY:'1 have been going
with a man for nearly a year.-I am a
widow and "J." has been divorced
for 15 years. We love each other very
much. I'm a young 76, and he is 65,
but he said age doesn't matter when
you love a person.
I was very lonely when I met J., as

ik

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 241, 1985

DEAR ABBY. Ibis letter seeks the husband of one's
mother by a
your advice about a problem that is subsequent marriag
e.
probably familiar to many of your
Abby, I may be wrong on this, but
readers. The supermarket where I I always believed that
as long as
am employed has a policy that one's mother or father
is living,
forbids
custome
rs from purchasing there is no actual "stepparent'
•41,04
—
,items that will be rung up at the they are iritroduced as
"my father's
register operated by a relative.
wife. Mary,'L or "my mother's husMy mother-in-law thinks this poli- band. John."
cy is an insult and refuses to shop
MRS. R.,
here even though she has shopped
CLEARWATER, FLA.
By Abigail Van Buren
here exclusively for years.(She has
to go out of her way to shop elseDEAR MRS. R.: When a parent
I had not dated since my husband's doesn't clear up
the mystery where.,
marries again, regardless of
death-18 years ago. J. has been soon, it might
I am not the only member of the whether the original
be wise to do
mate is
wonderful to me. He takes me out to some investigatin
g on your own. family working here—there are three living or not, the new
mate is a
dinner and brings me flowers, but
of us! We have tried to tell "Mom" stepparent to the
children.
there are a few things that bother
•• •
that this is a common practice
For help with a stepfamily
me. He lives about 15 miles from me
DEAR ABBY: I recently received among retail stores and is not meant problem, and the locations
and won't give me his home phone
of
a wedding invitation that included a as an insult to its employees or their the chapters near you,
write to:
number. I would like to have it in
relative
s.
card and a stamped, self-addressed
The Stepfamily Association of
case of an emergency. I know the
We employees think our relatives America Inc.,28 Allegheny
envelope for my reply. The card had
Ave.,
town he lives in, but he doesn't want
a place to fill in the name and a box should patronize this store, as it Baltimore, Md, 21204. Please
to give me his home address. Not
helps
the
for "number of persons." There was
volume of sales.
include a long, stamped, selfthat I would go there, but I wonder
We would appreciate your views addres
no place allotted for any other insed envelope.
why he's so secretive about these
formation such as "Sorry, I cannot as well as those of your readers.
things.
attend."
CASHIER,
* * *
He has my phone number and
Rather than put a "zero" in the
NIAGARA COt ls,;TY, N.Y.
calls me often. He owns his own
box for "number of persons attendbusiness not far from where I live
DEAR CASHIER: The policy
ing," I didn't return the card at all.
DEAR ABBY: I am u et and
and I have that phone number, but I
I feet a little guilty about not that prevails at your place of disgusted by a recent experience
rarely call him.
responding. What would have been employment was established for and hope you can tell me how to
He has married children and the
correct thing to d() under the a valid reason. Everyone in- cope with the hurt.
other relatives whom I would love to
volved—employees and their relcircumstances?
I am the mother of three daughmeet, but he doesn't want them to
Abby, please comment about peo- atives—should realize this, and ters, ages 4, 2 and 6 weeks old. The
know about me. He's met most of my
ple who send wedding invitations to accept it without feeling offend- youngest was just christened in the
family, and they think he's great. I
business acquaintances (or clients) ed or resentful.
Catholic Church, as were her two
am ,a much happier person since J.
of the parents of one of the couple.
sisters when they were 6 weeks old.
came into my life. I probably
As the wife of a professional man, I
All three wore the same christening
shouldn't let these things bother me, am getting fed up with receiving
dress, which was giVen to me by my
but they do. Please help me.
DEAR ABBY: You stated in a husband's sister. (I'll call her Dee.)
wedding invitations from people
BOTHERED whose names I've never even heard! recent column that a stepmother is Dee herself had been christened in
COLORADO COMMUNIQUE the wife of one's father by a subse- that dress, and I was thrilled and
DEAR BOTHERED: A man
quent marriage, and a stepfather is honored when she gave it to me for
who refuses to disclose his home
my first daughter's christening. AfDEAR COLORADO: You
telephone number and address should have written "Regret"
to the woman he professes to on the card and returned it with THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
love is hiding something. Add to your name.Whether you've heard
that the fact that he doesn't the names before or not, it's illwant his family to know about mannered to ignore an invitayou, and you have good reason tion—especially when a stamped,
for being bothered.
self-addressed envelope is proSomething is fishy. If .1. vided for a reply.
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,terward, I carefully put it away.
Last week,after the christening of
my third daughter, Dee just plain
took the dress off my bed and
walked off with it!
I am hurt to the core because all
three of my daughters were christened in that dress and I was saving
it for them to use for their children
one day.
If Dee had told me she was only
lending me that dress, my brothers
and sisters who were the godparents
to all my children would have bought
me one.
Who is wrong, Abby? Dee for
repossessing the dress? Or me, fur
assuming it was mine when she
gave it to me for my first daughter's
christening?
HEARTBROKEN

DEAR HEARTBROKEN: Dee
should not have repossessed the
dress without informing you.
And since she gave you the dress
without making it clear that she
wanted it hack, you had every
right to assume it was yours to
keep.
I advise you to call your sisterin-law and address your questions to her. Only she can
answer them.
• ••

(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet.-How
to Have a Lovely Wedding.- Send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby. Wedding Booklet. P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood. alit'.
900384

Shultz would resign before taking test
WASHINGTON (AP)
— With the chiefs of the
Pentagon and the Central Intelligence Agency
arrayed against him,
Secretary of State
George P. Shultz says
he would resign before
agreeing to have his
loyalty checked through
a lie detector test.
Breaking an eight-day
silence Thursday,
Shultz made what is
believed to be his first
public threat to resign
dining his 34 years in

office when he strongly
opposed a new directive
calling for the use of
polygraphs to expose
disloyal officials.
"The minute in this
government that I'm
told that I'm not trusted
is the day that I leave."
Shultz said, adding that
he believes lie detector
tests are highly
unreliable.
White House
spokesman Ed DjerePin -refused to say

10-percent increase
in coal tax proposed

whether Shultz might at
some point be asked to
take a lie detector test,
but he stressed that the
program is aimed at
catehing spies, not chasing down leaks to
reporters.
"It is part di an
overall approach to
bolster the U.S. government's ability to face
more effectively the
threat of hostile intelligence activities
directed against this
country," Djerjian said.
Hours after Shultz
spoke, the CIA issued a
statement vigorously
defending the use of
polygraphs, calling
them the "best deterrent to the misuse of
sensitive information."
Spokeswoman Kathy
Pherson said "the
number of leaks of sensitive classified information in recent years
makes clear that a
growing number given
special trust have not
lived up to their
obligations.
"The reality is that

WASHINGTON (AP) dividuals suffering from
— The coal tax that sup- the crippling effects
of
ports the federal black black lung disease
and
lung program will go up depending on this fund
10 percent under a joint for their black lung
House -Senate con- benefits," said Rahall.
ference committee
The increase will
agreement, said Rep. mean that deep-mined
Nick Joe RahalL
coal will be taxed at
Rahall, D-W.Va., said $1.10 per ton, up from
$1,
the 10 percent hike is while strip-mined coal
coupled with a five-year will be taxed at 55 cents
moratorium on interest per ton, up from 50
payments from the cents.
black lung trust fund to
the federal government.
The Reagan administration had
wanted to increase the
black lung exise tax 60
percent.
Jacob
The increase is aimed
ACROSS
44 Trifle
at helping the black lung
amorously
1 Chooses
fund dig itself out of a
45 Bitter vetch
5 Mast
$2.5 billion hole created
47 Shade
9 Cut
49 Word of
when payments were
12 City in
sorrow
Nevada
higher than expected
50 Hindu
13 Domesticate
and the coal industry
peasant
14 Individual
entered a slump. The
52 Entice
15 Teutonic
54 Hypothetical
trust fund also was forcdeity
force
16 South African
ed to pay interest on
55 Falsehood
Dutchman
money it borrowed from
57 Seasoning
18 Title of
the federal government
59 Exists
respect
61 Greek letter
to pay benefits.
20 Printer's
63 Retain
measure
Rahall said the tax
65 Distance
22 Ashes of
hike and the
measure
seaweed
moratorium on interest
67 Succor
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27 Send forth
69 Importance
29 Entrance
Thursday, will enable
31 Game at
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32 Spring month
"This is a big boost for
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DOWN
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the coal industry, and
symbol
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more importantly the
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2 Inconwelfare of those in39 Perches
trovertible

the loss of classified information is severely
damaging our foreign
policy and our intelligence capabilities."
Ms. Pherson said.
Last week. Defense
Secretary Caspar
Weinberger issued a
similar statment in
defense of polygraphs.
"That wouldn't bother
me a bitr he said. "I
think w
ve to take a
lot more serious
measures than we've
taken in the past
perhaps in the broader
range to find out if people with access to very
sensitive information
are in fact loyal to the
United States."
But Shultz told
reporters Thursday his
reservations about lie
detectors were based on
their.reliability.
"From what I've
seen, it's hardly a scientific instrument. It tends
to identify people who
are innocent as guilty
and misses some fraction of people who are
guilty of lying."
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Scholars reach
an agreement
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The nation's
presiding Roman
Catholic bishop says the
agreements that have
been reached in
dialogues between
Catholic and Protestant
scholars "now need
evaluation and judgment by our churches."
Bishop James M.
Malone of Youngstown.
Ohio., president of the
- IlattOnirr Conffltrifit
C,a4kolic 3:saape. Made
the corm: Jnt in a joint
• Catholic-Lutheran ivor• ship service In
Washington, including
numerous bishops of
both denominations
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Action File No. 85-C1-281
Commissioner's Sale
The,Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court First Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Mayfield. Plaintiff, versus Ronnie Pea and wife. Sheila Pea; Kentucky
Finance Co., Inc.; Kitchens. Inc. of Paducah;
Comm. of Ky.. City of Murray; and Comm.
of Ky. County of Calloway Defendant.
Notice Of Sale •
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
November 22 term thereof 1985. in the above
cause, for the sum of Sixey Five Thousand Six
Hundred Seventy Three and 46 100 Dollars,
with interest at the rate of 22.04 per cent per
day from the 1st day of January 1986. until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray Kentucky. to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 23rd day of December
195. at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon
a credit of 30 days, the following described
property. to-wit:
Being a part of Section 31. T 2 R 4 East and
more fully described as follows:
Being Lot No 5 in Oakwood Terrace Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 4. page 39.
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The property herein conveyed is subject to
those restrictions of record and specifically
those. recorded m. Plat Book 4, page 39. as
above referenced.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Ronnie Pea and wife, Sheila Pea, by deed from
Tommy Miller and wife. Gayle Miller. dated
August IS. 1981. of record in Deed Book 162,
,page 975, Calloway County Court Clerk's

Notice

TRUCK
TOOL
BOXES

Call
Murray Livestock
8. Trailer Sales
502-753-5334

Bike plates,
license plates,
t-shirts &
sweatshirts.
With lettering
and transfers

Faye's
514 Main
753-7743

Wicker Sale
up to 60°. Off
beginning 12 noon
Sat., Dec. 14
until Christmas
at Uncle Jeffs

Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Extra Car For
A Few Days?
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Rent From Gene At

Dwain Taylor
hevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

No credit check Call
Pons, ask for Shirley.

901-644-9999.
'!HE Purchase Area
Development District
will be accepting individual sealed bids for
the sale of the following
IBM Selectric II Correcting Typewriters
until January 10. 1986.
at 3:00 p.m.: Serial
#2471827. 02522315.
$2522317. 02792895,
#2792896 and 02793022. All
typewriters are
available for inspection
at the PADD office, U.S.
Highway 45 North and
KY 121 in Mayfield on
Monday through Friday
between 8:00 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Bid forms are
available at the PADD
office and will be taken
and processed by serial
number. For more information. contact
Carol Futrell .at
247-7171. PADD reserves the right to
reject any and all bids

American Republic
Insurance Company
Needs
Licensed
Sales People. Phone
(502) 554-2217
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 til
11:00.

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only s 1"
Up To Poster Size
2Ox28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

Murray
Christmas
Sweatshirts
Buttons

Faye's
514 Main
753-7743

753-0595

We Rent
Heaters

PET PEN

Murray Rental

Just in time
for Christmas
Sweaters &
Dog Toys

& Sales

50% Off

200 E. Main

In Store Specials
Dog Grooming
Home Owned
1 101 Story
Murray, Ky
759 1322

753-8201

/NTRODUCING PAMS
CAKE HUT specializing
in decorated cakes for
all occasions. We put
that little extra effort
into our cakes which
makes them something
to remember. So, the
next time you need a
cake that you would like
to be remembered for
Just call us at 759-4492.
Open Mon.-Fri
8a.m.-3p.m. Located at
410 Main St. After 3p.m.
and weekends call 4374455.- We promise you'll
be glad you called.

Professional
Installation!

Fill Your
Home with
Christmas
Aromas
from our stove-top
potpourri selection
-

in(

r Christmas Wassail
r Gingerbread
r Blackberry Cobbler
r Strawberry Pie
-116"4

121SYStrim

Poinsettias

$6.00
Jones
Landscaping
407p. 12th

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 N. 7th
TIL

753-9280
Fruit and juice baskets,
balloon arrangements
and decorating, cakes,
Wilton supplies, rent-aclown', gorilla-grams.

Hand crafted doll cribs,
wood duck planters,
gift towels, much much
more. 104 S. 9th St.

103 S 3rd
Dolyntown Murray
753 3621

14E SPENDS THE DAY
LOOKING FOR THINGS
WE'S MISPLACED.

KEEPS BUSY .

OF COURSE,
WAS PROBABLY
BEFORE
ACID RAIN..

,

sorr

AND SHINY
c
4.0)

dry
qc-n-

ACTIONS SPEAK
LOUPER THAN
PIJRR

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms in.
dividually formulated.
753-0658 or 753-0611
i0a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.
5. Lost and Found
12 MONTH old Siberian
Husky. Goes by the name,
Cocoa. Mostly white with
silver gray and dark
gray. Lost in area of Oak
Grove Church Rd. and
Tucker Rd. off Penny
Airport Rd. Call 489-2678

wearing brown nylon
collar, no tags.
vacinated. Johnson
Blvd. Phone 753-1490.

6. Help Wanted
COMPUTER 6perator
needed. Local firm.
daytime, some programming knowledge
helpful, prior experience
beneficial but not neccessary. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040M, Murray.
EASY ASSEMBLY'
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send self-

addressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
PLLTMLEY RC has

Human

3. Card of Thanks
Card of Thanks
We would like to
thank our many
Ariends
and
neighbors for their
prayers, love and
concern,
their
cards, phone calls,
food and every
kindness shown us
during the recent
illness and death of
our beloved husband and father,
Charles
Hornbuckle. A special
thanks to Mr. &
Mrs.
Richard
Sager, the management
and
employees of Sager
Corporation.
May God bless
each of you.
Frances, Chuck &
Terry Hornbuckle

buy used refrigerator or
stove. Call 753-2887 after 6 .

Pm
15. Articles for Sale
FIBERGLASS Panels.
greatfor underpinning.
8'- $4.75; 10'- $5.85; 12'$6.95. Mid -South
Wholesale Building: 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
RIDING toy tractor, portable manual typewriter,
cassette tape recorder
with microphone. Excellent condition. 753-6870.

The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program from an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••
Male- ser king full-time

GRILL COOK

languages.
C-5
•
Female - seeking
employment in food services or any related
field. Hard worker, willing to learn.

C-6

Male - seeking management
position in
restaurant, has three
years experience, willing to start at the bottom
with
hope
advancement.

for
C-7

Wanted

EXPERIENCED, dependable, with excellent references wants
general cleaning 1 or 2
days a week. 759-1181.
I will stay with elderly.
Call for information days
753-4590.
MR. Employer-- I am a
disabled American
veteran- also having my
next "two" brothers
killed in Vietnam. In a
2,--2 year period I "have
not" received any job
referrals from The
Dept. of Human Resources Manpower
Service in Murray,
although I have asked
for their help. To me
this seems to be an
ineffective
method of
running a dept. that we
pay taxes for! I have an
extensive background
in purchasing & manufacturing. I am bondable, dependable &
knowledgeable-- I will
consider anything related or un•related-Resume furnished upon
request- 345-2036.

618-342-6316
WANT to buy lot or small
acreage within 10 miles of
Town, also would like to

Resources.

machinery applications
for industrial and petro
chemical
plants.
technical writing and
training. Fluent in three

9. Situation

14. Want to Buy
WANT to buy raw furs
McClellan Furs,
Stanley Owen McClellan. Pulaski, Ill.

Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title Ill
JTPA Federally funded
program.

employmmt, has experiencr: in project
engineering, startup of
power plants, marketing
and sales of compressors,
rotating

RESPONSIBLE person
to care for toddler. References required. Call
753-0631.
tYPIST- $500 weekly af
home! Information William Norman. 116
Indian Oak, Dept. D,
Paducah, Ky. 42001

WILL do sitting with
elderly, experienced
Call 753-8916.

in a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for

openings for a few
experienced "hands
on" mold and die
makers. Salary competitive. Excellent benefit package. Interview by appointment.
Call 901-642-9359.

Must be able to
work quickly &
correctly in a high
volume area with
verbal grill orders.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Murray
State University,
EOE/MF.

9. Situation Wanted

Job Watch:
msu is participating

•••

CHRISTMAS

6

2.Notice

or 753-9209.
LOST a 10 month old
white male setter,

inside

WOMEN'USED TO
51-kAMPOO WI714 IT
BECAUSE IT LEFT
TliElRHAIR

Notice

IPHOTO
ONE HOUR PHOTO

759-4512

L

Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox TV's,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR

2

753-5421

CRASS
FURNITURE

Of-I,

Interest Free
Financing

Getting
someone a
Car Stereo
for Christmas?

8x10 Only 5395

Hoffm
l an's
94E.

Notice

12 Months

With Individual
And Personal
Attention

White Pine
$1.50 a yd
Western Cedar
$3.50 a yd •

14 Per Day

2

PROCESSING

Beautiful Natural
Christmas Roping

A r.

2

Miles

Last Minute
Gifts

Office
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid and having tale force and effect of a judgment_ Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.

Notice

MONEY TO LEND
25-300

We have in stock a
large shipment of
crossover, wheel
well, underbed &
side mount tool
boxes. For
all
makes & models of
trucks. We also
paint tool boxes to
match your truck.

Hwy.94 East 1

2

•••

Phone 782-8471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with tex-

tured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.

WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
CHRISTMAS is almost
here! Check our stock of

vanities, marble tops,
and kitchen cabinets.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
COUCH and matching
chair. Good condition.
$40. Call 492-8566 after
ENER.AL
m
Electric

stove, 4-eye oven works.
Timer. Can be seen at 403
South 8th St.
JUST in time for
Christmas! Lots of new
and used furniture,
lamps, and crafts. MidSouth Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
LOVE seat, like new,
earth tones, $100 Call
after 5p.m 489 2643
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753 0595
20. Sports

Equipment

RALEIGH

Bicycle, 10

speed, blue, paid $165.
Will sell $120. 753-7231.
WINCHESTER 410 red
letter shot gun. i175.
Winchester Com•
memorative 30-30 gold
plated, 8400. Winchester
low wall 22 US Army gun,
$250. Will trade 436-2506.

..vinwur4vorwr•41in591

Airway/Atlantic 6200
Finemark Attache
An attache that is ,'•
around a,
that is
and tee.
change' co-;
only on e.c. r
edSII

1,0e, tr

e•pandat
tab,ets
154 per

.s

•945

Al..-10 7/4E COW
SAID,'WOO"
ANL? THE DUCK
SAID:QUACK!"

V

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 324.90
Opened
Today
326.00
Up
1.10

reature Syndicate Inc

Al47 THE

CAT SAID,
"AF!"

dr-ihe
dlk A. a 40

JUST TESTING
TO SEE IF YOU'RE
LISTENING

kr-Lf
wc-LAiz

N1110ti&
ELMO 0-10W ARE

Jou DOING
-

-

.4 ,GM, LdR
7 i17,•(<12
'
s
, aums-EAD
,
<4ti

I'M DOING
F
1/
1
14PerASTC.!
1

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5.86
Opened
Today
5.88
Up
.02

Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diornonds
Hours: 10•6 Daily. Closed Sunday

WIPP,
W.:41days

-:
{1-41•PPY 9lobflays

Christmas Guitar
Outfit Special

Cordovan G8-6220 70
Each

$89.00

Tan G8-6261-70
Each $89.00
Limited Quantity $69.50

Twin Lakes
Office Products, Inc.
512 Main St.

753-0123

ase.7AIM IWE'4

WO311K
40

Zippo
ZIPPO RULE

1 KEEP FORGETTING
WkAT iTS LIKE TO

(

BE

•

WW1

,
1"
tc-ttaMY''.
I I
Sy!

N
11

cLick

4". •••-•
122?
Ale

WE 51OP HERE,
MAKE CAMP.

•

•

ONCE /YORE,TH10 LAKE.
I WAS 1ERRIFIE0. WHAT
WAS MY FuTuRE ?

4 -"or a-

Real Student Guitar
With Case
List $68.80

Chucks Music

I

1411 Main
CONT,p

CRE1 \WIPE R

Sale $54.50
Lessons available.
Free picks.

1
1
1
4

`46mo

"-Pvisoft

753-3682
'Hip.P
'Ha/44n

Lindsey
Jewelers
Murray-Mayfield
753-1640
.44, -.0..0).4
.
4Z.,

11199Rweir.--. aire
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Miscellaneous
Homes tor Sale
BRICK 3 BR 2 bath
home with full basement plus this areas
largest private indoor
horseback riding arena
with 15 stalls Sr tack
room Situated on fitt
acres. Ideal for horse
boarding & riding
lessons The total
package offered at $69,
000 through Kopperud
Realty. Phone 753-1222.
owner. Brick home
Lynnwood Estates, 3
BR, 1 12 bath, family
room, utility room.
large kitchen & living
roorn. Fenced in yard.
deck TVA insulation.
wood stove, central air.
$44,000. Call 753-6098 or
753.9786.
46

110

MOTOROLA CB
magnetic antenna, new
condition. 835. Call 4892170.
MUST sell New Chamberlain garage door
opener, 1/2 h.p. (won
in contest). List 8180.00
will sell for 8125.00. Call
435-4390.
PULL time live in
housekeeper to care for
my home and 3 elementary age children. References required. Cottage Grove Tn
901-782-3442.
WE service all makes of
sewing machines and
vacuum cleaners at reasonable rates. For more
information call 354-6521
ask for Martha Hopper.
OVElf Toaded inventory. My loss is your
.
gain. Perimeter Alarm
System carries a 5 yr.
full warranty. Phone
901-587-4984.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, 89 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
SANTA suit rentals.
Call 759-4073.
SEASONED firewoodhickory, mixed
Sunset Boulevard Music oak,
hardwoods 830/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
I Ipme, sale 41inne side 41p,,,' Soh, lipme Sal.
753-0338.
SEASONED oak &
hickory firewood delivered. All tree trim2 2 . Musical
24 Miscellaneous
ming & removing. Call
BALDWIN organ 1975
CHEVROLET Monte 753-5476.
Syntha-Swinger 1100
Carlo Landou, $400. Well STEEPLETON pool
with entertainment II
built utility trailer made table, regulation size, 1
and' beginner music. to
inch slate top with all
drive on. will tilt. $350
$950. Call 753-2880,
Chevrolet Motor Home, accessories, for sale or
PEAVY T-15 guitar $3,000. Refrigerator with trade. 753-7161.
with power Amp case large freezer. Will
trade. THEY are here! Rub8200: Casio keyboard 436-2506.
ber truck bed mats. Fit:
875. 753-1966.
2 NEW cabbage patch S•10. Ranger, Mazda,
dolls with pacifier, $32 Toyota, El Camino.
each. Call after 5p.m. Nissan. Also, full size
24. Miscellaneous
Fords & full size
753-1575.
Chevys. Until ChristCAMOFLAUGE Army
mas, 855. See Stokes
pants and shirts. Herman
'76 KRUS lime bed, twin Tractor. Industrial Rd.
survivers -Jerry's Sportfan. 4 lime or fertilizer, 753-1319.
ing Goods, 6th a-nd
$450. Call 753-4545.
WHIRLPO 0 L
Walnut, Mayfield Ky. -1ANTIQUES for microwave oven with
247-4704.
Christmas. Golden gak 700 U'atts cooking
CAR batteries, 60
pool table with all power, only $4.50 week.
month guarantee.
accessoriesgrject.. Rudoph Good_year, 753Series- 24, 24-4' lir 74restored condition. OM.
$29.99. Series 27 Az 27-F$1500. Walnut upright WHIRLPOOL, white
$32.99. Wallin HardColumbia wind-up re- stack washerdryer. Call
ware. Paris, Tn.
cord player. Perfect 753-9674
CLEARANCE sale. Wood condition with lots
of old
heater with thermostat, records. 8185.
Oak
deluxe cabinet, has lift-up treadle
sewing
cook surloce top. 25" machine, beautiful 25. Business Services
brick lined firebox. cast shape, $100. Old
ALL types commerical
wooden
iron grates and doors, childs sled.
475,.1,00__yr. poTrItruction. Presupply limited. $199.99. -old one -horse open engineered metal;
Wallin Hardware, Paris, - sleigh, excellent
condi- masonary or wood
Tn.
tion. $650. Walnut Vic- buildings. We furnish
GE washer & dryer. torian reupholstered blueprints approved by
white, good condition, couch, $1100. Several the Ky State Building In$200. Call 492-8765.
other antiques too spectors. Emerson ConKEROSENE heaters numerous to list. Call struction Co Inc, General
12.300 BTU's $79.99. 753-1222 days or 753-6620 Contractors. P.O. Box
Wallin Hardware, evenings.
130, Paris Tn. 38242. Call
Paris, TN.
day or night. 901-644-9840.

THE MOSTADVANCED
MUSICAPPRECIATION
COURSE THERE IS.

New Shipment

Pulsar Watches

ny

- DONN
- NUM

rePire're):"'iV414r
.
004041r

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.

ur

Serpentine

.90 I
1:hain% ...starting at S23.90
Bracelets
Marling
$9.90
:Nugget Rings
$19.95
Gold 'Earrings'
Starting at
$4•95 I
I Croup of
Charms.....Stariing at $9.95 a
Add-A-Bead Chains
lb. IS. 2o. 21. 341$22.50
.40
IL 1141141s

. 'starting at 812

p

Herringbone

29. Heating and Cooling
SAVE those heating
dollars! Insulation, pipe
wrap, caulking.
weatherstripping. In
stock at Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington:
Paris; 901-642-2552

at

II Kt

Bead

.

30. Business

Rentals

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance

startina at

1 Group of

753-6734

edding Battik
Starting at

s

I. JU . I,,

14 Kt. Solid Gold
Jewelers

‘v.

11t.1-.Air Shopping Center
Nlurray. K. -12071

75.3-1293
Visa-MasterCard

32

pw-g-,J..7.5b41/45c-bw.g.ost-elp-eg.0.0
Vernon's
Western Wear
713 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
753-7113

Christmas Shoppers Vernon's Western Wear has just
received a new shipment of Tony
Lama boots. Choose from boa,
elephant, lizard, antelope and
others.

12995

Prices start at
Also just in - the John Wayne
& Bocephus double breasted shirts.
Vernon's is expanding .the gun dept
We will buy, sell or trade on new &
used kandguns, rifles & shotguns.
A lady or children's belt valued at
$7.50 FREE with each $25
purchase.
Wishing you a Merry Christmas

COMMERCIAL Bldg.
for rent, 619 S. 4th St.
Call days 753-6831,
nights 753-6057.
ITENDON mini storage
self storage units, business ot personal use. 24
hour easy access,
lights, assorted sizes.
753-7618.
SMALL commercial
building on college campus. Call 753-2967.
I

*Ur. custom design jes4eIr
using our design or our.

1111

Apts for

Rent

2 BEDROOM unfurnished apt. with
appliances. 1 BR furnished apt.. couples
preferred. 492-8662.
2 BR duplex. 1 bath,
kitchen, den, storage
area. W. D hookup.
Call 753-9240.
2 BR duplex. 1300 Peggy
Ann. 1 BR duplex. 414 S.
10th. Murray. Call 492.
8225.
FURNISHED Apts. ef
ficiency apt. Adults
only, no pets Zim
merman Apts. S 16th
St, Call 753 6609
NICE 3 rooms and bath
furnished, 1 BR un
furnished, also 2 BR
mobile unfurnished. Col
eman Real Estate 753
9898.
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt, 1. 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts , Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
THREE bedroom. two
bedroom and one bed
room. Apts Lease and
deposit Adults only, no
pets 753 9208 after 4 pm
33

Used

Trucks
•414k::%.„

1964 GMC, V.6. 11,2 ton. 4
door, 61.000 miles. Call
759-1987.
1976 CHEYENNE pickup
SWB. rails and Louvers
Call 1-345-2636.
1979 CHEVROLET Luv
pickup. 4 wheel drive
753-0728.
'65 MACK truck &
Hobbs Low Boy trailer.
good condition. Asking
$5,500. Call 753-4545.
'73 DATSUN pickup.
Good mechanical condition, $600. Call 7538823.
'80 MODEL Dodge Ram
Charger. good condition. Best offer. Call
759-4034 days 753-1458
night.

n Alliance fits
your style...
and your budget.

Ranault Alliance L

Four door Allianr• turns howls NO its Eurotaean des,un
YOU.11 lake a Second 100k 'do
at ifs low pr.,,v
Alliance isone at the lowest-priced America,t.o l• cars
And 'Is 1 4L tuei-iniected engine is a real gas r,•so, Tr,.•
cinve Alliance today'
S FlEsT sMAll. I 511 1,trt
!

ENJOY beautiful Lake
Services Offered
view from this 4 Br, 2 53
bath brick home in
Irrigation Residential
Panorama Shores. 2
CAMPBELL WELL
kitchens, fireplace in
DRILLING
den. Unbelievable low
McKenzie. Tn
price, $35,000, owner
CM Collect
says make offer. Con
rs Jeep
901 352 3671 0,
tact Kopperud Realty
Hwy. 641 North
901-352.5704
753 1222.
Free Estirnatm
753-6448
HOUSE for sale to settle
estate. 3 BR on 2 acre ALL
type masonry
All of Cain's Wish you a Merry Christmas
lot on Hwy. 80, 1 mile work;
block, brick,
& a Happy New Year.
west
of,
68
and
80
13 S 4th
concrete, driveways,
753-2835
junction. 474 2708.
sidewalks, patios, house
•••,?I'll
l
c
'spy, r
THREE bedroom, 1 acre foundations, new
• rtiobsin
• Wol,41y4
lot, newly decorated, of- chimneys or chimney
fice, garage, carport, repair. 25 years exsatellite. Must see. Lynn perience. Free es34 Houses for Rent
38 Pets-Supplies
Grove, 6 miles West of timates. Call Charles
Murray on Hwy 94. $42, Barnett 753-5476.
2 BR home, partially 2 HAMSTER
S and a 000. Call 435
4583 after 8 APPLIANCE
furnished. Pine Bluff plastic cage.
Also 12
Shores. Available after guage pump
SERVICE. Kenmore.
shotgun. 759- Pm
Dec. 28. $140 per month. 4412 after 4:30p.m
Westinghouse,
Call 753-4055.
Whirlpool. 23 years
ARC Chihuahua pup- 47. Motorcyc
les
experience. Parts and
2 BR house, wood and pies and adults,
long lir
service. Bobby Hopper,
electric heat, $165 per short hair, males
& 1983 HONDA 110 3 - Bob's
Appliance Sermonth. Panorama females. Call
901.782- wheeler, less than 50 hr. vice,
202 S. 5th St.
Shores. 753-5094.
$695. Call 753-8640.
3268.
Business 753-4872. 436FOR rent or sale: 3 BR CHIHUAHU
A puppy, 7 1986 -HONDA ATC 250R
554s 'home r
brick, 2 full baths, 30x30 weeks old,
ARC re- Call 753-7252 after 5p.m.
game room. 2 car gistered. black
female. '82 YAMAHA 3 wheeler
garage, new roof, car- $50. Call 502-436-2901.
125 with 175 kit and
pet, vinyl floor and
header, excellent
DOG obedience training
freshly painted.
Co.
Hobby, career or just a shape, $500, with trailer
Located on a large lot in
Aluminum and vinyl
well mannered compan• $900 ('all days 753-3514.
East Y Manor. Prefer
siding. Custom trim
ion. Boarding and AK('
adult family. No pets
work. References.
German Shepherds. 436- 49
Used Cars
indoors I. Deposit re2858.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
quired. $425 per month.
753
MAKE appointments
9
Call 753-5717.
now for the holidays and
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
receive a flea dip. Call
Lease A 1986
Featuring:
FURNISHED "A" Peg's
Factory authorized for
Model (1141.•% C
Dog Parlor 753frame. Kylake, 2 BR 2915.
Audi 5000-5
Tappan, Kelvinator and
In the Zenith tradition •,aualat
Picture fun,.
Duplex, Northwood, 2 BR
Brown. Service on gas
I."diakonal ,:olor TN that,
▪•4 door automatic
• Dependarik hi
eam mown and a an I., much
townhouse also 2 BR 43. Real Estate
and electric ranges,
1 I t.
• Streamlined catenet u enhanced
sedan with elecMobile. Coleman RE. 753microwaves. dis-.
• Electrona Pour, Sem,.
tai a fine simulated nelth
ATTENTION
9898.
• Super N,
tric
k.a,gr turw
hwashers. resun
roof,
pained Walnut finish
•4:Channe! Iapahliq
frigerators, etc. Earl
MODERN 3 BR brick investors: just listed 2
cassette, metallic
excellent
student
rental
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753home located in Kirksey.
paint and other
5341.
Ky. References and de- opportunities near University
at
39,500 and
posit required. Call 489standard equipFENCE sales at Sears
57.000 respectively.
2402, 489-2554, 489-2467.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
ment
features
for
Rough
Sawn
cedar and
for free estimate for
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath, log
brick exterior for easy
$306.07
per
your needs.
home 3 miles south west
month
for 60
of Murray. 8350 per maintenance. Both
GENERAL HOME
have 4 or 5 bedrooms
month plus $200 deposit.
REPAIR. 15 years exmonth closed end
and two baths. Both
Call 753-6855 after 6p.m.
perience. Carpentry.
have fireplace and one
lease.
concrete, plumbing.
NICE 2 bedroom home. an expansive
living
roofing. siding. NO JOB
economical gas heat. room with
exposed
TO SMALL. Free esfenced backyard. Rent rustic beams
for the
timates. Days 753-6973.
$285. deposit $150
appeal of a fraternity
nights 474-2276.
Couple preferred. Call without the
cost and
800 Chestnut
753-6275.
GUTTERING by Sears.
formality. Zoned R-3
Ky.© Sears continuous gutand R-4 for multiple
ters installed for your 53.Services Offered
SMALL house (ornished. use, these opportunitie
53 Services Offered
s
1611 1/2 College Farm Rd. won't last long. Owners
specifications. Call
REMOVAL
STUMP
NEED
work
on
your
Not room for any other are ill or out of town and 19€0, 4 DOOR Datsun. Sears 753-2310 for free
trees? Topping, prun- SERVICE. Mechanically
furniture. $150 per month. unable to manage. For 1979 Ford Mercury estimate.
ing, shaping, complete removed 10 inches below
$50 deposit. No pets. immediate showing, Marquis. Call 753-3073.
INSULATION blown in
damage to
Electric heat. Other call James Hart. Cen• 1976 BUICK Electra by 'Sears. TVA ap- removal and more Call the surface, no
BOVER'S TREE surrounding lawn. Larry
utilities furnished. 753tury 21 Loretta Jobs illation wagon. extra proved. Save on those SERVICE for Pro- Wood 753-0211 or 1-4435263.
2i1ean. new tires, price high heating and coolRealtors 753-1492.
.
8682.
fessional tree care
UNFURNISHED 3 BR
ing bills. Call Sears 753-0338.
GOVERMENT homes $1450 Call 436-2427
TREES trimmed or
house in Murray No from $1 i U repair 1. also 1977 CUTLASS Call 753- .53-2310 for free
ODD job specialist. ceil- removed. Also, yard
pets. Call 753-2831.
estIrtlate
delinquent tax property '820.
Experienced.
ing fans, electrical. work
Call 805-687-6000 Ext GH- 19, FORD LTD 4-door
plumbing. fencing. You Free estimates Call
ps. pb, air, new radial
8155 (gr. information
name it. I dolt. You buy. I 436-2690
38. Pets-Supplies
Xf
s.
4,
31V estate home tires. $1500. Call 489install. You break. I fix. WET BASEMENT" We
st
courses covering 2425
Call 436-2868.
make wet basements
PEG'S Dog Parlor, all i buying. no money 197 LTD Landau 2 dr .
PAINTING = Paper dry Work completely
breed dog grooming. down, equity sharing. nice car. 86.000 miles.
hanging. commerical or guaranteed Call or
DUNCAN'S
For appointment 753- govt loans. etc
up to well equipped. 11800
residential, Free es- write Morga 7'. ConTRUCK
SERVICE
2915 Peggy Gardner. $75,-; savings. Call 1-376- Call 753-6267 after 5p.m.
timates. References. 25 struction Co H! _ Box
Hwy. 94 E. 2 miles from 5646.
Cummings, Detroit,
1975 MALIBU 4:door
Ky
years experience. 409A. Pada,
town.
1950 Chevette 4-door
Cot, Gearwork
42001 or call 1-44_ -•
Tremon Farris 759-1987
44.
Lots
for Sale
REGISTERED purebred
Call 753-6973.
ROOFING, Plumbing.
8-5, 24 Hr. Call
Arabian colt and filly BEAL TIFI I. lot in 478 TOYOTA Celica
Concrete work. Ad.
John Lane Back Hoe
Rt. 2, 641 N.
sired by 1985 National Hillendale Subdivision Hatchback, one owner.
ditions. Tainting.
Top Ten Competitive joins Kenlake Asking with all service records.
Service
installs and
Murray, Ky.
General Carpent-re y.
Trail Horse. Proven hal- $6.500 Call 753-4545
30 mpg. super condition
P A. Molony Co
Le,p
septic
a
irs
tanks
42071
ter and performance
Call 733-1299.
753 - 86 2
Free
Also
pump
tanks
759-4034
bloodlines. Terms 45. Farms for Sale
1979 CHRYSLER. Nei4
Estimates
available or might trade,
Licensed by the
35 ACRE tract which Yorker 2 tone gray. J . L. McKnight & Sons
for horse traitor. Ron and
Health Dept. You've
includes 30 acres of loaded Call 436-5692 after Sawmill' on Poor Farm
Connie Talent 1-502-753highly productive farm 5 pm.
Rd. Buyer of standing
called the rest, now
9894.
land plus lovely 5 acre 1981 NIONTE Carlo, t. timber. Call 753-7528.
REGISTERED beagle tract
call the best.
with stocked pond. tops. tilt, cruise, new JOINER'S complete
puppies for Christmas. tobacco barn.
753-8669
orchard & tires, good miles. AM-FM tree service. 32 yrs.
Call 753-4109.
several large oak trees cassette, extra nice. 753- experience.
Also
RTUD service for toy Beautiful building site
4199 or 753-4129 after stumps mechanica
WILL ha,. ‘s *. •
lly
poodles, red St silver. Located only 2 miles 6p m
sand, Iirne tj' • ,,L7 an:
removed 10" below
Also, stud service for north of town Phone 1951 MUSTAN
G 4 - surface. Call 753-0366.
masonarv
chihuahuas. Call 436- Ropperud Realty. 753- speed. good condition.
Si
dirt. grave
LEE'S CARPET
S31C
2901.
1222.
air. ps. 40,000 miles. CLEANIN
PAINTIN
G
Call Roger .4...C7SO"
G For all
Must sell $4500 Call your
753 4545 or 753 6-.63
carpet & upholst753-4617 anytime
ery cleaning. For a free
19s0 T. ri I RD. 61.000 estimate call 753-5827
55 Feed and Seed
.black & silver. Satisfied references.
RED
lox er
753-3716
S'4200 or best offer
LICENSED Electrician
oats & red (
r $:
753.5382
'FREE ESTIMATES'
or 759-9555.
202 S. 5th St.
753-4872
for residential and
a bale Call 42.5
79 GRAND Marquis commercial Heating
Mercury 4 dr sedan
and air condition, gas
Local car & loaded
installation and repair.
Asking $2.150 Call 753- Phone 753-7203
4545.
MOBILE HOME REP3 OLDS Delta $S AIR and preventative
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Royal Vs. 4 dr cruise. maintenance Roofs,
tilt
M•FN1 cassette, floors, plumbing, wiring.
RE CUSTOM WOODWORKING
light blue vinyl top. hurricane straps No job
•
$51581 Call 753-7489 or too small 759-4850.
•
Si ARC
BOLO WOOD CABINETS a.
SEWING Machine Re.
sot
•
MODEL
011111=1111111111111
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
--11Wir All makes and
KM 740G
Birch • 0.5• Walnut • Crionv
models Home & In
QUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
1Lease A © dustrail and bag clos
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ing
machines
CUSTOM
Also
BUILT
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING 411
•
1986 Audi 4000
COMPETITIVE FMCr
scissor sharpning.40 •
C'S Drop S
,a Sam Our Display
4 door, automatic
v r s experience
All
•
•
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
sedan with sun
1212 Main
work guaranteed Ken•
nethBr
. hill, 753-2674. •
•
•
••Alt••••••••••••••
roof, cassette,
Stella,
metallic paint for
268.82
per
month, 60 month
Kentucky Control Insurance Companies
closed end lease
OFFERING
through.
Gut:Iron/spe
Automobile

5/511PLUS

25% Off

Cain's AMC Jeep

Furches
Jewelry

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
Fivim COSTER
.
191, COLOR TV

Aluminum
Service

'34995

Tucker TV Sales
& Service

1914 Coldwater Rd.
753-2900

Carroll
Audi

JIM DAY
PAINTING

Purdoms Inc.

White-Westinghouse
Countertop Microwave
Oven with 3-Stage
Auto-Defrost

OEFunros

December

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

31,

1985.

RoOms Tor Rent

ROOM for rent 1 block
from University. Kitchen
ava.ilahle
Cable
oCinemax arid HBO' and
utilities • are • furnished
Available
$125 month
now for spring semester
759.9645

50

• 1 6 Cu Ft Oven Capacity
• End-ot-Cycle Svrtal• ClocklMinute Minder
•9 Power Selection Controls
• Temperature Probe

Carroll
Audi'
800 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30

experience.

Hopkins Insurance Agency
d Issue

MOMEIOwn•rs

Fire
Term
Universal Life

Senior

Citizens
Cancer
IRA's

For Free Analysis & Quotes

115 S. 13th

Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.

Murray. Ky.
42071

k
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Defendants must notify judge of their imlor involvement
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky law
l'equires that judges
who were involved in
criminal cases before
taking the bench must
disqualify themselves
from subsequent cases
involving the same
defendants.
But it is up to the
defendant to notify the
judge of that previous
activity:* according to a
Kentucky Supreme
Court ruling Thursday.
In a unanimous opi-

nion, the high court
noted that, many judges
are former prosecutors.
"To require the judge
to recall all cases with
which he was ever
associated, many of
which are of ancient vintage, simply defies
logical reasoning," the
court said.
In the future, defendants must point out to
the judge, for the
record, that he, participated in earlier
proceedings.

Once that fact is
brought out, the judge
must disqualify himself,
the court said.
In another ruling, the
high court ruled that a
district court may hold
a hearing on a misdemeanor charge and
refer it to a grand jury if
it is combined with a
felony charge.
The court also said
that such a procedure
will not mean a "double
jeopardy" situation if
the lesser charge is

later considered by
another court.
"The purpose of a
preliminary hearing in
this state is to determine whether there is
sufficient evidence to
justify detaining the
defendant in jail or
under bond until the
grand jury has an opportunity to act on the
charges," the court said
in its unanimous
opinion.
Joining the two
charges for presenta-

OBITUARIES
Sister of Murray an dies

Former Lynnville man dies

Mrs. Gerald ( Nell)
Swoveland, sister of
Mrs. Brent (Kathryn
Outland of Murray, died
Thursday at her home in
Elkhart, Ind. She was 75
years of age.
Born Oct. 8, 1910, in
Murray. she was the
daughter of the late C.B.
Bomar and Annie Baker
Bomar. and the granddaughter of the late
%VW. Baker and Mollie
Caldwell Baker. all of
Murray.

Howard C. Alderdice,
78, of Mt. Pleasant, S.C.,
formerly of Lynnville.
died Wednesday in a
hospital at Charleston,
S.C.
A World War II
veteran, he was a
retired engineer with
Exxon. He was a
member of Cuba Lodge
No. 644 Free and Accepted Masons, York
Rite, Rizpah Shrine
Temple, Scottish Rite
and the Lynnville
United Methodist
Church.
BOrn Oct. 27. 1907, he
was the son of the late
William Alexander
Alderdice and Patricia
Kesterson Alderdice.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Katherine
Alderdice: three
daughters, Mrs. Laura
Burkley. Los Angeles,
Calif., Mr,s..Lou
Freeman, Mt. Pleasant,
S.C., and Mrs. Cindy
Rohlwing, Gainesville,
Fla.; three
grandchildren.
Two surviving sisters
are Mrs. Hilda Cantrell
of Palthersville, Tenn..
and Mrs. Hallie Oldham
of Lynnville.
Three surviving

She was a member of
Trinity United
Methodist Church.
Elkhart. Her first husband was J.W. Frizzell,
formerly of Murray.
Mrs. Swoveland is

survived by her husband, Jerry Swoveland;
three daughters and
their husbands, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Butler and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Martin, Elkhart, and
the Rev. and Mrs. Roy
Bauchman, Berne. Ind.
Also surviving are
five sisters including
Mrs. Outland of Murray, one brother, her
stepmother, Mrs.
Louise Baker Bomar of
Elkhart, and several
grandchildren.
Funeral and burial
services will be conducted with the StemmLawson-Peterson
Funeral Home,Elkhart,
Ind.. in charge of
arrangements.

Wilson, 88, dies in Murray
Mrs. Lettye Mae
Sykes Wilson. 88. of 1662
Calloway Ave.. Murray,
died Thursday at 4:10
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Her first husband.
Cordwell Sykes. died in
1936. and her second
husband. Warrick
Wilson, died in 1959.
She was a member of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Murray.
Born Dec. 25, 1896. in
Henry County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late John Freeland
and Ada Ray Freeland.
Three sisters also
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Wilson is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Robbie Lee Orr.
Murray; three sons,
Freeman Sykes, Murray, Bishop Sykes,

Nashville, Tenn., and
John Sykes, Utica.
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Zella Wisehart Freeland
and Mrs. Hinda Grubbs.
Murray; two brothers,
Mason Freeland.
Camden. Tenn., and
Hall Freeland, Gleason,
Tenn.
Eleven grandchildren. 24 greatgrandchildren and four
great -greatgrandchildren also
survive.
The funeral will be
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home. Paris,
Tenn. John Dale of Murray will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
in Henry County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 9
a.m. Saturday.

brothers are Horace B.
Alderdice, Smithland,
Hollie Alderdice, Murray. and Hardin Alderdice, Lynnville.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. at
Lynnville Vnited
Methodist Church. The
Rev. Kenneth Turner
and the Rev. Rowland
Perkins will officiate.
Active pallbearers
will be Robert Cantrell,
Curtis B. Alderdice,
Glenn Cantrell, Jim
Cantrell, Joe Pentecost,
Ben - Cantrell and Bill
Alderdice.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Hassell Davidson, Aubrey Kibbler,
Pete Motheral, Henry
Burton, Seymour Parrish, Joe Odle Driskell,
Marshall Cook, Henry
Williams, Victor Smith.
Don Poyner and James
Canter.
Burial will follow in
Highland Park
Cemetery at Mayfield.
Friends may call at
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, after 6 p.m.
tonight (Frida-y).
Masonic rites will be
conducted at the funeral
home at 7:30 p.m.
tonight.

tion to a grand jury, face and dragging him tion, a position the high restrained under cir"does not diminish the around a room.
court said was, "totally curiptances which.—exMackey said the without merit."
defendant's rights," the
posed him to a risk of
evidence was • not sufficourt said.
"The evidence was serious physical inThe high court revers- cient for the unlawful amply sufficient to show jury," as the statute reed the Court of Appeals imprisonment convic- that the officer was quires, the court said.
in a case involving an
Ashland police officer
who was wounded in the
line of duty and is seeking workers' compensation benefits.
INVESTMENTS
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
Kevin Gunderson was
shot on July 18, 1980, and
has been classified as a
Goodyear
+5.62
80% +1
/
4
quadriplegic. The Industrial Average
Air Products
I.B.M.
155/
1
4 +1%
84'/: +%
workers' compensation
Jerrie°
Apple Computer
22/
1
4 -/
1
4
22% +1/8
board found Gunderson
25 unc
Kmart
American Telephone
38% -1
/
4
to be 100 percent
JCPenney
Briggs & Stratton
55/
1
4 -/
1
4
28/
1
4 -1/
1
disabled.
46 +2
Chrysler
/8
Penwalt
42 -%
But the appeals court
Quaker Oats
Cracker Barren
58/
1
2 +1
/
4
14
/
1
2
-1
/
4
said that -because
Dollar Gen, Store
Scientific-Atlanta
21/
111/s -1
1
4 -1
/
4
/
4
Gunderson now has a
Durakon
17% +%
Sears
40 +1
/
4
job as a dispatcher with
Texaco
E-Z-Em inc.
No trades
30/
1
4 +%
the police department, Ford
Time Inc
63/
1
4 +%
58% he is not entitled to full Forum Group
4 +1
No trades
U.S.Tobacco
341/
/
4
benefits.
G.A.F.
64% +2%
Wal-Mart
32 +1/4
The high court General Motors
4 +/
Wendy's
16% -/
1
4
781/
1
4
disagreed and GenCorp, Inc
C.E.F. Yield
62 +%
748
reinstated full benefits Goodrich
32% +1
/
4
because special considerations had to be
made for Gunderson to
-work at his current job.- 2
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
The statute is clear
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
that "total disability
arises where a
workman is so physically impaired that he is
Keep That Great
not able to perform any
GM Feeling With
kind of work of regular
Genuine GM Parts
employment," the court
said.
"Except for the compassionate treatment of
his employer, GunderFREE ELECTRONIC
son is entirely precluded
HEARING TEST
from successful comin your home or our office
petition for employment
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
in the job market," the
court said.
The court upheld the
conviction of a Madisonville man who held a
1985 Chevy Z-28
police officer hostage
Loaded, grey
for a time in the police
station before being shot
HEARING AID SERVICE
$11,800
by other officers.
General Douglas
310 S. 8th St.
McArthur Mackey Jr.
Mayfield. Ky.
was convicted of
Hrs: 9-4:30
unlawful imprisonment
Jerry D. Wheeler.
and wanton endangerAuthorized Beltone
ment for holding a gun
Dealer
to officer Anthony Poe's

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

HEARING
AIDS

247-8654
Be&R

Convictions overturned,
death sentences stayed

FRANKFORT. Ky. red and denied any par(API — The murder ticipation in the crimes.
The Supreme Court
convictions and death
sentences of two said the Oldham Circuit
Louisville men were Court judge should have
overturned by the Ken- told the jury that
tucky Supreme Court Holland's refusal to
because of various er- testify at the trial should
rors committed during not be held against him.
Both defendants also
their 1980 trial.
The reversal, in a 6-1 objected to the use of
decision released Thurs- tape-recorded conversaday, means Jack Joe tions Holland had with a
Mrs. Lucille Wynn,75. are Jimmy Wynn of Holland and Larry police informant. The
Memorial Drive, Paris, Murray, Arlon Wynn of James can be tried' prosecution said the
Tenn., died Thursday at Paducah, Bobby Wynn again for the same tape contained 31 direct
Henry County Medical of Riverside, Calif.. and crimes. The two were references by-Holland to
Gordon Wynn of Paris.
also convicted of rob- his involvement in the
Center there.
Also surviving are one bery, for which they Helm crimes.
She was preceded in
But the court, in an
death by her husband, sister, 'Mrs. Evelyn each received 20-year
Jones Trenton, Tenn.; sentences.
unsigned opinion, said
E.S. Wynn.
Two surviving two half sisters, Mrs.
Barbara Helm disati- the tape also contained
daughters are Mrs. Irene Hicks, Memphis, peared after leaving other irrelevant
Dorothy Stamps and Tenn., and Mrs. Helen work at the Louisville evidence. The two
were entitled to be
Mrs. Betty Henderson. Bain, Trenton; half Blue Boar Cafeteria on
brother, Charles Bain. Jan. 20, 1980. She was tried for the crimes
both of Paris.
Four surviving sons Des Moines. Iowa.
found dead four days charged in the indictFifteen grandchildren later on a roadside em- ment and no others,"
and three great- bankment in Oldham the court opinion said.
grandchildren also County.
The court said that
survive.
some portions of the
The funeral is today at
Holland, an employee tape, "which may tend
2 p.m. in the LeDon of the same cafeteria, to show knowledge by
Chapel of Ridgeway and James contended Holland of certain unServices for Mrs. Morticians. Paris, that they were at other
publicized facts surMary Estelle Turner Tenn.
Louisville rounding the crime,"
will be Saturday at 11
Burial will follow in establishments at the may be used at any
a.m. in the chapel of Hillcrest Cemetery.
time the crimes occur- subsequent trial.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Gerald
Owen will officiate.
Grandsons will serve
as pallbearers and
burial will follow in
Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Turner, 79. of Rt.
1, Almo, died Thursday
at 4:27 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
••••••••••••••••
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband. Stanley
Turner; two daughters.
Mrs. Jerry Vance, Rt. 6.
Murray. and Mrs.
Johnny Maness, Murray; two sons, Edward
Turner. Rt. 1. Almo. and
Pick up Fri. bring back Mon.
W.T. Turner, Murray;
one brother. John
Richard Weatherford,
Paris, Tenn.: 10 grandFor
$
For
children; six greatWeekend
The
The
Week
granchildren.
Your Professional Movie Store
CELIElai
Business De • %Defiant
has the best selection with
Met year may be the
the best prices. Now
lost year re get
RENTAOSALES
over 1700 titles to choose
•nye•tmen, to• tre<1.1

Mother of Murray man dies

Turner rites
are Saturday

We're here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.
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Saturday, Dec. 21st

Toys and Decorations Will Be

10°/0 Off

Reg. Price

Sunday, Dec. 22nd

Toys and Decorations Will Be

25

% Off Reg. Price

COME TO THE

11

Monday, Dec. 23rd

Toys and Decorations Will Be

50°A) Off!

Reg. Price

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Rent all the movies you want

With every three
Get one FREE
V.C.R. Rentals

$9.95

Ility now or, 19115
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

1 2.50

753-8201
Open Fri Iii 8

CENTER
200 E

Set. Iii 6

S itch St Mu•r•y 753 7817

•

25:1. 8201

All Sales Will Be Final!
Sorry No Layaways
No Rainchecks
No Charge Cards
No Returns

(
r°

Sale Will Not Include Bikes,
Wheel Goods, Riding Toys
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12-6

Coast To Coast Hardware
Central Shopping Center 753-8604
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LAST MINUTE GIFT GUIDE

HOLIDAY DECORA•
TIONS WELCOME THE
VISITOR to share the
pleasures within, along
Colonial Williamsburg's
Duke of Gloucestor
Street. Among the timehonored accents
—
wreaths in a wide range
of natural materials
from the simplest pine
boughs to exotic fruits
arrangements, utilizing
apples, lemons, limes,
pineapples,
pears,
pomegranates and even
kumquats. Also extensively used: the dried
pods of okra, magnolia
and milkweed, bayberry
and chinaberry, various
nuts,
and
those
Christmas favorites:
mistletoe and pine cones.

Show }bur Lore with this

WEDDING TRIO
ENSEMBLE
LAST
MINUTE

All Christmas
Decorations

NOW

Including Ornaments, Tins, Calendars, Cards, Candleholders, plus
much more
All i2 Price

195.
.

Plus...Our

Entire Collection

of Toys

Cook's Jewelry
Central shopping Center
Murray. K.\ .
01'fiN: NI -Sat. 9:30.S til Christina,

1/
2
Price

Pier I imports
98 M F
9-6 Sat.
1-5 Sun.

Bel Air Center
Murray 753-1851

Christmas tree was symbol of life
long before the coming of Christ
To many people, the Christmas tree is
Christmas. It is the special symbol that
represents both the religious and secular
meaning of the holiday. Almost every
family decorates a tree and makes it the
center of their Christmas activities.
Traditionally, carols are sung around the
tree which has a creche with the Holy
Family at its base. Presents are stored
under the tree until opened on Christmas
morning. And parties with friends and
relatives are held in the room where the
tree is the main attraction.
Evergreen trees are one of the oldest
symbols of everlasting life. They have
been used since pagan times to celebrate
the winter solstice. It was a natural
transition that the evergreen's symbolism
carried on after the coming of Christ.
Today, it is considered a sign of His
everlasting spirit here on earth.
Using decorated trees in the home
during the Christmas season is believed to
have originated in Germany during the
sixteenth century. However, the concept
of decorating a tree to celebrate the season
developed long before the coming of
Christ. The Romans and Druids (Celtic
tribes) decorated firs and oak branches
during their midwinter celebrations. The
Romans used trinkets, fruits and animalshaped cakes to celebrate Saturnalia. For
the Druids, the winter solstice was the
feast of Odin, their supreme diety, and
the feast of Balder, the god of the sun.
The Druids decorated oak branches similar
to .the Romans' decorations, but they
added lighted candles in honor of Balder.
After the birth of Christ and the spread
of Christianity, the use of a fir tree to
symbolize immortality was first recorded
in the eighth century during the life of St.
Boniface. He influenced the Druids to
convert to Catholicism and used the
Christmas tree as a symbol of Christ's
birthday and life everlasting.
However, Catholics were not the group
that used the tree most prevalently. By
the sixteenth century, it was the Protestant
and Lutheran Germans who popularized
the use or a decorated Christmas tree to
celebrate Christ's birth. They used fir trees
in their parlors or attached fir brartches to
wooden pyramid frames. They decorated
the trees with homemade items and
lighted candles clipped to branches and
held upright in tin holders. Martin Luther
called the Christmas tree the "Tree of
Light." It was his influence that helped
4

Wishing
Everyone
A Very
Merry
Christmas
And A
Happy
New Year!

make the tree a popular custom.
By the nineteenth century, this custom
had spread through much of Europe.
Decorated trees were commonly used in
Finland, Denmark, Sweden and Norway
as well as Germany. German emigrants or
inhabitants of Paris, Vienna and London
introduced the custom to those cities. The
most famous of these was Prince Albert of
Saxe-Coberg, Consort of Queen Victoria.
He decorated a tree to celebrate Christmas
with his first child. Once the Royal Family
had a tree, it was soon a custom for other
families in England.
The United States celebrated Christmas
with decorated trees before they became
popular in England. Hessian soldiers,
fighting here during the American
Revolution, decorated trees to help feel
the Christmas spirit they missed by not
being home. The custom spread very
slowly in the States and became
traditional only because German
emigrants decorated their homes — a
habit from the old country.
It wasn't until 1850 that the White
House had its first Christmas tree in the
First Family's living quarters. This was
during the term of President Franklin
Pierce. The White House continued to
decorate with a Christmas tree until Teddy
Roosevelt declared that cutting down firs
would ruin the natural environment. He
was later convinced that cutting some fir
trees strengthened, hose remaining, so he
relented and allowed a tree in the White
House for his family's pleasure. The first
outdoor White House Christmas tree was
presented to the public in 1923.
New York City and Philadelphia
presented communal trees in 1912 and
1913, respectively. Rockefeller Center has
had a tree display since 1933. However,
the West Coast was the first to use a
communal tree. The city of Pasadena
erected and decorated one in 1909.
Trees and decorations have changed
with the advent of electric lights and
professionally made ornaments, making
this holiday symbol a major industry.
Americans favor balsams, Douglas firs,
spruces and pines. Christmas trees are so
popular in the United States that very few
homes can be found without one during
the holiday season. To many people, the
Christmas tree is Christmas!
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Poinsettias longtime
Christmas tradition

Here's hoping your holiday wishes come truel
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Town & Country
Yamaha LTD
Rt. 3 Murray
753-8078
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Florist
Bel-Air
Shopping Center
753-0932

Give The Gift That Gives Year Around
MON

When you think of
Christmas you usually think of the poinsettias. Did you ever
wonder why you make
this association?
Many years ago in a
Mexican village, a
poor little Indian girl
had nothing to take to
the church as a gift for
the Christ child while
the other church
members brought
beautiful gifts. All
that she had available
for a gift was a green,
tree-like shrub.
She started crying.

As she cried, her tears
fell in the center of
each branch, and they
turned to a beautiful
red color. So, she took
this to the Christ child.
For a long-time
afterwards, the plant
was
called
the
"Christmas
Eve
Flower."
Later on, a man
named Joel Poinsett
found the shrub growing in Mexico. He
brought the plant
back and it now grows
profusely in Southern
California.

*Perfect For Stocking Stuffers

Holiday
Greetings

•Buy Any Amount You like
•Always The Right Size & Color

May
the wonders
and joys of the
season inspire
von with love

•Perfect For Any Child or Adult

Good At Any Murray Theater

Available At:
Cheri 3-Cine 1 & 2
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Hand made Christmas gifts add that personal touc
h
For a personal touch your friends and
girls will love to wear the decorated barre
ttes
family will cherish, make their Christmas
you make them. Use the simple metal
gifts yourself.
barrettes found in almost any grocery or
Many easy-to-make, money-saving
variety store. Paint them with a solid color,
patterns and kits are available in craft and
then decorate with tiny bows, her name or
hobby stores and in fabric stores. There are
other simple patterns. Decorate a set of
patterns for table linens, stuffed toys,
inexpensive plastic or metal bookends for
purses, scarves, and holiday decorations; and
your favorite bookworm or student.
kits for needlework, model planes and cars,
Glass apothecary jars with a personal
dollhouses and the furniture to fill them.
touch brighten up a bedroom, bathroom or
You're certain to find patterns or kits to
kitchen. They also make great souvenir
make truly appreciated gifts for everyone on
containers. Fill a jar with sand and shells
your Christmas list. The trick to making
from the beach for example. Then paint on
gifts is to start your projects well in advance
appropriate decorations, like palm trees or
of the holidays. This requires dedication,
sea gulls, and the date of your trip. For
but the effort will pay off when Christmas
Christmas, make a lasting moment° by
arrives. You can avoid the last-minute giftfilling the jar with artificial mistletoe and
buying rush and relax knowing that each
holly, pine cones, ornaments, or anything
name on your list is checked off and your
small and festive. Decorate the outside with
gifts are ready to be put under the tree.
ribbons, and paint on a holiday greeting
If your time is too limited for involved
and the date.
projects, or you are simply caught at the last
Baskets are fun and versatile gifts. They
minute — never fear! With just a few
can be used for storage, serving or
supplies you can decorate and personalize
decoration. Choose a basket with an
many simple, inexpensive items. You'll need
interesting texture and spray paint it a color
a small paint brush; several different colors
that coordinates with the recipient's decor.
of enamel paint (they come in small bottles
Just as with the wooden frames, you may
or as spray paints and can be found
need to give the basket a coat or two of
anywhere plastic model car kits are sold);
white primer if it was originally a dark color,
and paint thinner for clean-up.
or if it is particularly porous. Paint on a
Anyone, no matter how inartistic, can
decorative pattern to make it truly unique.
create good-looking decorative patterns on
Fill the basket with wine and cheese, flowers
objects. A simple border of dots and dashes
or small gift items. Now the basket is an
or a scattering of small flowers turns even
exciting package as well as a cherished gift
the most ordinary knickknack into
itself.
something really special.
Tin food containers also make lovely gifts
Picture frames are always welcome gifts
when decorated and filled with holiday
and in a few minutes you can create a frame
treats. When the food is gone, the
as special as the picture it holds. Decorate a
containers can be used to hold loose odds
clear plastic frame with a border of bows,
and ends.
kites or cute animals, then add a greeting or
An alternative method of decorating
a name. Also, inexpensive wooden frames
items is to apply colorful stickers and selfcan be dressed up in the same way. Remove
adhesive vinyl lettering. There are many
the glass and backing from the frame and
sand the edges and corners for a finished
look. Spray paint the frame to match the
recipient's decor. You may need to apply an
undercoat of white paint if the frame was
originally a dark color. This will prevent the
Merry
old color from showing through the new
Christmas
paint and discoloring it. After the spray
paint dries, you can brush on accents in
8z
another complementary color. When the
Happy ,
frame is completely dry, replace the backing
New Year
and glass for a picture-perfect gift.
Similarly, a key chain with a small plastic
picture frame attached can be decorated and
personalized for a thoughtful gift the
recipient can use every day. The unique
decoration you add will help to identify the
From Van Hai,erstoek
keys if they are ever lost.
Someone with a dorm room or an
and Mike Holton
apartment to organize will appreciate a set
8z Their Staff
of plastic or metal coat hooks that have been
decorated just for them. For the person who
always seems to be getting his drinking glass
mixed up with someone else's, paint his or
"It does make a difference
her name on a brightly colored plastic
tumbler. Be careful not to paint too closely
who writes .,our insurance
to the rim, enamel paints will sometimes
chip, and they are not dishwasher safe. Little

SAM' Stickets vailabkin (ard

shops, gift
stores and variety stores The self-adhes
ive
lettering can be found in art or office
supp
ly
stores. Stickers with a plastic [yak (Jr
coating
will stand up to wear and moisture bette
r
than paper stickers.
There are many othr objects you (an
decorate for the people on your Christma
s
list, and many other was in which to
decorate them. Discovering new le( hniques
is part of the fun of making Christmas
gifts
They don't take tong to make. but
Christmas isn't far away — so gut started
now!
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Santa Claus is mixture of myth and 4th-century bishop
Today, American children picture Santa
Claus as a jolly, fat man in a red suit who
lives at the North Pole. He carries a pipe,
Wears "Ben Franklin" reading glasses and
has a white beard and rosy cheeks. This
physical description of Santa has evolved
from the pens of an American writer, a
scholar and a cartoonist — all of whom
lived in the 1800s.
The deeds and magical powers of Santa
evolved from pagan gods before the time
of Christ and from the Christian acts of
holy St. Nicholas, a bishop who lived
during the fourth century. Although it is
customary today to regard Santa Claus as a
spirit, the spirit's physical characteristics,
deeds and powers are based upon a
mixture of myth and reality.
The primary characteristic that
embodies the spirit of Santa Claus is that
of gift-giver. During the years before the
birth of Christ, pagan gods delivered gifts
to people. These early gift-givers also
delivered reprimands or puntshments to
evil people.
Thousands of years before the birth of
Christ. Scandinavians worshipped a god
named Odin. He would mount his eight-

footed horse and ride through the land
delivering rewards and punishments to the
inhabitets This event occurred. during
midwinter. Odin's son, Thor, is also part
of the legend. Thor lived in the far North
and fought the gods of ice, snow and cold
while wearing a red robe and armed with
lightning bolts.
With the advent of Christ, pagan myths
were mixed with Christian miracles and
the particular feats of a bishop named
Nicholas during the fourth century.
(-anon ized by the Catholic church, St.
Nicholas is credited with performing many
of charity as well as miracles. He was
also renowned as a gift-giver and helper to
children in need. So well known was he
for gift giving that many unexpected gifts
were believed to have been delivered from
St. Nicholas. He died in December, close
to Christmas time. Many years after his
-death. he became the patron saint of
Russia and the people of the Laplands —
famous for use of reindeer-drawn sleds.
St. Nicholas is also the patron saint of
merchants, bankers, sailors and — most
importantly — children. Many stories
about his actions while a bishop relate

c,

Christmas is:
Snowflakes
and sun.

Colorful
and gay

Exciting
and fun,
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Best
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the day!
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that he helped poor children and left
treats for them in their shoes. This is most
likely the origin of present-day stocking
stuffers. St. Nicholas is also credited with
punishing bad children with a birch rod.
The mixture of the mythical St. Nick
and the Bishop Nicholas is revealed in
early descriptions and artwork. He is seen
as a tall, thin man wearing a black
bishop's robe and riding through snowpacked streets in a reindeer-drawn sleigh.
He stops at the homes of good and bad
children, delivering treats in the stockings
-of the good, coal in the stockings of the
bad.
Countries not predominantly Catholic
in faith use the image of Father Christmas
to deliver the goodies. During the
sixteenth century, Martin Luther declared
that St. Nick no longer represented the
true meaning of Christmas and replaced
the "spirit" with "Christkind" — Christ
Child. Christkind's gifts are delivered by a
young girl wearing a candlelit wreath in
her hair and carrying a small, decorated fir
tree. (Notice the similarity of the name

.4 Subscription To
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Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Christkind to Kriss Kringle.) This image
of "Santa Claus" is especially popular in
Germany and Switzerland.
In the United States, during the
nineteenth century, Washington Irving, a
writer of folklore, described St. Nick as a
"chubby little man with a jolly smile,"
and also as having "a team of reindeer,"
states Edna Barth in The Story of the
Christmas Symbols. Irving's description
was written in 1809. In 1822, Dr.
Clement Moore, a scholar of theology,
wrote a whimsical poem about St. Nick
for the entertainment of his children. This
poem. "A Visit from St. Nicholas" or
"Twas the Night Before Christmas,"
relates that St. Nick flies through the air
with a sleigh and eight reindeer. He
enters homes through the chimney and
delivers gifts by stuffing stockings.
The next major contribution to the
image of Santa Claus, as he is known
today, is from a cartoonist, Thomas Nast.
His artwork of 1866 shows Santa wearing a
fur-trimmed red suit. He also shows a
beard, pipe, toy bag, elves and reindeerdrawn sleigh with many jingling bells.
Elves are pictured as the toymakers in
Santa's workshop at the North Pole. Santa
also has a book he uses to record the
names of good and bad boys and girls.
This is the Santa Claus Americans know
today.
In spite of the many evolutions of the
image, there are common traits that unite
"all of these "spirits" — they are lovers of
children, and they are gift-givers to the
good. This is proof that Santa, in spirit,
hasn't changed very much through the ages.
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Other countries, cultures keep Christmas and holiday traditions in
their own wa.I.,s
Every race observes its own special

Christmas Eve, the richest family is usually
ceremony is performed symbolically with
customs during the Christmas season.
the host. That evening's searih ends With
the burning of a smaller log or the serving
These traditions evolved from many
the image of the Christ Child being
of
a Yule log cake.
historical, religious and social influences.
placed in the manger. Everyone attends
China
Looked at from a worldwide point of
Midnight Mass and then returns to the
A very small portion of China's populaview, Christmas is not the celebration of a
host's home for a special pinata and party.
tion is Christian. Those Chinese who
particular race or creed. It is the general
The pinta has long been a favorite
celebrate Christmas do so on a feast day
celebration of life.
tradition in Mexico. It is similar to the
called Holy Birth Festival. If the family
As descendants of many different races,
practice of exchanging gifts that is so
iecorates Christmas tree, it is referred to
Americans have adopted the customs of
common to people in the United States.
as a Tree of Light. When American lights
many ethnic groups and changed these to
A pinata is a paper-decorated earthen jar
fit their personal lifestyles. In addition to
that is filled with trinkets and sweets. It is
practicing the American concept of
often shaped in the image of an animal
Christmas, each family celebrates the
— usually a donkey. It is decorated with
season according to its personal heritage.
tinsel and paper streamers. The pinta is
Just as the Santa Claus parade and
hung from the rafters, and each child
Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve are
Much of the symbolic meaning
swings
at it with a stick. Because the child
common customs in the United States,
attributed to mistletoe started with its
is blindfolded, it usually takes some effort
people in other countries enjoy special
early use in elaborate pagan rixuals by the
to break the pinata for its treats.
Christmas traditions, too. Following are a
Druids in ancient Britain. During these
times, mistletoe was believed to have great
few traditional activities practiced by other
Great Britain
cultures during the Christmas holiday
healing power. It is because of this pagan
The Yule log is a traditional symbol of
season.
associa
tion that mistletoe is rarely used as
Christmas in England. Today, the actual
decora
tion
in churches during the
Mexico
delivery and burning of a gigantic log has
Christ
mas
season
. However, it is still a
Nine days before Christmas, the
been changed to the burning of a
very popular decoration in the home.
Mexican people begin their holiday
decorated log of average size. The origin
The custom of kissing under the
celebration with Las Posada — the
of the Yule log, which was supposed to
mistlet
oe is believed to have originally
procession or journey. This custom is
burn for twelve days and nights, came
been
part
of an early marriage rite. In the
symbolic of the journey Mary and Joseph
from the Vikings. Celebrating in honor of
langua
ge
of
flowers, mistletoe translates
made from Nazareth to Bethlehem. The
their god Thor, the Vikings burned a
as,
"Give
me a kiss.'' Mistletoe is
journey took nine days.
great log and feasted for twelve days and
freque
ntly
hung in doorways or from,
Usually, nine families will group
nights in their leader's mead hall.
chande
liers
during the holiday season.
together to observe Las Posada. The
By the fifteenth century, the delivering
Tradition has it that a gentleman may
families visit a different home each
and burning of the Yule log on Christmas
claim a kiss from any lady who stands
evening. After the rosary is said, they
Eve was an English tradition. The noble
underneath it. After each kiss, the
divide up into innkeepers and searchers.
with the largest grand hall would host the
gentle
man removes one of the berries and
The searchers role-play by going from
event. After this ceremony, food and
hands
it
to the lady. When all the berries
room to room asking for a place to rest. ' festivit
ies began.
have been removed from the mistletoe
The innkeepers refuse entry. The searchers
During this period, many superstitions
sprig, the gentleman can no longer use it
are led by two children holding images of
about the Yule log were firmly entrenched
to acquire kisses. An old saying states that
Mary and Joseph. When the last room is
in the minds of the people observing the
if
an unmarried lady does not get kissed
reached — the one where the nativity
custom. Many people believed that there
under
the mistletoe at Christmastime, she
scene has been prepared — the searchers
would be bad luck all year if the log went
will not marry that year.
are admitted, and the children place the
out during the night. Yule log ashes kept
In ancient Scandinavia, the mistletoe
images in the manger. Then everyone
under the master's bed were supposed to
considered so sacred that if two
was
gathers on the patio and enjoys
prevent lightning from striking the house.
enemie
s were to accidentally meet under it
refreshments and entertainment. The
And wishes made while sitting on the log
in
the forest, they would both lay down
children are rewarded with a pinata to
before it was lit were believed to come
their weapons and keep a truce until the
break so they can receive small gifts and
true.
next day. From this grew the custom of
sweets from the host family.
Since homes in England no longer have
hangin
g mistletoe over a doorway as a sign
This celebration/procession continues in
grand halls and many families do not have
of
peace
and friendship to all who
each home during the nine evenings. On
wood-burning fireplaces, the Yule log
entered.

are strung on the tree, the bulbs ate
covered with Chinese lantern, to k.!1(- I !
tree an Oriental appearan«Chinese children call Santa (.Iau,
Old Father- or '•Christrna, ()1(i Man
He visits during the night ,1ril Lt
in their muslin stocking, l'ire,..ork,
acrobats and Jugglers arc often 1).irT 1.!
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this special day
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Red, green, gold, and white:
The colors of Christmas are
colors of many meanings
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to gain a greater appreciation of the
wlors of Christmas, one should look at
them as symbols with religious and social
significance. Red is the color of fire, which
represents warmth. It is also the color of
blood, the essence of life. Traditionally,
red is used to represent charity and
encourage action or arouse emotion. This
symbolism easily applies to the festivities
of Christmas. Everyone enjoys the warmth
and charity of good fellowship during the
season. Christmas is also the celebration of
birth and life.
Green is symbolic of hope, youth and
life everlasting. This is represented
through the use of fir trees and plants
that keep their leaves year round.
Examples of these are the many evergreen
varieties, holly and mistletoe used in
Christmas decorations. Used since pagan
times to celebrate the winter solstice,
evergreens are rich in legend and folklore.
Romans exchanged green boughs as a
symbol of friendship and peace. Literature
reveals a belief in the magical powers of
the holly branch as a symbol that wards

off evil and promises everlasting life.
Mistletoe is the "Golden Bough" used as
a charm to bring good fortune. Evergreens
are an appropriate symbol for Christmas
since Christ's birth brought the promise of
everlasting life to mankind. The promise
was delivered through the image of the
Child, making green a perfect color for
symbolizing youth.
Gold is used as the color to symbolize
value and goodness. Gold is used in
pictures of the Holy Family. It is the color
of the halo of light about their heads. It is
symbolic for the supernatural as seen in
drawings of angels. It is the color of the
Star of Bethlehem.
White is seen in nature. It is the color of
the freshly fallen snow that colors a
deadened earth. It is symbolic of purity
the purity of the Christ Child and the
purity of His mother, Mary.
Each Christmas color — red, green,
gold and white — adds depth and
dimension to the religious and social
meanings of the Christmas season.

Luminarias: Golden Christmas Lamps
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Flickering candlelight is replacing or
supplementing tangled strings of electric
lights in a growing number of American
cities during the Christmas season.
Luminarias, made simply of a small
candle resting on a pile of sand at the
bottom of a paper sack, are the outgrowth
of 300-year-old Mexican and Southwestern
United States-traditions. Villagers in
Spanish-American colonies lit large bonfires
of pinon pine boughs to light their community,Christmas celebrations. Even today,
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, "Iuminaria" refers
to a Christmas bonfire. In Mexico, paper
bags with candles in them are known as
farolitas or little lamps.
Christmas bonfires and luminarias are
said to be symbolic of the fires built and
used by the shepherds who watched their
flocks in the fields near Bethlehem.
Luminarias are also related to Christmas
luminarios, lanterns hung in trees to light
the route of people reenacting Mary and

Joseph's search for lodging as they traveled
from Nazareth to Bethlehem. This traditional reenactment, known as Las Posados,
also dates back from the arrival of Spanish
conquistadors in Mexico and what is now
Texas. The Las Posados, lit by luminarias or
conventional lights, is still practiced in the
Southwest, but for the most part luminarias
are now used for purely decorative purposes.
Today, in Phoenix, Arizona, the hiking
trail leading to Squaw Peak is lined with
luminarias on Christmas. Day. The flickering, golden thread' eading up the mountain
is visible for miles. In the Old Town districts
of Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico,
sidewalks and buildings are outlined with
luminarias. Some ten thousand are lit in
Old Town Albuquerque alone. The city's
electric lights are doused on Christmas Eve
to let the soft candlelight fill the sky. In
other towns around the nation, neighborhoods are following suit and joining
together to fill their community with
Christmas candlelight.

•••••••••

Christmas cards only about 150 years old
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and to
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a big 'Thanks'!
Cunningham
Auto Repair
& Motor Sales

Large, small, simple, elaborate, comical,
biblical, romantic — whatever form they
take, Christmas cards are always full of
holiday good wishes. Christmas greetings
have always been a part of Christmas, but
the Christmas card aswe think of it is only
about 150 years old.
The first Christmas greetings, other than
personal letters, originated as the
"Christmas pieces" or "school pieces" sold
in British shops in the first half of the 19th
century. Similar to the school projects of
today's grade school children, these
Christmas pieces were actually samples of
school children's handwriting that
demonstrated the child's progress from one
year to the next. Some Christmas pieces had
illustrated borders that depicted the
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important events of the past year — like
battles, coronations or earthquakes. Others
showed biblical scenes or had outline
sketches for the children to color.
In the mid-1840s, the first printed
Christmas cards were produced. These were
lithographs printed on stiff, dark cardboard.
The cards were colored by hand. One of the
first designs to be produced in large
numbers was created by John C. Horsley for
Sir Henry Cole. Sir Henry was too busy to
write to all of his family and friends himself,
so he asked Horsley to design a card he
could send out just to wish everyone
"season's greetings" and let them know that
he was thinking of them. The card pictured
a family toasting each other and the
message "A Merry Christmas and A Happy
New Year to you" in the center panel. On
either side, acts of charity like "Feeding the
Hungry" and "Clothing the Naked" were
also illustrated to depict the spirit of the
season. The card came under heavy criticism
from promoters of temperance who felt the
cheery toast encouraged drunkenness.
While some one thousand of Horsley's
cards were printed, it wasn't until the 1860s
that card sending became popular among
the general population.

nVA

Thank you for your patience
during this busy season!

Gene & Jo's Flowers
705 S. 4th

753-4320

Today, Christmas cards mean big
business. You can choose from hundreds of
different designs and greetings. Industry
giants, like Hallmark Cards, Inc., employ
hundreds of artists and writers who work
months, even years in advance on Christmas
card designs.
However, the cards people often cherish
the most are those that you make yourself.
You can incorporate family photos, favorite
holiday recipes, a packet of seeds for a
gardening buff, a special poem, a child's
drawing or any personal touch that reminds
family and friends how much they mean to
you.
You'll find many of the materials you'll
need in variety stores. For specialized items
like textured paper or elaborate stencils, try
artists' supply shops. Office supply stores
also carry a wide variety of papers, envelopes
and inks.
While most Christmas cards do arrive in
envelopes, you can make cards that don't
need envelopes. Just design your card so that
it can be folded into three overlapping
sections, then seal it with a sticker or a drop
of sealing wax. Remember to leave space on
one side of the card for the address and
stamp. Self-mailers like this are both cute
and economical. You can even design a
simple Christmas postcard — just decorate
one side of a plain index card and use the
other side for season's greetings and address.
For a large number of cards, your design
can be reproduced on cardstock by a local
printer or quick-print shop. You can even
have envelopes printed to match your cards.
Be sure to carefully match the size of your
cards to the size of the coordinating
envelopes.

jolly flolidays!
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Poinsettia named for first U.S. ambassador to Mexico
The favorite Christmas tlower used in
American homes to add to the Christmas
decor is the poinsettia. Although the
plant originated in Central America and
Mexico, it is now commonly grown for
national distribution in California. The
most popular color of the plant is still
scarlet, but white and pink varieties are
also being used for special effect.
How did the poinsettia gain its noble
reputation? The history of the plant in the
United States starts with Dr. Joel Poinsett,
for whom it is named. Dr. Poinsett, a
resident of Charleston, South Carolina,
was appointed as America's first

ambassador to Mexico. An avid amateur
botanist, Dr. Poinsett noticed and
admired the plant, which grew to bush
dimensions, in Central America. He sent
cuttings to a friend, Robert Buist, in
1828. Buist was a Philadelphia
nurseryman.
Dr. Poinsett encouraged John C.
Fremont, a U.S. Army officer, explorer
and politician, to cultivate, the plant in
California. However, the plant did not
become truly common to California soil
until Albert Ecke, a Swiss farmer who
lived north of Los Angeles, began growing
it. He started his poinsettia farm in the

Many traditions of Christmas
can be traced to ancient rituals
Our Christmas traditions oecaroling,
cocktail parties and dinners, and a special
holiday punch can all be traced to ancient
English winter rituals.
In medieval England a special ceremony
was performed to pay tribute to the apple
trees people depended on to produce fruit.
The people of a community formed a
procession and visited the local orchards in
the dead of winter. There, they saluted the
trees by pouring a special liquor over the
roots of one of the major trees. This liquor
was simply heated ale or cider that had been
sweetened and spiced. Roasted apples and
pieces of toasted bread were often floated in
the mixture. After the libation was offered,
an incantation similar to this was sung:
"Stand fast at root
Bear well at top
Every twig bear apple big
Every bow bear apple now."
Often dancing followed and the
procession moved on to the next orchard
where the ritual was repeated.
By the reign of Henry VII (1485-1509),
this pagan rite had become a series of feasts
for Christian upper classes. People paid
visits to the homes of neighbors rather than
the orchards. At each stop there would be
singing, and food and drink were served.
The drink served remained heated ale with
sugar, nutmeg, ginger and roasted apples.
Those who could afford it would substitute
a rich wine for the ale.
The toast "waes had" began being
offered with the liquor. This Anglo-Saxon
term meant "be hale or whole" and was
used to wish people very good health. In
this way, the mulled ale or wine liquor

became known as "wassail." The tradition of
paying visits to neighbors for festive parties
or even brief sessions of song was known'as
"wassailing."
In the time of Henry VII, wassail was
presented at formal dinners with great
ceremony. A small procession preceded the
wassail bowl and, as it entered the dining
hall, special wassail carols were sung. The
youngsters of the era went door-to-door
begging for apples and ale, presumably for
use in making the wassail.
The spirit of wassailing survives today in
the form of caroling and Christmas cocktail
parties and dinners. For the many people
who would enjoy serving wassail to their
guests, here's a simple recipe that has been
adapted for modern use:
Wassail
I quart heated ale
2 tsp. each ofnutmeg, ginger and cinnamon
/
1
2 bottle heated sherry
Juice and grated peel of I lemon
Sugar to taste
Combine these ingredients and serve hot
with roasted apples and pieces of toasted
bread floating in the bowl.
Roasted Apples
4 apples
/
1
4 cup brown sugar
2 tsp. butter or margarine
Core the apples and fill their centers with
brown sugar. Place in an 8"x8" pan and dot
the tops with butter or margarine. Add /
3
4
cup boiling water to the pan. Bake at 375°
for about 50 minutes. Apples should be
tender but not mushy.

1890s and by 1906 had his first sale of the
the Flower of the Holy Night or Flower of
refined strain. Ventura, California, is still
Christmas Eve in Mexico.
called Poinsettia City as a result of Albert
Since the poinsettia is a winter bloom,
Ecke's enterprise.
special care must be given to it to assure
The Ecke family, through the leadership
that the leaves are in color over the
of Albert's son Paul, made Encinitas.
holiday season. It must have fourteen
California, the poinsettia capital of the
consecutive hours of darkness every day
world. The plantation is located about
from October 14 to December 15. Then it
twenty miles north of San Diego.
IS supposed to bloom for the Christmas
In Mexico and Central America, there
season Some of the plants are so hardy
are many legends about this Christmas
they remain in bloom for many months
flower. It is called -The Flower of the
following the actual holiday period. The
Holy Night'• or ''The Flower of Christmas
plants do not like direct sun, drafts, too
Eve,- so the stories say. as a result of a
cold or too warm a place in the home,
miracle.
and prefer moderate watering. The actual
Once upon a time. there was a poor
blooms are the small yellow clusters at the
Mexican child who had no gift to place at
center of the colored star leaves.
the foot of the Virgin Mary on Christmas
The poinsettia enjoys great popularity as
Eve. On the way to midnight mass, the do the Christmas flower of North
America. It
child stopped by the roadside and picked
is presented most often as a potted gift
some flowering weeds. As the weeds were
and is also used frequently in the scenes
placed at the feet of a statue of the Holy
on Christmas cards and wrappings. It adds
Mother, they turned scarlet red. Ever since ,Fivr.e.ce and beauty to every office,
church
that day, the poinsettia has been called
and home during the holiday season.

HOLIDAY SHOPPING
ON A BUDGET
Holiday shopping can be f-un but
expensive. Those who do not plan
purchases may find themselves seriously in
debt in January when the bills arrive. If
you are on a budget, planning your •
Christmas shopping carefully' will help you
avoid overspending.
The first and most important step is to
determine how much you can afford to
spend. Most experts say a person can
afford an installment debt of up to 20
percent of his or her annual income. For
example, if you make $15,000 a year, you
can probably handle a total installment
debt of $3,000 for the year. Add up all
your present installment debts — car
payments, personal loans, credit card
balances and anything else on which you
owe. Subtract this figure from the
maximum installment debt you can afford
based on the 20 percent rule. Plan your
Christmas budget around the balance.
Next, list all the people on your
Christmas buying list. Then determine
how much you can spend on each person
and still remain in your budget. Write
down the figures next to the names, and
add notes on their clothing sizes, interests
and any gift ideas. Carry it with you when

shopping. When you find something for
so
on your list and it is within your
budget, buy it. It will save time and
searching later. Be sure to take into
account the costs of gift wrapping.
Christmas cards and sending packages in
your total Christmas budget.
Keep track of your total purchases as
you make them! To keep a running
account of charge purchases, attach an
index card to each charge plate, and write
down each charge purchase as you make
it. Just realizing how much you have
already charged will discourage impulse
buying. Whenever possible, pay cash and
avoid finance charges.
Deferred payment plans offered by
department stores are great as long as you
still remain within your original budget.
Don't let them lure you into overspending! Remember. your Christmas budget is
based on your yearly income!
Running low on cash? Consider giving
gifts of service. The cost is minimal, but
the services are highly appreciated!
Good ideas for gifts of service include
housesitting. babysitting, house repair
and cleaning.

Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias
'Eight tiny reindeer' can be traced to are poisonous to cats and dogs
Scandinavian lore and real reindeer
Deeply embedded in American
Christmas tradition is the reindeer.
Especially the "eight tiny reindeer" who
pull the flying sleigh of Santa Claus
through the starry skies on Christmas Eve. A
recent addition to the American Christmas
lore is "Rudolph the Red-Nose Reindeer"
who has come to us through songs and
television programs.
These fantasy deer are based upon
Scandinavian Christmas lore in which St.
Nick (Santa Claus) hurries across the snow
driving a sleigh drawn by fleet, faithful
reindeer. The idea for this Christmas belief
materialized from the use of actual reindeer
that had been domesticated in Lapland, a
region that includes the northernmost part
of Scandinavia.
Modern beliefs about reindeer mirror two
facts. Reindeer do live in cold, Arctic
regions, and they are trained to pull boatlike sleds or pulkas. Far from "tiny," the
average reindeer weighs about 300 pounds
and stands between four and five feet tall at
the shoulder. A stocky animal, it has sturdy
legs and wide hooves that help to support it
in deep snow. Unlike most deer, both males
and females have impressive racks of antlers.
Their dense coat is greyish-brown with white
on the belly and under the neck. A close
relative of the north European reindeer is
the North American caribou. The caribou,
however, has never been domesticated. The
reindeer of Lapland have been domesticated
for centuries, filling the role that cattle and
oxen do in other countries. The people of
Lapland rely on their reindeer for food:
milk, cheese and meat. Reindeer also are a
major means of transporting goods. An
individual deer can haul a load of over 300
pounds for several hours while maintaining
a ten-mile-an-hour pace. The reindeer sleds
or pulkas are used for transportation over
frozen rivers and plains.
Laps also use reindeer hide for clothing.
moccasins, tents, blankets and harness
leather. Their tough sinews are used as both

thread and braided lassos. In addition,
sinew is exported for use as surgical thread,
and reindeer hair is used to stuff life belts.
A very useful animal in all respects, their
bones and antlers are carved into tools and
household, utensils.

The mistletoe, holly and poinsettia plants
that are symbolic of Christmastime are also
poisonous to cats and dogs.
It is common for cats and dogs to simply
play with plants, batting them around and
dumping them, and not nibbling on them.
But mistletoe. holly and poinsettia plants
cause illness, even death, when they are
eaten by animals Call your veterinarian

Christmas '85 is just
around the corner
Do your last minute
shopping with us!
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immediately if vou catch your pet eating any
of these plants or if the pet shows signs of
poisoning: vomiting, diarrhea, weakness,
trembling, panting, staggering, hives.
cramps, convulsions or rigid limbs and neck.
Keep the holidays happy for everyone.
including your pet. Bring home beautiful
Christmas plants, but place them well out
of reach of your pets.
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Pillar Candles
•Christmas Colors
36 Reg. 1.50
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Hamilton Beach Food Proceskor
esses bread and pie crusts •Powerful motor for ins
'oat speed 'No 702 •Reg. 37.84

iscimmulavi,

Salo $ 1 27
39 Reg. 2.50

•Chops shreds, mixes, salads, slows, sauces, pro-

$212
Sale
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Wooden Roll Top
Bread Box

CID

'A A. MAN' ADVERTISk t) MEHL mANDISE P.`t

'Ideal for keeping rolls or bread
fresh 'Antique lettering •Wood
•No. WM2035 *Reg. 19.97

Sale Ends 12/23/85
Hwy. 641 North
M-S 9-10, Sun. 12-8
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Sale $ 16
97

Circular Saw
•7

off button 'Sawdust election chwe
'No. 7308 *Reg 29 47

1527
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or Punchcups
•Reg. 2.96
Your Sale

$/500
Sale
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Arlington
Punch Bowl

Circular sow 'Power lock

Sale

EMPIRE
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Super Hot Big Wheel &
Powder Puff Big Wheel

41.•

'Cu! gloss design 'Choice of 2 piece 6 quort punch bowl with ladle
or set of twelve 6 ounce cups

'Reg. 17.96 *Rugged construction •Adfustable seat 'Ages 3 to
8 *Assembly required •Nox. 1714, 1715

Night Musk
by Aviance

•Reg 10 96
Solo

•.55 Oz. 'Reg. 7.2o
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Deluxe Curio
Cabinet
Fragrance Gift Sets
.3u-cr <3,agne spray
,-•
•
IP

z

•Reg. 21.86 •19" Wide x81
/
2deep x23- high 'Wood frame
with acrylic door 'Easy to assemble 'Pecan finish •No. FD60301

Gift Fragrances
•Prinize Matchabelli Cachet Cologne
Spray 55 Oz. 'Prince Matchabelli
Wind Song Cologne Spray .55 Oz.

•
$596

•Reg. 6.76

.::,,s•,tg oowcfer •.iontve Scent & Silk contains
ce zoiogne spray & 2 ounce dusting powder

Sale $1858

Printer Box and
Mini Curio Cabinets
'Choose from Several styles, ideal

4

for small collectables
•Reg. 9.97

a e,
Sweet
Dreams
Doll

'Vinyl head, rooted hair,

33 Inch Plastic Fire Truck

cn
•

painted eyes, soft stuffed
body, arms and legs 'Reg.

•C,ersized tractor with chrome exhaust stacks •Two 15 inch
'Leer operated 21 3. inch boom with bucket 'No.
- - •;.(4 7v4

5 46

Mechanic
Rolling
Tool
Chest

Rival 31/2
Crock Pot
•Steel case with attached
cord 'Glass cover 'No.
3100 'Reg. 9.96

pt,
Tonka
criElut
Construction Toys
•..• ,3d1usloble blade No 2961 *Trench Backhoe
ou„E,Ix. oL,(t,orif-. •c, ‘cocip & dump. No 2534 *Steel Grader-moveable
blade that rototps in 5 positions. No. 2510 •Reg. 1 3.97 ...Save 3 03

•3 drawer chest,
bottom cabinet has
door with peg hook
•Reg. 26.94
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Hasbro
Talking Phones
'Talk to Mickey Mouse and 5 c•i
Disney characters or 6 different
Muppet
Baby
characters
*Operates on D size batteries - •
includedi •Nos. 586, 595
17 86

S.I.

$ 1 4°°

core construction, easily
assembled 'Peg 28 88

Electronic Talk 'n Play-System
•A complete audio-visual playing and learning experience with child participation 'Uses 4 -1:/' batteries
(not included) *Complete with book and cassette 'Use
as a recprder 'No 54600 •Reg. 54 83

R_ONSON
Mons Electric Shavers
'Ronson Rotary Shaving System Model RR 2 or Ronson Micro Foil Shaving System Model RFD 2 'Peg.
19 96

Salo $
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Royal Creation
Bookcase or
Entertainment
Center
'Rustic Mocha finish, solid

•
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